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ABSTRACT

A PROVOCATIVE TEST TO DETERMINE BRAIN
COMPLIANCE IN THE MANAGEMENT OF
PATIENTS WITH HYDROCEPHALUS

Preston K. Manwaring
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
Master of Science

Non-invasive techniques to explore intracranial compliance and pressure have
been extensively explored in recent years. Previous techniques have used expensive technologies to make these measurements, often with difficulty. We present a
novel, inexpensive provocative test to observe trends in intracranial compliance measurement targeted towards the treatment and management of hydrocephalus. Two
techniques are proposed which derive data from the digital and supraorbital arteries
as well as tympanic membrane displacement. This requires the use of two photoplethysmographic sensors and a TMD sensor. A common tilt table apparatus is used
to methodically and artificially increase intracranial pressure to stress the cranial system during the test. The results from this test are computed using a digital signal
processing algorithm to determine phase difference between the waveforms. Further
research is also proposed.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In this chapter we briefly discuss the nature of the disease hydrocephalus,
a current technique used to treat it, current evaluation techniques, and the need for
better evaluation tools to monitor progress of the patient. Previous and contemporary
research will be mentioned and the need for a physician-friendly provocative test which
can be performed in a clinical environment will be established.
1.1

The Nature of Hydrocephalus
Human brains are nearly neutrally buoyant inside the cranium in a saline

solution called cerebrospinal fluid (CSF). This fluid acts as a buffer for the cortex
against damage which could otherwise occur by fixing the brain in a rigid structure.
There is approximately 150 mL of CSF, within the normal adult cranium and spinal
column fluid spaces and it is created and absorbed at a rate of approximately 500mL
per day [2]. Hydrocephalus normally is a chronic disease which is characterized by
the malabsorption of CSF, and can cause progressively severe brain injury and even
death if untreated.
The surrounding CSF provides protection to the brain during normal daily
activity. CSF also allows the cortex to expand and contract as blood pulses into
the tissue and then drains away. While there are several types of hydrocephalus,
the increased pressure caused by hypertensive hydrocephalus is the most harmful.
As CSF back-logs into the cranium, the intracranial pressure (ICP) increases. This
increase in ICP can grow at and exponential rate and eventually exceed the carotid

1

Figure 1.1: VP shunts drain excess CSF by diverting it through a silicone catheter
system to the abdomen. On the left of the second picture is a CT scan of a patient
with slit-like ventricles resulting from shunting. The shunt catheter can be seen as
a white line passing through the brain. On the right of the second picture is an
MRI of a patient with hydrocephalus. Notice the enlarged ventricles resulting from
hydrocephalus (dark gray area in the center of the brain).

artery1 blood pressure (ABP). As the carotid ABP is exceeded, blood flow ceases and
permanent brain damage or death becomes imminent.
There are 10,000 reported new cases of hydrocephalus each year in the US alone
and more than half of these are congenital. More than $100 million (USD) are spent
on 25,000 CSF diversion/draining surgeries called shunt catheter placements in the
United States annually. The most common shunt placed is the ventriculoperitoneal
(VP) shunt. This is a silicone catheter with an adjustable pressure-sensitive valve
which regulates pressure by diverting excessive CSF from the ventricles of the brain
to the peritoneal cavity for reabsorption (see Fig. 1.1).
Unfortunately more than 40% of placed shunts must be revised at a later
time due to shunt catheter failure caused by tissue scarring [3, 4]. Shunt failure puts
patients at risk again for brain injury. Regular evaluation of a shunt’s performance is
necessary to determine whether a patient is at risk for failure or whether he/she can
1

The carotid arteries are the two major blood vessels which feed the brain.

2

be weaned off a shunt. New programmable-valve shunts enable a physician to adjust
draining pressure to optimize control of hydrocephalus and cognitive outcome.
1.2

Current Evaluation Techniques
The most accurate and direct way of evaluating intracranial pressure is by

surgically inserting a small disposable strain-gauge pressure sensor into the head.
This sensor can measure the baseline ICP directly. This method requires that a
patient be kept in an intensive care unit as the exposed wire protruding from the
cranium presents an infection risk. It has been shown that the risk of bacterial
infection increases significantly after only 5 days [5, 6].
A second method, which is available to patients currently undergoing treatment with a shunt valve system is available in a clinical setting. Those who have an
Ommaya reservoir placed in their head, which is a catheter similar to a shunt and is
embedded in the ventricles but ends in a closed silicone reservoir directly under the
skin, can have their ICP directly measured by tapping the reservoir with a needle.
The needle is connected to a manometer which the physician then uses to measure
the CSF pressure.
Both procedures are invasive and undesirable because of risk, leading to explorations of technologies which may allow non-invasive monitoring of shunt functionality, ICP or, alternatively, brain compliance [7]. T he last is a measure of worsening
stiffness of the brain tissue caused by malabsorption of CSF.
1.3

A Provocative Test
The difficulty in discerning intracranial pressure non-invasively lies in the in-

ability to get at vital information concerning the cranial system including blood and
CSF inflow and outflow without in vivo transducers. Unfortunately most of the noninvasive techniques are left with the same conclusion, that a particular technique may
get close to reproducibly observing and predicting the outcome but not adequately to
be considered a ”gold standard” (some of the non-invasive techniques will be detailed
in the next chapter). Our research supports this same conclusion. However, a simple
3

and inexpensive provocative test to identify and guide the treatment of hydrocephalus
in a clinical environment would be equally useful and is an appealing idea considering
the alternative invasive techniques. Such a test would aid a clinician in characterizing
the type and condition of hydrocephalus in a clinical setting. Furthermore, individual progress in the treatment of the disease may be characterized. In our lab we
have combined several non-invasive techniques with some original engineering and
developed one such provocative test.
This thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 describes the problems of acquiring data from the cranium. Several techniques are presented which we developed to
overcome these problems. Chapter 3 describes the theory behind our methods and the
mathematical justification for what we are doing. Chapter 4 details our experimental
results and initial findings. Chapter 5 concludes the thesis by commenting on our
results and further tests that should be completed to test our theories. The appendix
contains all circuit information, code written for the devices, submitted conference
papers for this research, and patent information.

4

Chapter 2

Problem

This chapter introduces some previous invasive and non-invasive ICP monitoring techniques found in literature. This transitions into a discussion of brain
compliance which is a more accurate measure of hydrocephalus status. Finally, we
introduce two techniques we have chosen to get at brain compliance information
through a provocative test.
2.1

Contemporary Research
Several groups have found that transcranial Doppler ultrasonography (TCD)

applied at the temples shows promising results for detecting ICP non-invasively. Several techniques have been tried. Roar Juul and G. Holmvik use this technology to
observe the distensibility of insonated tissue in the cranium [8]. Bernhard Schmidt,
et al., attempted similar research with arterial blood pressure as an added reference
[9]. Presumably tissue should become less distensible with increasing ICP. Resulting
measurements can then be correlated to invasively measured ICP.
Researchers at NASA also experimented with TCD using a different technique
[10]. It has been long assumed that the cranium is a rigid box. Their research
showed that the cranium actually expands and contracts a few micro-meters with
each pulsatile infusion of blood. In other words, ICP can be measured by observing
the change in size of the cranium.
Unfortunately TCD has a few drawbacks including poor signal transmission in
people with high bone density. Changing bone density and thickness will also increase

5

or decrease bone flexion. As a result, many of these tests end in false positives and
negatives.
Ophthalmodynamometry, or the use of the eye as a means to measure ICP,
has also been recently explored. The optic nerve is surrounded by CSF which affects
flow in the retinal vein. As ICP increases, the retinal vein collapses. Much like the
blood pressure cuff oscillometric technique, pressure is applied to the sclera of the eye
while observing the blood vessels in the eye. Pressure is increased until the retinal
vein begins to pulsate. Motschmann, et al., showed a high correlation between ICP
and pressure applied to the eye using this technique. Unfortunately this technique
is dangerous to comatose individuals [11]. Another eye-based technique explores the
use of the pupillary reflex which decreases as ICP increases and is considerably safer
[12].
A very interesting (and expensive) technique uses MRI to evaluate blood and
CSF flow in the brain. This technique, described by Patricia Raskin, et al., combines
fluid mechanics and MRI to back-compute tissue elastance and thence ICP. This
technique also allows ICP to be determined for different intracranial structures (ICP
may not be uniformly distributed). This technique is relatively new (2003), is still
highly theoretical, and is not yet proven accurate and reliable [6].
Aside from TCD, ophthalmodynamometry, and MRI, there is increasing interest in extracting waveform features from implanted or non-invasive sensors which
could indicate a shift in a disease. In the case of hydrocephalus, several groups of
researchers have been looking at changes in the high frequency components of the
waveforms as measured from an implanted ICP sensor.
E.L. Foltz and C. Aine uses the analysis to distinguish between the type and
severity of normal, arrested, communicating, and aqueduct stenosis hydrocephalus in
118 patients [13]. This was based on the observation that pulse-peak values are better
metrics for determining hydrocephalic conditions than mean ICP values. A patient
could have high mean ICP and not be hydrocephalic. Alternatively a hydrocephalic
patient could have normal mean ICP and be misdiagnosed. Analysis of ICP pulse
peak values, pulse delay time compared to blood-inflow, and pulse slope (rise-time)
6

reveals a statistically significant method for identifying one of the four different types
of hydrocephalus. The study showed that nearly 100% of patients were correctly
identified using this technique of wave morphology analysis alone. Further analysis of
the causes of wave morphology changes reveals that the ICP will increase and collapse
the intracranial veins (thereby also affecting arterial blood flow) [14, 15, 16].
C.S. Robertson, et al., describe a high-frequency centroid (HFC) analysis of
the waveforms to determine mortality rates and probability of permanent brain damage [7]. E.W. Lang, et al., use the non-invasive approach of tympanic membrane
displacement to capture peak amplitude ICP fluctuations (reflected from the intracranial cavity, through a patent aqueduct, and thence across the inner ear ossicles)
in hopes that a HFC analysis would reveal the same information as in Robertson’s
experiments [17]. In this latter study, however, no correlation between their data and
that of the previous study was found.
Another provocative thought was suggested by T.K. Lee and D.R. Westenskow
[18] at the University of Utah where they developed a non-invasive technique of measuring arterial blood pressure (ABP) by means of an oscillometric device placed over
the supraorbital artery (SOA). Their research conclusions showed that this technique
was poor at best in determining systemic ABP during a surgical proceedure but may
actually yield some important information about intracranial blood pressure during
anesthesia phases. For example during induction the brain is known to become stiffer
as ICP increases. This would force SOA ABP to increase. This was hypothesized
because of jumps in the data of SOA blood pressure compared to brachial blood
pressure during such phases.
2.2

Brain Compliance
Intracranial (or brain) compliance has been suggested as a better, more accu-

rate indicator of potential brain damage caused by increased baseline ICP [7]. It is a
simplified concept compared to the formal definitions found in physics. Compliance
is inversely proportional to ICP. Compliance is also an easier parameter to observe
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non-invasively. Dr. Anthony Marmarou, who wrote one of the fundamental works on
brain compliance [19], defines compliance this way:

Compliance of a distensible or elastic chamber is defined as the ratio
of change of volume (∆V) to the corresponding change in pressure (∆P).
The ratio of ∆V/∆P or compliance coefficient is equivalent to the slope
of the volume versus the pressure curve [commonly referred to as the PVI
curve] obtained by injecting known amounts of fluid into the CSF space
and recording the rise in CSF pressure. Compliance then is a measure of
the volume distensibility of the CSF compartment.
To fully understand compliance as it relates to the brain, we introduce the
idea of a pressure-volume index (PVI) alluded to in the above quote. The PVI curve
describes the volume of CSF one could inject into the cranium and the resulting
pressure one could measure with an ICP sensor. In an ideal elastic container, this
curve would be linear. A linear increase in volume yields a linear increase in pressure.
The cranium, however, does not fall into this category of an ideal elastic container. The curve resulting from experimental trials appear to be exponential in
nature and was first described by Monro in 1783 [20]. In other words, a minimal
increase of CSF volume could cause an exponential jump in ICP. This theory was
further developed by Kellie in 1824 [21]. While this initial observation has been revised several times by many physicians and researchers, the resulting PVI curve (see
Fig. 2.1) is most often referred to as the Monro-Kellie theory or doctrine. A more recent explanation for the curve shape was given by Shulman and Marmarou [22]. They
observe that the exponential nature of the PVI curve results from the collapsability
of the nervous system (cortex) more than anything else.
Using Marmarou’s description above, we can see that brain compliance is also
not a linear function1 . Furthermore, compliance will more readily change compared
to baseline ICP. Imagine, for example, a stiff growth in the cortex. While baseline
1

Marmarou also explains that 68% of total compliance comes from the cranium and the remaining
32% from the spinal column[19]
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Figure 2.1: This is an example PVI curve. Notice that a slight increase in CSF
volume would cause an exponential increase in pressure. This is due to the nature of
the tissue.

ICP may not increase at first, or may even equilibrate in the presence of the growth,
compliance would change, perhaps even drastically. An invasive method for measuring
overall brain compliance has been mentioned by Robertson, et al., [7].
Another way to see brain compliance, therefore, is as a measure of the overall
stiffness of the brain tissue. In the simplest form, the stiffer the tissue becomes
because of compression due to increasing ICP, the less distensible the tissue becomes
and the less compliant it is. The converse is also true. It can be assumed then,
that patients with hypertensive hydrocephalus, also have abnormal brain compliance
(small increases in CSF volume cause high increases in pressure and the compliance
coefficient becomes smaller). It should be noted that not all hydrocephalus follows
this pattern. Some types of hydrocephalus, such as normal pressure hydrocephalus,
show high compliance at low intracranial pressures. Such testing guides the physician,
therefore, in differentiating types of hydrocephalus.
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2.3

Our Approach
The difficulty with getting at compliance information non-invasively results

from the inability to measure the needed parameters such as volume and pressure directly. In the similar investigation of cuffless-non-invasive ABP measurements, many
researchers look at using pulse transit-time (PTT) between two sensors to backcompute ABP. As ABP increases, PTT should decrease as the vessel walls stiffen
[23]. Researchers agree that there is promise in PTT evaluations of ABP, but no one
model accurately depicts the mechanisms governing the observed results. Despite
this, there has been moderate success in these efforts including some commercialized
equipment, although regular calibration is needed.
We hypothesize that a similar technique could be used to observe brain compliance qualitatively. As mentioned before, E.W. Lang, et al., describe the use of a
tympanometric technique to look at peak pressure ICP waveforms transmitted across
the ear drum (see Fig. 2.2). While the actual ICP values are not directly measurable
from this technique, the peaks of the waveforms can be used as reference points for a
PTT measurement with the carotid or external carotid arterial pulse. Presumeably
as ICP increases, the PTT of the blood to ICP pulse will decrease as compliance
decreases.
A second technique would look at the carotid arterial inflow and the outflow
from a distal branch of the internal carotid artery called the supraorbital artery (SOA)
(see Fig. 2.2). The SOA is the only artery which exits the cranium after passing
through the cortical tissue and is affected by CSF pressure. It is also hypothesized
that an increase in ICP will affect the timing morphology of the SOA waveform. It is
unclear how exactly the waveform will be affected as we are the first to explore such
a technique. However an educated guess will be proposed in the theory chapter.
In order to test the compliance changing hypothesis, we must be able to change
the compliance by altering ICP. This leads to the idea of a provocative test. The
10

Figure 2.2: This image shows which locations on the head we are interested in recording data from.
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test is designed to stress the cranial system by artificially increasing ICP. The stress
test should reveal a decrease in compliance as ICP increases. To what extent the
compliance changes during the test would reveal the severity of hydrocephalus in
such a diagnosed patient.
These techniques are original engineering. As this is the first time either have
been explored, much of this research is preliminary. No concrete models have been
created to explain behavior, although some have been explored.
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Chapter 3

Theory

In this chapter we describe the theory behind our technique to determine brain
compliance non-invasively. This includes a brief description of how the provocative
test alluded to in the previous chapter would be utilized in assessing a patient. Considerations of sensor types, data acquisition parameters, and algorithm requirements
are mentioned. Data supporting our method are also presented. The chapter is organized as follows: The introduction establishes the need for our technique. NASA’s
tilt table test is described as an integral element of our test. A model of intracranial
fluid dynamics suggesting the results we might expect from our experiments is given.
Then we describe the first method devised in our research for observing trends in
brain compliance. This section includes information about the corresponding sensors, data acquisition techniques, and analysis algorithm. The next section describes
a second, more reliable, method devised for observing trends in brain compliance.
Information about this method’s data acquisition parameters and analysis algorithm
is also presented. In the experiment data acquisition section we elaborate upon the
idea of stressing the cranial system introduced in the first and second sections and
describe how participants and patients are studied. Finally, an in-depth study of the
data analysis algorithm and conditions necessary for accurate results is made in the
last section.
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3.1

Introduction
Our provocative test is based loosely on the principles of system analysis. We

can view the cranium as ”black box”. We don’t know exactly what the mathematical
model of the box is, but by stressing the system with known inputs and observing
the outputs, we can infer something about the black box. Essentially we observe
outcome signatures which correspond to certain hydrocephalic conditions. The stress
is created by artificially increasing intracranial pressure by means of a tilt table. The
outcomes are recorded by means of one of two transducer pairs as described in later
sections.
3.2

NASA’s Tilt Table Test
The brain within the cranial box remains in a state of normal pressure and

fluid equilibrium until something (disease, head injury, drugs) affects flow of fluid and
tissue turgor. When the normal state of equilibrium is altered, cranial blood flow,
blood pressure, CSF flow, and CSF pressure will also change. These pressures and
flows can be measured to determine the state of the brain.
A group of scientists at NASA [10] described the use of a tilt table which
pivots at the hip to artificially and temporarily increase the ICP in an individual by
tilting the head and torso from an upright position to a slightly inverted one. This
effectively blood-logs the brain, thus increasing ICP, establishing a new equilibrium.
This methodical increase in pressure was verified by use of a newly developed transcranial Doppler (TCD) ultrasound technique which measures the distensibility of the
cranium as the internal tissues engorge with blood during each stroke of the heart.
We have adapted this technique with the use of a portable, full-body-length
tilt table (Hang-Ups, Teeter HangUps, Puyallup, WA, USA) and an in-house built
computer-controlable electro-mechanical tilting mechanism (see Fig. 3.1). This table
is easily applied to individuals as young as age 5 and up. The table allows us to
14

Table 3.1: Intracranial pressure as recorded in a hydrocephalic patient with normal
presssure and a shunt in ligation. Readings were made with a manometer and a
tapped Ommaya reservoir.
Tilt Angle
45
0
-15
-30
-45

manometer (cm H2 O) Pressure (mmHg)
8
5.8
25.5
18.8
37
27.2
47
34.6
53
39.0

tilt individuals at a very controlled rate and precisely position them during testing.
During our tests, we position the participant at five different tilt angles {+45, 0, -15,
-30, -45} and maintain that position for a fixed amount of time after intracranial
equilibrium has been reached. As a secondary and separate test, we also continuously
advance the individual from +45 to -45 degrees and back over a short interval. Positions are accurately measured by a calibrated potentiometer mounted at the fulcrum
of the table or in the tilt mechanism directly.
Our independent tests show similar results to NASA’s experiment. We tested
the claims by placing a patient with normal ICP, an Ommaya Reservoir1 , and arrested
hydrocephalus on the tilt table. A needle was inserted into the Ommaya Reservoir
just under the scalp. A tube and manometer open to the atmosphere was attached to
the needle and was used to measure the increase in ICP as the patient was inverted
(see Fig: 3.2). Table 3.1 shows the results of this test. Note that ICP increases with
decreasing tilt angle.

1

An Ommaya reservoir is a silicone catheter inserted into the ventricles of the brain and capped
under the surface of the skin by a silicone reservoir. This allows a physician access to CSF for
measuring ICP directly by inserting a needle, which is attached to a manometer into the reservoir.
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Figure 3.1: This is the tilt table apparatus. Notice the linear actuator and armature
used to methodically change the tilt angle of the table.

Figure 3.2: This image shows the test setup with a patient on the tilt table apparatus
with a needle attached to a manometer and inserted into the Ommaya reservoir.
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Figure 3.3: This is the model proposed by Karni, et al.. It models the pressure waves
of six compartments driven by the heart.

3.3

Cerebrospinal Fluid and Blood Flow Models
Several mathematical models describing the cranium and fluid systems allude

to results we might expect from our research although none are specifically designed
to yield the data we are collecting.
A model of intracranial fluid-dynamics was proposed by Z. Karni, et al. [24].
This model divides the cranium into parameterizeable compartments using fluiddynamics which can be solved for steady-state flow (see Fig. 3.3). These compartments are the artery, capillary, venous, venous sinus, jugular bulb, and cerebrospinal
fluid. Resistances between compartments are deduced and finally pressure wave amplitudes can be solved for individual compartments knowing changes in arterial pressure. Each of the parameters used in the model were found experimentally. The
results of their work compare favorably to patient data.
Richard Penson and Robert Allen advanced this model one step by converting
it to an electrical model which they built in Simulink (see Fig. 3.4) [21]. The driving
force of the model (the heart) is modeled as a sine-wave generator. Their simulation
results show that as ABP increases, the middle cerebral artery (MCA) flow velocity
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Figure 3.4: This is the electrical analog of the model proposed by Penson and Allen.

Figure 3.5: The figure on the left shows that there is a phase difference between ABP
flow and MCA flow velocity. The figure on the right shows how, as ABP increases,
the flow velocity decreases to zero.

decreases and begins to lag behind the carotid arterial flow (see Fig. 3.3). This phase
difference in signals was later verified using TCD in the ICU in traumatic brain injury
patients. As the SOA is a branch of the internal carotid artery it is a likely conclusion
that the SOA flow velocity also decreases as ABP increases. This intuitively suggests
that brain compliance change could be measureable by observing blood flow or ICP
pulses with reference to an input (such as the carotid artery).
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3.4

Tympanic Membrane Displacement
In this section we describe the theory and construction of a two sensor sys-

tem based on tympanic membrane displacement whose data is analyzed to determine
phase difference between two waveforms which creates a measure of brain compliance.
We use phase difference of the fundamental sinusoids as the measured time between
waveforms. The introduction subsection describes the reasons for developing such
a system. The second and third subsections describe the tympanic membrane displacement and reference transducers respectively. The fourth and fifth subsections
describe the analysis algorithm as well as a stand-alone device used to monitor data
in real-time.
3.4.1

Introduction to the Tympanic Membrane Displacement Technique
Recently, a technique of real-time monitoring of the ICP waveform by trans-

duction of tympanic membrane displacement (TMD) has been studied in patients
with head injury, subarachnoid hemorrhage, and intracerebral hematoma [17]. This
approach is based on evidence that the intracranial pressure pulse is transmitted
from the intracranial space via non-compressible fluid (CSF) into the endolymph of
the inner ear. This pulse is conducted along a patent cochlear aqueduct and thence
backward over the middle ear ossicles to the tympanic membrane which then deflects
outward (see Fig. 3.6). A highly sensitive air pressure transducer, developed in our
laboratory, can record the pressure pulses caused by tympanic membrane displacements when fitted into the ear canal.
A concern with this technique is that the mean ICP, namely the DC offset
or baseline voltage of the waveform, is obscured. As mentioned before, an intraparenchymal sensor inserted into the brain records the full waveform information. It
is necessary for a physician to know the static, mean ICP to determine the health and
any risk to the brain. Obviously a transducer which is air coupled and not calibrated
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Figure 3.6: This image shows the anatomy of the ear. Notice that the cochlear
aqueduct originates in the subarachnoid space and can transmit ICP pulses to the
inner ear [1].

to reflect the critical baseline pressure information (essentially being AC coupled) is
not very useful for this purpose. However, referring to the model constructed by Marmarou [19] and then elaborated upon by Penson and Allen [21], it may be possible
to infer or even reconstruct some important information about the cranial system if
we compare the TMD signal (AC coupled ICP data which is the output of the black
box) to an external reference such as an artery (input to the black box). The results
may be seen as a good guess about the physical characteristics of the black box. We
will now discuss the transducers designed and tested for this purpose. Following this
discussion we will elaborate on the algorithm used to extract the desired information.
3.4.2

Tympanic Membrane Displacement Transducer Description
The tympanic membrane displacement transducer is built using a large piezo-

electric diaphragm molded into an airtight plastic enclosure. Two holes are bored
into the enclosure. One hole is connected to a plastic tube whereon a silicone rubber
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Figure 3.7: The image on the left shows the structure of the TMD sensor device. The
image on the right shows the headset attachment.

earpiece is fastened. This side of the apparatus is inserted into the ear. The back side
of the apparatus is left open to allow ambient air to enter and exit as the diaphragm
bends in response to ear canal pressure changes. The transducer is commercially
available as a piezoelectric speaker from Radio Shack. An amplifier and filtering circuit is placed on a printed circuit board (PCB) on the back of the device. Finally, a
custom headband is attached to the transducer apparatus to hold it comfortably in
place, snugly fitted into the ear canal. Figure 3.7 shows the completed device.
As the diaphragm flexes due to minute pressure changes, the piezoelectric device generates a high-voltage, very low-current signal whose amplitude is proportional
to the diaphragm displacement. The generated signal is buffered and amplified using
an operational amplifier (op-amp) circuit on the back of the transducer to prevent
loading of the piezoelectric element (which could cause distortion) and to prevent extraneous noise from interfering with the signal. The buffer circuit is also biased up to
2.5 volts (V) which represents the middle of the analog to digital converter’s (ADC)
dynamic range. As the piezoelectric device can be seen as AC coupled (its equivalent
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passive circuit is a capacitor in series with a voltage source), the device floats at the
op-amp bias voltage. This ensures that the output voltage swings between 0 and 5V
(the supply rails) and is centered at 2.5V. All signals outside this range are clamped
at the supply voltages by the op-amp. Finally, the signal is low-pass filtered for antialiasing by an 8th order switched capacitor digital Butterworth (maximally flat) filter
(Fc = 5Hz) before being sent on to data acquisition and processing circuitry.
3.4.3

Reference Transducer Description
Two transducers were tested for the monitoring of reference blood flow. This

reference blood flow is seen as the input to the black box. The first transducer was
adapted from an exercise machine which monitors heart rate photoplethysmographically2 in a branch of the external carotid artery found in the ear lobe. This device
required the construction of some custom circuitry to amplify the resulting PPG signal. See the appendix for a circuit diagram. Note that the filter corner frequency
matches that of the TMD sensor thus eliminating concerns of independent filter phasing (time delay) effects.
The second transducer is a standard finger (digital artery) pulse oximeter made
by Nellcor (Pleasanton, CA, USA) specifically for monitoring oxygen saturation in
the blood (SPO2 ) but whose plethysmograph voltage waveform could be recorded
by a secondary external device. The assumption was also made that the peripheral
pulse (DA pulse) would occur at approximately the same time or have a fixed delay
compared to the carotid pulse. The advantage of this system compared to the custom
sensor described above is that it has automatic gain (AGC) and offset control built
in. In other words, when the amplitude of the PPG signal is too low or out of range,
2

Photoplethysmography (PPG) is a way of monitoring blood vessel engorgement by shining light
through the vessels to be monitored and converting the remaining light (light which was not absorbed
by the tissue) on the opposite side of the tissue to useful information such as voltage. The resulting
voltage waveform recorded over time will vary in amplitude proportional to the engorgement of
the vessels over time. NOTE: Some PPG devices reflect light through the vessels and convert the
remaining light on the transmission side.
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Figure 3.8: This shows a block diagram of our system. The data acquisition and
filters are explained in Section 3.4.4.

the device adjusts the gain and offsets to bring the signal into an optimal range. The
resulting output voltage waveform from the device always swings optimally between
0 and 3V. Refer to Fig. 3.8 for a block diagram of the system.
3.4.4

Data Acquisition
Initial recording of the two data channels was performed using a Dataq DI-

700 (Akron, OH) data acquisition device. The resolution of this device is 16-bits.
The maximum input voltage swing is ±10V . The wide input voltage range and
high-impedance inputs meant that no further signal conditioning was needed during
acquisition. Any further conditioning could be done in software. The sample rate
was set to 122 Hz (default device setting). Analysis of the data was performed by a
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm in Matlab. This is described briefly in this
section and in detail later in the chapter.
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3.4.5

The Stand-Alone Device
A stand-alone device was built to allow in-field experimenting. The data ac-

quisition and processing circuitry of this device contains further signal conditioning
circuitry, an ADC, and a microprocessor. Two analog recording inputs are available
on this device, one for each sensor respectively. The front-end signal conditioning circuitry consists of a single-pole resistor-capacitor (RC) high-pass filter (Fc = 0.18Hz)
per channel to minimize drift (away from the 2.5V bias) caused by motion artifact of
the head which could be amplified by the piezoelectric transducer. The second channel’s filter is to minimize phasing (time delay) effects by forcing all signals through
similar input conditions. These signals are then amplified up to a maximally optimal
range (as close to a ±2.5V swing as possible) by a microprocessor controlled programable gain amplifier (PGA). Finally the fully-conditioned signal is passed on to
a 12-bit analog to digital converter (ADC). These signals are compared by means of
a fixed arithmetic FFT algorithm. The completed protype of this device is shown in
Fig. 3.9.
3.4.6

The Data Analysis Algorithm
The data analysis program used in both the stand-alone and Matlab script

is based on the simple observation that signal phase information can be computed
by an FFT algorithm. Phase is a misnomer in this application. Strictly interpreted,
phase can only be measured between two purely sinusoidal signals. As the signals
we are investigating do not fall into that category, we should be speaking of a group
delay. However, as we will see in the next paragraphs, we can speak of phase between
frequencies observed in the Fourier domain.
The Fourier transform allows the decomposition of a signal into its primary
sinusoidal frequency components. The stricter definition is that it maps a time domain
signal to the frequency domain. Thus we will ”see” the individual sinusoids and
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Figure 3.9: This is the original compliance meter stand-alone (or bedside monitor)
device. On the screen one can see heart rate in mHz (mili-Hertz) and BPM as well
as the phase difference between the fundamental frequencies recorded from the two
sensors. The clip sensor fits on the earlobe. The yellow portion of the piezo sensor,
below, is designed to fit within the ear canal.
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their respective amplitudes, which when mathematically added together and inversely
transformed, will reproduce the original signal. Accurate FFT analysis is contingent
upon certain conditions and will be discussed subsequently.
We are only concerned with the fundamental frequency of the heart. As the
heart pumps blood through the arteries, the rest of the vasculature responds to the
pressure pulses. For this analysis, we are interested in the time delay, which can be
represented as a phase difference, between pulse responses to the pulsatile infusion of
blood. Time delay can be computed from phase difference by

∆Φ =

t2 − t1
× 360.
T

So ∆t =

∆Φ × T
.
360

(3.1)

(3.2)

Where ∆Φ is the phase difference between waveforms, t2 , t1 are the times at
which a fixed point on the waveform is measured (such as peaks), T is the period of
the signal t1 , and ∆t is t2 − t1 . The advantage in representing the time difference
between waveforms as a phase difference is that phase difference is a ratio as opposed
to an absolute time. We make the assumption that these ratios will be constant even
though the time between waveforms will not be, due to varying resting heart rates
between subjects.
Our system observes and records these pulses for analysis in the time domain
(imagine a strip chart). Following acquisition, the data are windowed using a Hanning
window of the length of the FFT. This limits any spectral diffusion or high frequency
components from influencing the phase difference calculation. The FFT then transforms this data into the frequency domain. The fundamental frequency of the heart
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(the heart rate in cycles per second) is observed to be the highest magnitude value
in the frequency domain between the frequencies of 0.3 and 5 Hz. A simple search
algorithm detects this value (frequency) for both signals.
The values detected are represented in complex format. This means they are
composed of real and imaginary parts (R + jI). Another way of looking at this is
that they are composed of amplitudes and phases (R + jI = AeiΘ ). The magnitude
of a value is given by

Magnitude =

√

R2 + I 2 .

(3.3)

Phase measurement information, which can also be calculated from the complex numbers, is not commonly used. Phase information (the angle at which the
signal traverses at the sampled instant) is calculated by

Phase = tan−1

I
.
R

(3.4)

The phase difference between the two signals, whose individual phases have
been calculated in this manner is then given by

Phase Difference = Phase2 − Phase1 ,
and should be read as phase 2 with reference to phase 1.
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(3.5)

The resulting phase difference can be anywhere on the unit circle and even at
values greater than 2π. This means that the phase difference must be unwrapped to
bring it to within the range of [−π, π]. An alternative to this is to divide the two
complex values found at the fundamental frequency and then perform the inverse
tangent.

eiΘ2 −iΘ1 =

eiΘ2
eiΘ1

(3.6)

so,

Phase Difference = tan−1

eiΘ2
.
eiΘ1

(3.7)

If we assume that our system is causal, a negative phase difference would be
confusing. A negative phase difference is really a phase difference greater than π or
180 degrees. It is therefore necessary to add a negative phase difference to 360 degrees
to reflect the proper difference with reference to one signal. In other words






Phase Difference = 



Phase Difference

if 0 ≤ Phase Difference ≤ 180.

360 + Phase Difference if -180 ≤ Phase Difference < 0.
(3.8)

Once the phase difference between the fundamental frequencies is known, we
can plot them against our system stressors to create a signature response. Sets of
signature responses will be compared to determine the brain compliance pattern of a
patient and will be discussed in the experiment chapter. Figure 3.4.6 gives a graphical
view of the algorithm.
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Figure 3.10: This is a graphical view of the algorithm flow. First the data is collected
and windowed. Then the information is passed to the FFT algorithm where the
heart rate is determined by the bin with the greatest magnitude. Finally, the phase
difference is determined between the bins with the greatest magnitue.
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3.5

Supraorbital Artery Photoplethysmography
Although sound in theory, the technique described in the previous section has

a serious flaw which obscures the data and makes valid conclusions difficult. The
TMD sensor is prone to any motion artifact. This means that breathing, moving
one’s jaw, or slight movements of the head will interfere with the data. For this
reason a second, more robust technique was needed, which could yield the same vital
information without the potentials for similar error. This section describes a novel
technique using a second PPG sensor over the supraorbital artery to replace the TMD
sensor of the previous section. First we will describe the anatomy and advantages
of using the supraorbital artery. We will follow with a discussion of the PPG sensor
employed to collect the data. The section concludes with a description of the data
acquisition techniques used, the bedside monitor, and the data analysis algorithm.
3.5.1

Introduction to the Supraorbital Artery Technique
The supraorbital artery is a distal branch of the internal carotid artery. The

internal carotid artery bifurcates to become the anterior cerebral artery. The anterior
cerebral artery branches into the ophthalmic artery. The supraorbital artery branches
from the opthalmic artery and exits the cranium just above the eye through the
supraorbital notch (see Figs 3.11 and 3.12). This is the only artery which originates
from within the cranium and exits to supply the scalp. As this vessel is subjected to
the intracranial conditions before exiting, its blood flow (as its morphology is altered)
may be useful in determining brain compliance.
3.5.2

Reflective Photoplethysmography
The SOA flow can be easily observed by a technique called reflective photo-

plethysmography. The difference between this technique and the previously described
technique of PPG is that instead of passing light through tissue and recording on the
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Figure 3.11: This image shows the intracranial vasculature from an internal carotid
artery branching ultimately into the supraorbital artery [1].

Figure 3.12: This image shows the external vasculature of the face. Here one can see
where the supraorbital artery and vein exit (1) through the supraorbital notch just
above the eye [1].
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other side, light is passed through tissue and reflected from the surface of the bone
through the tissue again back to a receiver. One common commercially available
device is the MAX-FAST forehead sensor from Nellcor. This device incorporates the
680nm LED and photo diode typical to a PPG sensor in a black adhesive patch which
is placed over the SOA of a patient.
3.5.3

Data Acquisition
The data acquisition hardware and sample rate was changed for this phase

of the research compared to the previous TMD approach. Two Nellcor oximeter
units were used during this phase to accommodate the DA and SOA pulse oximeter
sensors. A National Instruments 16-bit DAQCard-6036E was used for acquisition.
The sample rate was set at 100 Hz. All necessary filtering was performed in the
Nellcor devices. Both Nellcor oximeter units were connected to a breakout box under
the laptop computer. This facilitated clinical monitoring by reducing the number of
wires visible to the staff and patients. A custom acquisition and analysis program was
written in LabView to record all participant/patient sensor data as well as name, age,
gender, blood pressure, sample duration, tilt table position, and date and time of the
study. This information is stored in the header of each raw data file. Furthermore,
composite data sets showing data relationships were recorded in graphical files.
3.5.4

The Stand-Alone Device
Similar to the previous stand-alone device, this device incorporates two ADC’s

and some filtering circuitry. The filtering circuitry characteristics matches the circuitry of the previous device. In this version however, we have incorporated a larger
graphical LCD screen to show the physician raw sensor input and data analysis.
This device makes comparing hydrocephalic patient data results to a set of normal
non-hydrocephalic individuals’ results very simple (see Fig 3.13).
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Figure 3.13: This image shows the current stand-alone (bedside monitor) device. The
physician can readily see the heart rate in BPM and phase angle of the fundamental
frequencies from the sensors. In the lower left corner of the screen the physician can
see the raw data as it is recorded. The large center portion of the screen is the data
analysis section comparing the results from the patient to a set of normal results from
non-hydrocephalic individuals.

3.5.5

The Data Analysis Algorithm
The data analysis algorithm for this method does not differ from the device

described in the previous section except for the programs which implement the algorithm.
3.6

Experiment Data Acquisition
As mentioned previously, the goal of this research is to determine a disease

signature for an individual patient compared to a set of normal individuals. This
signature would reveal how the patient compares in general to the normal set but
more importantly how he/she compares to him/herself over the course of treatment.
The signature is generated by stressing the cranial system (the cranium seen
as a black box system with inputs and outputs) and observing the outcomes. In
normal circumstances with an individual in an upright or supine position, we expect
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repeatable and stable waveform analyses. This is because the system is not being
stressed. According to the NASA tilt table experiments, individuals in upright and
supine positions have normal ICP. Beyond the supine position (head below the feet)
ICP begins to increase. Using the techniques described in the tympanic membrane
displacement and supraorbital artery sections, blood inflow and air coupled ICP, as
well as blood inflow and outflow phase relationships can be measured. The relationships are expected to change depending upon the disease condition and the artificially
increased ICP (stress) by means of the tilt table.
All participants and patients follow the same measurement protocol. A copy
of the institutional review board (IRB) approved protocol is on file with the Brigham
Young University Office of Creative Research and Activities (ORCA). The tilt table
used in our experiments can be adjusted to center an individual’s body mass about
the table’s fulcrum. This makes tilt position easier to change. Attached to the table
is a mechanical or electrical analog inclinometer whereby tilt angle may be accurately
measured. A braking mechanism is also employed which prevents the tilt angle from
changing unexpectedly during experimentation. Table tilt angle is changed either by
hand or by means of an electric linear actuator.
The first step in the experiment is to adjust the length of the table according
to the height of the individual. The individual is then asked to step onto the table
foot rests. The ankles are clamped to the foot rests using a built-in foam rubber
covered mechanism. Either the TMD or SOA sensor and the DA sensor are applied
to the individual. The participant is asked to remain completely still as the system
calibrates and stable signals are consistently seen. Data is then recorded at five
different table inclinations for a period of 30 seconds each (approximately 30 heart
cycles) as follows. The first position is at +45 degrees. This position approximates
standing upright. After waiting for the system to stabilize or 30 seconds (whichever is
greater) a 30 second recording of all sensors is made. The participant is then advanced
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to 0 degrees (horizontal) and another reading taken. The the subsequent positions are
-15, -30, and -45 degrees. After -45 degrees, the participant is returned to the upright
position and allowed to recover. Data is post processed according to the methods
described in the previous sections and tabulated against tilt table position.
The second experiment which requires the use of a speed-controlled electric
linear actuator (and therefore studied adjunctly to the above experiment) requires
the individual to be tilted at a constant rate through the 5 positions and back within
a period of two minutes. During this procedure the sensors are continually recorded.
A final sample-to-sample FFT and phase relationship between the sensors is made
in a fashion similar to the algorithms described in the previous sections. The result
should show a continuous bell-shaped curve of phase difference versus time which
would change in amplitude, steepness, and onset time according to the condition and
treatment of the disease.
3.7

Data Analysis
This section covers the analysis of our algorithm and highlights some problems

encountered in sampling types of these biological waveforms. First we will discuss
some considerations needed to be made concerning the waveforms and what might
cause erroneous output to be produced from our algorithm. Finally we will discuss
the testing of the algorithm.
3.7.1

Waveform and FFT Considerations
The first important consideration is how the waveforms are sampled. In our

particular case, we are sampling with a resolution of 10-bits at around 100 Hz. While a
waveform is continuous over time, we are only interested in snapshots of the waveform
which are taken at periodic intervals and finite amplitudes. The intervals are defined
by the sampling rate, and the finite amplitude values are defined by the resolution.
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Our input voltage range is 0 to 5 V. If we have 10-bits of resolution, then we have
210 = 1024 possible finite amplitudes which can be captured over a given input
range. This means that we have a minimum amplitude ”step” or quantization of
5V /1024 = 4.8mV. This resolution can change depending on the conversion method,
but in our case (10-bit successive approximation) it is 4.8mV. Quantization can be
seen as noise added to a signal and can introduce error if it is too great compared to
the waveform amplitude.
This ability to resolve a minimum voltage of 4.8mV puts some constraints
on our algorithm. If we assume that the output voltage from our sensor can feed
the input to our device while sweeping maximally over the input range, and does so
regularly, then we can assume that quantization error will not affect our algorithm.
However, if the amplitude of incoming signals drop too low and sweeps minimally
over the input range, noise caused by quantization error will be large compared to
the signal of interest and erroneous results will emerge from the algorithm. It is
therefore necessary to maintain a signal amplitude above the minimum quantization
error (typically 3 least significant bits or 23 = 8 or 4.8mV × 8 = 38.4mV).
The sampling rate is also very important. The Nyquist sampling theory, which
dictates the minimum sampling rate (FS ) necessary to reproduce an analog waveform
digitally, states that FS be twice that of the highest frequency component we are
sampling. In other words, FS = 2 × FN Y Q . Briefly, this means we need a minimum
sampling rate of 10Hz if the maximum heart rate is 5Hz or 300BPM. However, as
there are higher frequency harmonics of interest (see Fig. 3.4.6, the minimum sample
rate should be 40Hz.
Another consideration has to do with the discrete nature of the results produced by the FFT algorithm. The FFT produces its results in units commonly called
bins. Each bin represents a discrete frequency similar to Fourier Transform coefficients. Like the Fourier Transform, the FFT returns two images of the frequency
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domain data. Only one image is needed to extract the frequency and phase information because our data is purely real (1/2 of the FFT data). The other half is
discarded. The bin resolution of the FFT, or in other words the ability of the FFT
to pinpoint a particular frequency, is determined by the size of the FFT, the sample
rate, and the time over which the samples were taken. The bin resolution is given by

∆F =

FS
n

(3.9)

where n equals the FFT resolution. So, for example, if we had a data set of 100
samples taken at 100 samples per second and our FFT size was 100 bins, then each
bin would have a 1Hz resolution. We could then look at each bin up to 50 for
valid data. Bins 51 to 100 would have the mirror image of the first 50 bins and are
unnecessary. It is apparent then that we can only resolve frequencies up to FN Y Q or
1
F .
2 S

As mentioned previously in this chapter, each bin contains a complex valued
number which represents the phase and magnitude of the sinusoids composing the
original signal. Optimally (for computing resources and bin frequency resolution)
we would keep the sampling rate as low as possible without violating the Nyquist
sampling theorem. For greater resolution we would simply increase the number of
samples (necessitating an increase in the FFT size). Unfortunately to increase the
phase angle measurement resolution it becomes necessary to increase the sample
rate. A trade-off between frequency and phase resolution exists and, as previously
mentioned, a sample rate of 100 Hz was chosen.
The FFT can give produce accurate results under the following conditions:
• The signals must be adequately noise free. The frequency at which phase information is to be computed should not be interfered with by neighboring signals.
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Noise will introduce errors into the calculations by misrepresenting our actual
data.
• The signals should be stable so that spectral diffusion will not occur or greatly
interfere with the calculation. This is directly related to the first condition.
• Assuming we are sampling the data and the signal does not have a mathematically infinite resolution, then the signal amplitude must be high enough so that
we can ignore any quantization error introduced by the ADC.
A normal heart beat will vary in frequency from beat-to-beat. This variation is
part of a normal healthy individual’s physiological pattern. A traumatized individual,
whose autonomic system is damaged, may lose this variability as the heart is left to
oscillate on its own without systemic regulation. The heart rate variability in a
normal, at-rest individual is about 0.17 Hz with a mean heart rate of 60 BPM [25].
Because of this variation, and while interpreting from our discussion above on ∆F ,
we will get some distortion in the data found in the FFT bins.
Ideally we would see a large valued number in one bin indicating a pure sinusoid
at that frequency. With changing frequencies we can expect some spreading of the
information into adjacent bins. This spread of information means a loss of some
important information which must be accounted for, requiring us to test our algorithm
for accuracy despite changing frequencies.
Another problem occurs when a signal’s ”on time” is too small. Although a
signal may be periodic around 1 Hz, if the on time (quasi duty cycle) is too low,
the FFT will mis-interpret the data because the harmonic frequencies outweigh the
fundamental.
The last consideration goes back to sampling theory. In a perfect situation we
would sample complete multiples of a waveform. In other words, if we were to sample
10 sine waves, we would start and stop sampling the waveforms at the same point.
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Figure 3.14: These images show the effect of a Hanning window. The first image is
of raw data. The start and finish of the waveform has sharp edges and does end on
on a complete cycle. The second image shows a Hanning window. The third image
shows the effect of a Hanning window on the original data. The ends are attenuated
to limit spectral diffusion in the FFT. The last image is the now windowed data.

This would ensure proper transformation and no spectral diffusion. This spectral
diffusion is similar to the discussion above but comes as a result of sharp cut-offs of
data which introduces high-frequency noise into the transform. As perfect sampling
is an unlikely possibility with varying resting heart rates and beat-to-beat heart rate
variability, we must window the data. A window effectively minimizes the spectral
diffusion by gradually attenuating amplitudes at the ends of the sampled waveforms.
The data in the middle of the waveform is therefore given higher priority and should
adequately represent the complete data. A Hanning window was chosen which is
adequate to maintain the amplitude and phase information of the transformed data
required in this research (see Fig. 3.14) [26].
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3.7.2

Testing of the Algorithm
Given the problems listed above, it is necessary to test the algorithm over

a range of possible inputs to verify functionality. The input test waveforms should
adequately represent real data by varying in amplitude and frequency. The phase difference between waveforms should be tested over the [0,360] degree range. Finally, the
waveform ”on-time” variations should be tested to see what will affect the algorithm.
There are two ways of computing the maximum error produced by our algorithm. The first is by hand and the second is by simulation. For simplicity the
algorithm is analyzed by running multiple sets of data through it in simulation.
The simulation was performed using Matlab. A script was written which generates a series of wavelets varying in amplitude, frequency, and phase (with reference
to the other) about a normal distribution and concatenates them together to form
two large waveforms of n wavelets (see table 3.2). These waveforms were then analyzed according to the algorithm described in section 3.4.6. The complete script can
be found in Appendix A.
The script allows several parameters to be modified. First, one may specify
the number of wavelets to generate. Each wavelet is composed of two sinusoids (one
fundamental and one 2nd harmonic) which adequately represents the PPG signals
of interest (similar to [27]). The user may also specify the sample rate and ADC
resolution. Next the user specifies the range over which the phase differences should
be considered (e.g. [0,360] degrees). Finally, the user specifies how many trials using
these parameters should be executed (e.g. 1000). If the user desires, the mean
frequencies and mean amplitudes of the two sinusoids, as well as their respective
standard deviations, may also be specified. The phase difference does not change
as a normal distribution, and it is assumed that such a parameter would not change
drastically over the 30 second sampling interval used in human trials. The parameters
for this algorithm simulation are found in Table 3.2l.
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Table 3.2: This table shows the simulation parameters used to evaluate our algorithm. All mean and standard deviation values were found in literature or through
experiment.
Parameter
number of wavelets per waveform
sample rate
a/d resolution
range of phase difference tests
number of trials per test
fundamental mean frequency
fundamental frequency standard deviation
fundamental mean amplitude
fundamental amplitude standard deviation
2nd harmonic mean amplitude
2nd harmonic mean amplitude

Value
30
200 Hz
10 bits
[0,360]
1000
1 Hz
0.17 Hz
1
0.1
0.62
0.8

The simulation results reveal the following information about our algorithm:
• The algorithm has a 2 standard deviation phase difference computation error
of ±7.414◦ .
• The error becomes significantly larger between the intervals of [0,8] and [352,360]
degrees (see Fig. 3.15).
With this information, we can assume that the algorithm will introduce a
maximum error of around ±4 degrees into our computations with reasonable amplitude signals. For the most part, this will not be that significant compared to the
error introduced by the sensors. The simulation shows significant deviations from the
correct values at the extremes of the scale, but it should be noted that in testing the
algorithm with physical hardware, this never became an issue. Phase differences of 0
degrees always measured at 0 degrees, and so forth.
The second test of waveform ”on-time” was performed on physical hardware
using known waveforms. Several waveforms were expanded and contracted in software
and sent to a custom-built arbitrary waveform generator. The waveform generator
was connected to a stand-alone box (see section 3.4.5) which analyzed the waveforms.
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Figure 3.15: This is a graph of the simulated results. The red lines (upper and lower
lines) indicate +/- 1 standard deviations. The black line is the mean. Erroneous data
appears at the far extremes of the simulations or between 0 and 8 and 352 and 360
degrees.
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Table 3.3: This table demonstrates the functionality of our hardware with waveforms
with ”duty cycles” of down to just larger than 20%. After this point the data analysis
is error prone and sporadic. The top line of the table indicates the phase difference
between the waveforms as programmed in the arbitrary waveform generator. The
subsequent lines indicate the measured phase difference with our hardware. Images
of the waveforms can be found in Fig. 3.16
Waveform Description
Sinusoid (A)
Half-rectified sinusoid (B)
Rounded pulses at 18.4% duty cycle (C)
Triangle pulses at 20% duty cycle (D)
Square wave at 50% duty cycle (E)
PPG Pulse (F)

0◦
0
0
0
0
0
0

15◦
15
15
30
30
15
15

30◦
30
30
60
60
30
30

45◦
45
45
90
90
45
45

60◦
60
60
120
120
60
60

90◦
90
90
180
180
90
90

105◦
105
105
150
150
105
105

140◦
140
140
80
80
140
140

165◦
165
165
30
30
165
165

180◦
180
180
180
0
180
180

Table 3.4: This table shows that the stretched waveforms affect the fundamental
sinusoids used in analysis. Therefore it is not safe to assume that peak time and
fundamental sinusoid times are the same. Compare this to the images in Fig. 3.17
Peak Phase Difference
Measured Phase Difference

0◦ (A)
0

15◦ (B)
22

30◦ (C)
47

45◦ (D)
66

60◦ (E)
86

75◦ (F)
102

90◦ (G)
107

Pulse-width measurements were performed until sporadic data from the stand-alone
box emerged. A partial listing of the results of various waveforms is tabulated in
table 3.3. The corresponding images can be found in Fig. 3.16.
A second hardware test was undertaken to demonstrate how waveforms must
have similar morphology to be correctly analyzed. It was suggested by some that
peak-to-peak time or phase difference might be similar to the FFT analysis phase
difference. In this test, we stretched the PPG waveform proportionally so that its peak
would register at a particular phase-difference (really time difference, as measured
with an oscilloscope) with reference to the non-altered signal (the Matlab script to
do this is found in Appendix A) (see Fig. 3.17). Although the signals start at the
same time and are periodic, the analysis shows that the fundamental sinusoids shift
in phase (as expected). Table 3.4 shows the results.
These test results reveal the following information about our algorithm:
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Figure 3.16: These images are oscilloscope tracings of a portion of the waveforms
used to test the algorithms of the stand-alone hardware devices.
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Figure 3.17: These images are oscilloscope tracings of the stretched waveforms used
to test peak-to-peak phase difference vs. fundamental sinusoid phase difference. Note
that too much stretching truncates the waveform which would introduce more data.
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• Signals with on-times or ”duty-cycles” of 20% and less of one full cycle cannot
be properly analyzed.
• Signals of similar shape and greater than 20% duty cycle can be accurately
measured in relation to each other.
• Signals of dissimilar shape are difficult to visually measure and may yield different phase information.
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Chapter 4

Experiment

In this chapter we will discuss the experiments conducted using the techniques
described in the theory chapter. First the TMD approach is evaluated followed by
the SOA approach.
4.1
4.1.1

Tympanic Membrane Displacement
Experiment
Preliminary studies with the technique and algorithm were performed on a se-

ries of several normal male participants between the ages of 18 and 25, a few patients
with hydrocephalus treated with VP shunts between the ages of 8 and 45, and one
patient with hydrocephalus awaiting surgery for VP shunt placement. Two normal
subjects underwent periods of hyperventilation for 30 seconds (a test known to neurosurgeons to increases compliance) with the tilt table head down at -45 degrees to
investigate the effect on ICP.
The normal subjects tolerated the tilt table test generally well for angles between +45 and -45 degrees. Full inversion (-90 degrees) produced significant discomfort and was abandoned after 3 trials. The subjects were plotted at +45, horizontal,
-15, -30, and -45 degrees.
Unfortunately the preliminary data sets from the ear TMD sensor are terribly
noisy (due to motion artifact) making analysis nearly impossible (hence the vagueries
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about subject numbers). While we reported positive correlation in these data for
increasing tilt angles in [4], new information, including an error found in the original
analysis algorithm, mandated a subsequent review of the data and algorithm, and
brought the validity of the results into question. Therefore, the results from the first
data series will not be discussed other than that they are believed to be statistically
invalid. A second, more controlled series was undertaken combining the TMD and
SOA tests to correct for data acquisition problems and show any correlation between
the two.
Twenty-four normal males ages 18-25 without histories of hydrocephalus were
selected for the second test series. All participants signed health/hazard notification
waivers as approved by the Brigham Young University internal review board. There
was no change in the protocol for testing described in the theory chapter except a
SOA sensor was placed above the right eye to take concurrent measurements. The
DA sensor was also placed on the right index finger and held over the heart. The
sample rate was kept at 100 Hz. During testing the subject was asked to remain
completely still.
4.1.2

Results
Even after repeating the study, the TMD waveforms were too noisy or had too

short an interval (”duty cycle” was less than 20%) to be analyzed using our algorithm
(see Fig. 4.2). The results of the automated analysis can be seen in Fig. 4.1. Another
concern is that the waveforms might not have similar-enough morphology for the FFT
to accurately measure phase difference. It was also discovered that DA pulsatility
poorly represents carotid pulsatility. This was discovered while manually measuring
peak-to-peak differences between the TMD and DA waveforms (see Fig. 4.3). It was
found that the DA pulse occurred after the ICP pulse from the tympanic membrane
(which counters our assumption of a causal system). This is explained by experiments
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Statistical Analysis of DA and SOA Phase Difference on 24 Males
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Figure 4.1: This is a plot resulting from the analysis of the 24-normal males using
our algorithm. The periods of the waveforms are too short to be properly analyzed
resulting in noisy and unusable data.

conducted by J. Allen and A. Murray who use PPG measurements with reference to
the heart to show variability in peripheral pulsatility [28]. They conclusively show
that the R-wave (start of heart systole) from an electrocardiogram (EKG) occurs an
average of 104ms before the pulse reaches the thumbs. The pulse to the ear lobe
(whose blood supply branches from the external carotid artery) occurs an average of
63ms after the R-wave. This means there is an average of about 104ms-63ms= 41ms
difference between the carotid and DA pulse times.
These problems prompted a re-analysis of the data from our 24 individuals
by hand to check our original hypothesis. This analysis takes the average of 5 recognizeable peak-to-peak phase-differences between waveforms. We also shift the DA
waveform back 41ms to compensate for the average delay in vasculature. The results
are shown in Fig. 4.4 and Table 4.1.
Out of the 24 data sets, only 15 could be used. The other 9 were noise-laden
and had no identifiable morphological features (peaks). The original hydrocephalic
patient data was equally noisy and was not further analyzed. It must be noted that
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Figure 4.2: This is an example of an excessively noisy TMD waveform that could not
be analyzed manually.
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Figure 4.3: This is an example how peak-to-peak phase measurements would be made
using the DA waveform as the reference and a clean TMD waveform as the variable.
Please refer to equation 3.1 where y = t2, x1 = t1, and x2 - x1 = T.
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Table 4.1: Phase difference results between the TMD and DA collected waveforms.
Head Position
Mean
SD

+45◦
249.73◦
21.85◦

0◦
265.2◦
30.38◦

−15◦
281.93◦
41.92◦

−30◦
289.2◦
49.83◦

−45◦
296.47◦
31.3◦

Statistical Analysis of DA and SOA Phase Difference on 24 Males
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Figure 4.4: These are the results of a manual analysis of the 24 normal male data.
The analysis was done using peak-to-peak phase difference measurements which will
give a different result than the FFT method (see Fig. 4.2). Only 15 data sets are
represented. The other 9 were too noisy to find identifyable landmarks.

the peak-to-peak method will yield different phase difference results than the FFT
algorithm (as discussed in the theory section).

The results are discouraging as no statistically significant shift in phase difference can be seen. When one extends the single standard deviation plots to the
full 2-standard deviations to show approximately a 96% confidence interval, no data
appear to be significantly different from the others, thus devalidating the data from
this method. A partial trend is visible, however, suggesting that perhaps this method
would be viable in a more stable situation such as with an anesthetized patient. Alternatively, a sensor which can compensate for motion artifact and is therefore immune
to it could yield better information.
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Figure 4.5: This image is an example of the clean waveforms collected from the SOA
and DA using the Nellcor devices.

4.2
4.2.1

Supraorbital Artery
Experiment
The same 24 males mentioned in the previous experiment were used for this

experiment. An example of data collected from this series can be seen in Fig. 4.5. A
further single subject underwent testing in this experiment in the early morning and
late night for 30 consecutive days to investigate intra-subject reliability. The hyperventilation test was repeated in this experiment. A CO2 re-breathing test (known to
neurosurgeons to decrease compliance) was also conducted with a normal subject at
a tilt angle of 0 degrees.
The test apparatus was moved to Phoenix Children’s Hospital Pediatric Neurosurgery Clinic. Twenty patients with hydrocephalus in various stages of diagnosis and
treatment underwent the same provocative method of increasing ICP on the tilt table
as described above. Four such patients with implanted, tappable Ommaya reservoirs
in their lateral ventricles, also underwent simultaneous manometry to confirm the expected incremental changes in ICP at the 5 tilt angle positions (see Fig. 3.2). Eight
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patients who underwent pressure adjustments of their programmable valves, shunt revisions for failed shunts, or third ventriculostomy for obstructive hydrocephalus were
tested again two weeks to two months post procedure.
4.2.2

Results
The statistical data plotted against the raw data can be seen in Fig. 4.6 for

the 24 normal males in the this experiment. The raw data points are shown as blue
x’s. Notice the tight grouping among the +45◦ , 0◦ and −45◦ head positions. The
±standard deviations were used in subsequent analysis of hydrocephalic patients. The
means and standard deviations are shown in Table 4.2.
The statistical analysis of the data collected from the 24 normal males reveals
that most of the participant’s phase-differences group together within a reasonable
standard deviation in the +45◦ , 0◦ and −45◦ head positions. Unanticipated results
occurred at −15◦ position where a large number of outliers exist. Using a confidence
interval analysis (not shown) we can break these results into two groups. The first
group suggests that the results from the +45◦ and 0◦ are too similar to differentiate.
The second suggests the same occurs at the −30◦ and −45◦ positions. The confidence
intervals between the two groups do not overlap suggesting valid data at the tilt table
extremes exist while data between is questionable.
The continuous tilt experiment results are shown in Fig. 4.7. The upper
graph is the phase difference resulting from the moving window FFT against time.
The lower graph is a plot of position over time. Intra-subject testing over thirty days
showed tight repeatability with no deviation outside + or -1 S.D.
Clinical testing of patients with hydrocephalus showed three patterns in shunted
patients. Patients with no complaints of headache and with normal or smaller than
normal ventricles by CT or MRI appeared to plot within normal range for normal subjects. The effect of a functional shunt deviating the tracing could commonly be seen
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Table 4.2: SOA and DA Phase Difference Statistics for 24 Normal Male Subjects ages
18-25.
Head Position
Mean
SD

+45◦
32.89◦
8.86◦

0◦
31.02◦
8.25◦

−15◦
77.7◦
83.6◦

−30◦
164.41◦
77.63◦

−45◦
191.68◦
41.83◦

Statistical Analysis of DA and SOA Phase Difference on 24 Males
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Figure 4.6: This is the statistical analysis of the phase difference between the SOA and
DA waveforms in 24 normal males against head position. A single blue ’x’ represents
a phase difference data point for one individual at that particular position. Mean and
standard deviations are also plotted for reference.

Figure 4.7: This is a graph of phase-difference over time in a typical normal continuous
tilt experiment. The red (bell-shaped) graph shows phase difference versus time
resulting from a 3 second windowed FFT. The Y axis is in degrees from 0 to 180.
The blue graph shows head position versus time. Its Y axis is in degrees from +45
to -45. The time duration is 2 minutes in both graphs.
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Figure 4.8: This graph shows two conditions commonly seen in treatment of hydrocephalus. Patients with slit-like ventricles with poor compliance show phase difference
trends above +1SD. Patients with large ventricles show phase difference trends below
-1SD. Normal patients reside within the ±1SD lines.

Figure 4.9: This image shows the CT and MRI scans of two patients. The CT on the
left displays slit-like ventricles due to an overdraining VP shunt which is associated
with poor compliance. The MRI on right shows enlarged ventricles associated with
high compliance.
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at the -30 and and -45 degree head down positions. Patients with enlarged ventricles
due to hypertensive hydrocephalus or slit-like ventricles consistent with chronic overdrainage and poor brain compliance showed leftward (above +1SD) deviated plots.
Patients with large ventricles from normal-pressure hydrocephalus or over-draining
lumbar shunts showed plots deviated rightward (below -1SD) of normal subjects (see
Figs. 4.8 and 4.9). Improvement in plots toward or into normal range was achieved
in all patients who underwent shunt revision or third ventriculostomy.
The continuous tilt stress test shows that the phase difference does indeed shift
as ICP increases. The shifts are comparable to the static 30 second approach with
the added benefit that phase-difference over time can be seen. In normal individuals
the resulting (preliminary) graphs appear to be clean and bell-shaped and within
statistical norms. The patients with improperly programmed or failed shunts show
curve edge rise and fall times which deviate from the normal curve. This suggests a
phase-difference signature might be associated with certain shunt conditions.
The hyperventilation test showed that as a subject was in the -45 degree headdown tilt position and was breathing normally, the compliance became poor. When
hyperventilation began, the phase-difference narrowed and showed that the brain was
becoming more compliant.
Conversely, when the subject was level on the tilt table and was breathing
normally, compliance appeared to be high. As soon as CO2 re-breathing began with
the aid of a capnometer, the phase difference increased indicating that compliance
was worsening.
4.2.3

Discussion
We would like to have seen closely grouped data points at each tilt angle

or new ICP pressure. The standard deviations are larger than we had hoped, thus
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suggesting some error in our methods and room for improvement. There are several
possible reasons for this error.
First, the SOA pulse oximeter is susceptible to PPG error due to venous flow.
Although considerably smaller in volume, PPG amplitudes are proportional to vessel
distensibility. Veins are highly distensible and can expand greatly with very little
volume, thus distorting our results. A solution to this problem (which we did not do)
is to place a headband over the SOA oximeter to restrict venous return [29].
The second possible source is in the placement of the finger oximeter. While
we tried to minimize error in phase measurements by having participants place their
finger (with the sensor) at heart level, we cannot know how the arteries are being
restricted in the system. Furthermore, we cannot tell how the waveform morphology
is changing because of individual fears or room temperatures which may affect the
vasoconstrictor reflex found in the hands [30]. The solution to this problem, and an
even better approach, is to place the second oximeter over the external carotid artery
distribution next to the ear, on the face, or to measure common carotid artery flow
amplitudes directly through an impedance technique.
A third source of error is introduced by the Nellcor devices during an automatic
gain control adjustment. The devices blank the waveform output for as much as 5
seconds during this time. This long period of no waveform will adversely affect the
results from the FFT by introducing high-frequency components thus skewing the
phase data.
The fourth source of error can be linked to our algorithm, although our analysis
shows it should only introduce ±8 degrees of error due to heart rate variability.
Possible solutions to this problem include optimizing the data sampling rates for the
FFT algorithm, using a centroid-based timing approach, a cross-correlation algorithm,
or a peak-to-peak phase difference algorithm.
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Finally, a fifth source of error which should be investigated is related to any
cardiovascular disorders. Blood pressure data was not taken regularly but it is safe to
assume that individuals with high or low blood pressure would affect the results. The
use of some stimulants such as caffeine would also affect ABP and therefore perhaps
affect our results.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

This thesis presents two methods and a provocative test to observe changes
in brain compliance by comparing blood flow and tympanic membrane displacement
(TMD) pulse transit- times (PTT) in and out of the cranium. The time-invariant
phase difference representation of PTT is used to compare hydrocephalic patient brain
compliance to a set of normal standards. The normal standards were established by
computing the mean and standard deviations of phase differences of 24 males without
histories of hydrocephalus. These standards can be used to see how a patient compares
to this normal set or how the patient is improving when compared to themselves. A
simple interface which a physician may use to compare data is also presented.
The TMD method which compares digital artery (DA) flow and TMD proved
unacceptable in performance due to the sensitivity of the device to extraneous movement. The supraorbital artery (SOA) method, which comapres DA flow and the SOA
flow, proved to be superior in signal quality, repeatability, and ease of use. Three
measurement platforms for these two sensor systmes were also built and discussed.
In general, brain compliance is inversely proportional to ICP. As ICP increases
we observe an increase in phase-difference or pulse transit-time between the blood
out of the cranium and an external reference using the SOA method. This increase
is proportional to the increase in tissue stiffness.
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Our results suggest that this technique would be useful in treating patients
with hydrocephalus by comparing data from patients in various phases of treatment
to the normal-set standards. With a large-enough data set of normal individuals over
a wider range of parameters such as age, gender, ABP, etc., these standards and our
algorithm may even provide a method to diagnose increased intracranial compliance
(and the potential for secondary brain damage) from hydrocephalus or other brain
injuries without prior knowledge of an existing condition.
Before the next step of acquiring larger sets of normal data can be undertaken,
issues causing result discrepancies must be mitigated. These issues include optimizing
the sampling rate to maximize phase angle computations, preparing a new sensor to
collect data from the carotid or a branch of the external carotid artery, and minimizing
venous artifact from the SOA sensor by placing a headband over the device. A
modified Nellcor device or an entirely new device to eliminate the automatic gain
control sequence data losses should also be introduced for such a study. One such
device is presented in Appendix B.
The provocative method to increase ICP in patients with hydrocephalus is
simple, easily adapted to all ages above 5 years, and well tolerated. The system as
implemented is inexpensive, employing standard pulse oximeters and a simple user
interface. High intrasubject repeatability makes it an excellent clinical tool for methodical investigation of the functionality of a shunt as well as optimizing control
of hydrocephalus. Data from normal subjects define a normal range against which
patients can be compared; shunt revision or other modifications such as shunt programmability can bring a patient toward or into normal range. Despite preliminary
challenges associated with this pioneering research, this provocative test to determine brain compliance in the management of patients with hydrocephalus appears
promising and should be further explored.
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This research was focused on a preliminary assesment of the viability of pulse
transit time, or phase difference, between two waveforms about the cranium to observe
brain compliance changes. Future research should focus on the following points:
• Correct for the data collection errors described in the conclusion of the experiment chapter.
• Further explore and optimize algorithms to measure pulse-transit time or phase
difference.
• Perform multi-center trials to collect more normal individual and hydrocephalic
patient data over a broader range of parameters such as age, gender, blood
pressure, etc.
• Use the expanded data sets to explore the inverse problem of relating phase
difference to intracranial compliance and pressure.
• Explore more intracranial fluid dynamics models and perhaps even develop one
which accurately reflects the experimental results. We assume the cranial system to be linear. It should be assertained if this system really is linear and
causal.
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Appendix A

Matlab Scripts

This appendix contains the Matlab scripts necessary to test the algorithm,
collect data, and analyze the data using a statistics package.
Please note that following code (CA.m) was designed to collect and analyze
data from participants directly. The analysis algorithm used is not described in the
thesis as it is incorrect.
% FILENAME: CA.m (correlate Auto.m)
% AUTHOR: Preston K. Manwaring
% DATE: May 26 2004
% DESCRIPTION: This program automatically collects participant data,
% analyzes it, and records the results

clear;

% program constants
sample_rate = 60;
sample_time = 30;
resolution = 2048;
positions = [45,0,-15,-30,-45]; % positions we will be testing
directory = ’..\participant_data\’; % directory to store participant data

% These constants refer to to the band in which we care about the FFT.
% Data outside this band may have frequency components whose magnitude is
% greater than the signals we care about. So let’s ignore them!
low_cut = 0.5;
high_cut = 2.5;

%set data aquisition parameters
ai=analoginput(’nidaq’,1);
addchannel(ai,0); % finger oximeter - data array index 4
addchannel(ai,2); % supraorbital oximeter - data array index 3
addchannel(ai,4); % tympanic membrane - data array index 2
addchannel(ai,6); % position - data array index 1
set(ai, ’SampleRate’, sample_rate, ’SamplesPerTrigger’, sample_rate *
sample_time);
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% set analog outputs to drive sensors
ao = analogoutput(’nidaq’,1);
addchannel(ao,0:1);
set(ao,’SampleRate’,1)
putdata(ao,[5 5])
%start(ao);

% get participant name
name = input(’Participant Name: ’,’s’);

% open history file
str = [directory ’compliance.csv’];
file = fopen(str,’a’);

% create smoothing window
smooth_window = hanning(resolution);

for i = 1:length(positions)
str = sprintf(’\rPut %s at %.0f degrees and wait 30 seconds\rPress <Enter> to continue...’, name, positions(i));
disp(str);
input(’’,’s’); % wait until participant is ready
disp(’Collecting data...’);
%[Heart_Rate, Phase_Difference] = correlate_auto( sample_rate, sample_time,resolution );
%***********************************************************************
% program calculation begins here
%clear; % clear out previous variables

start(ai); % acquire data
while strcmp(ai.Running,’On’);
end
stop(ai);

[data, t] =getdata(ai); % put data into variables

% extract the columns from the file
x1 = data(:,4); % finger
x2 = data(:,3); % supraorbtal artery
x3 = data(:,2); % tympanometer

% window the data

x1 = x1’;
x2 = x2’;
x3 = x3’;
if length(x1) > resolution
x1 = x1(1:resolution);
elseif length(x1) < resolution
x1 = [x1 zeros(1,resolution - length(x1))];
end

if length(x2) > resolution
x2 = x2(1:resolution);
elseif length(x2) < resolution
x2 = [x2 zeros(1,resolution - length(x2))];
end
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if length(x3) > resolution
x3 = x3(1:resolution);
elseif length(x3) < resolution
x3 = [x3 zeros(1,resolution - length(x3))];
end
x1 = x1’;
x2 = x2’;
x3 = x3’;

x1 = x1 .* smooth_window;
x2 = x2 .* smooth_window;
x3 = x3 .* smooth_window;

% get finger pulse oximeter
y1 = fft(x1,resolution);
m1 = abs(y1);
p1 = (angle(y1));
% each bin location is defined by sample_rate/total_samples
f1 = sample_rate*(0:length(y1)-1)’/length(y1);

% get and plot supraorbital artery pulse oximeter
y2 = fft(x2,resolution);
m2 = abs(y2);
p2 = (angle(y2));
% each bin location is defined by sample_rate/total_samples
f2 = sample_rate*(0:length(y2)-1)’/length(y2);

% get and plot tympanometer data
y3 = fft(x3,resolution);
m3 = abs(y3);
p3 = (angle(y3));
% each bin location is defined by sample_rate/total_samples
f3 = sample_rate*(0:length(y3)-1)’/length(y3);

% this code calculates the low and high indexes that refer to the
% low and high cut-off frequencies
low_cut_index = round(low_cut*length(y1)/sample_rate);
high_cut_index = round(high_cut*length(y1)/sample_rate);

% cut out all high frequencies and the very lowest
% from the fft’s
m1 = m1([low_cut_index:high_cut_index]);
p1 = p1([low_cut_index:high_cut_index]);
f1 = f1([low_cut_index:high_cut_index]);
m2 = m2([low_cut_index:high_cut_index]);
p2 = p2([low_cut_index:high_cut_index]);
f2 = f2([low_cut_index:high_cut_index]);
m3 = m3([low_cut_index:high_cut_index]);
p3 = p3([low_cut_index:high_cut_index]);
f3 = f3([low_cut_index:high_cut_index]);

% find the frequency, heart rate, and phase difference
[C,I] = max(m1);
Frequency = f1(I);
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Heart_Rate = Frequency*60;
Phase_Difference1 = (p1(I)*180/pi)-(p2(I)*180/pi); % phase difference for the finger and surpaorbital artery
Phase_Difference2 = (p1(I)*180/pi)-(p3(I)*180/pi); % phase difference for the finger and tympanometer

% constrain phase angles to [0,180]
if Phase_Difference1 < 0
Phase_Difference1 = 360 + Phase_Difference1;
end
if Phase_Difference1 > 180
Phase_Difference1 = 360 - Phase_Difference1;
end
if Phase_Difference2 < 0
Phase_Difference2 = 360 + Phase_Difference2;
end
if Phase_Difference2 > 180
Phase_Difference2 = 360 - Phase_Difference2;
end

fprintf(file,’%s,%f,%f,%f,%f\r’, name, positions(i), Heart_Rate, Phase_Difference1, Phase_Difference2);
str = sprintf(’Results (SPO2): At %f DEG,%f BPM, %f DEG’, positions(i), Heart_Rate, Phase_Difference1);
disp(str);
str = sprintf(’Results (Tympanometer): At %f DEG,%f BPM, %f DEG’, positions(i), Heart_Rate, Phase_Difference2);
disp(str);
disp(’Writing data to: ’);
str = sprintf(’%s%i.dat’, name, i);
str = [directory str];
disp(str);
data = [t,data]; % collected by correlate_script
csvwrite(str, data);
%clear data t % remove old data and t
end

fclose(file);
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% FILENAME: CW.m (correlate wrapper.m)
% AUTHOR: Preston K. Manwaring
% Last Updated: Oct. 13, 2005
% DESCRIPTION: This is a wrapper function for the correlate program to analyze all DAT
% files in a directory and write it to a csv file for later analysis

%sample_rate = 244.140625;
%resolution = 2048;
sample_rate = 60;

files = dir(’*.dat’);

diary(’compliance.csv’);
str = sprintf(’Filename,Heart_Rate,Phase_Diff’);
disp(str);

[Heart_Rate, Phase_Difference] = correlate_f( files(1).name, sample_rate );
data_struct = struct(’Filename’, files(1).name, ’Heart_Rate’, Heart_Rate,
’Phase_Diff’, Phase_Difference);
str = sprintf(’%s,%f,%f’, files(1).name,Heart_Rate, Phase_Difference);
disp(str);

if length(files) >= 2
for I = 2:length(files)
[Heart_Rate, Phase_Difference] = correlate_f( files(I).name, sample_rate
);
data_struct(I).Filename = files(I).name;
data_struct(I).Heart_Rate = Heart_Rate;
data_struct(I).Phase_Diff = Phase_Difference;
str = sprintf(’%s,%f,%f’, files(I).name,Heart_Rate, Phase_Difference);
disp(str);
end
end
diary off
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% Filename: correlate_f.m
% Author: Preston K. Manwaring
% Last Updated Oct. 13, 2005
% This file is intended to read in a ICP and Oximeter signal from a file,
% perform a FFT on both waveforms, and determine the phase difference
% between the two at the heart rate.
% HANNING window added.

% type the filename in here:
% CAUTION: Make sure the file is in comma separated values format! You
% cannot read in a .WDQ file here!
% display the contents of the current directory

% PROBLEM: if we assume that phase angle can be from 0 to 360 degrees, that
% is PTT from DA to SOA and DA to TMD is causal, then we need to fix our
% fft evalutaion technique. For example, -20 degrees should really be 200
% degrees. so, if the phase difference becomes negative, this difference
% should be subtracted from 180 to give a real phase difference (180 % [-phase difference]). Secondly, it might be good to calculate PTT. PTT =
% (phase difference)/360 * frequency.

% PROBLEM 2: causal phase difference from DA to SOA means that a negative
% PTT value from SOA is actually caused by the peripheral vascular system
% delay. This is discussed in a paper somewhere. This value should
% therefore be corrected by advancing it by the normal value found in that
% paper.

function [Heart_Rate, Phase_Difference] = correlate_f( filename, sample_rate )

%***********************************************************************
% program calculation begins here

% program constants
% These constants refer to to the band in which we care about the FFT.
% Data outside this band may have frequency components whose magnitude is
% greater than the signals we care about. So let’s ignore them!
low_cut = 0.5;
high_cut = 2.5;

% These parameters determine the raw data range to be displayed (units in
% seconds) -- not needed if we only care about the data which the fft uses
%start_view = 0;
%end_view = 25;

% read the file in from the CSV format
file = csvread(filename);

% extract the columns from the file
% columns are sample rate, position, -TMD, SOA, DA
x1 = file(:,5);
x2 = file(:,3);

% get and plot Ear ICP FFT
y1 = fft(x1);
m1 = abs(y1);
% each bin location is defined by sample_rate/total_samples
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f1 = sample_rate*(0:length(y1)-1)’/length(y1);

% get and plot ear oximeter FFT
y2 = fft(x2);
m2 = abs(y2);

% this code calculates the low and high indexes that refer to the
% low and high cut-off frequencies
low_cut_index = round(low_cut*length(y1)/sample_rate);
high_cut_index = round(high_cut*length(y1)/sample_rate);

smooth_window = hanning(length(x1));

x1 = x1 .* smooth_window;
x2 = x2 .* smooth_window;

% cut out all high frequencies and the very lowest
% from the fft’s
m1 = m1([low_cut_index:high_cut_index]);
y1 = y1([low_cut_index:high_cut_index]);
f1 = f1([low_cut_index:high_cut_index]);
m2 = m2([low_cut_index:high_cut_index]);
y2 = y2([low_cut_index:high_cut_index]);

% find the frequency, heart rate, and phase difference
[C,I] = max(m1);
Frequency = f1(I);
Heart_Rate = Frequency*60;
Phase_Difference = atan(y2(I)/y1(I))*180/pi;
%Phase_Difference = unwrap(angle(y1(I)) - angle(y2(I)))/pi*180;

% constrain the phase difference to [0,360] (causal plane)
if Phase_Difference < 0
Phase_Difference = 360 + Phase_Difference;
end
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% Filename: correlate_stats.m
% Author: Preston K. Manwaring
% Date: May 27, 2004
% Description: This file performs the necessary statistics to show
% correlation on the collected waveforms using ca.m

%filename = ’..\repeatability\correlate_composite.csv’;
filename = ’manual_TMD.csv’;
EPS_filename = ’TMD_manual_stats’;

compliance_records = csvread( filename );
position = compliance_records(:,1)’;
phase = compliance_records(:,2)’;

% prepare empty arrays to collect data
phase_at_45 = [];
phase_at_0 = [];
phase_at_N15 = [];
phase_at_N30 = [];
phase_at_N45 = [];

% sort out recorded data into bins
for i = 1:length( compliance_records )
if position(i) == 45
phase_at_45 = [phase_at_45 phase(i)];
end
if position(i) == 0
phase_at_0 = [phase_at_0 phase(i)];
end
if position(i) == -15
phase_at_N15 = [phase_at_N15 phase(i)];
end
if position(i) == -30
phase_at_N30 = [phase_at_N30 phase(i)];
end
if position(i) == -45
phase_at_N45 = [phase_at_N45 phase(i)];
end
end

% format bins into columns instead of rows
phase_at_45 = phase_at_45’;
phase_at_0 = phase_at_0’;
phase_at_N15 = phase_at_N15’;
phase_at_N30 = phase_at_N30’;
phase_at_N45 = phase_at_N45’;

% combine bins for plotting
%phase_for_plotting_360 = [phase_at_45 phase_at_0 phase_at_N15 phase_at_N30 phase_at_N45 phase_at_N60];
phase_for_plotting_360 = [phase_at_45 phase_at_0 phase_at_N15 phase_at_N30 phase_at_N45];

% prepare empty arrays to collect data
phase_at_45 = [];
phase_at_0 = [];
phase_at_N15 = [];
phase_at_N30 = [];
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phase_at_N45 = [];

% sort out recorded data into bins
for i = 1:length( compliance_records )
if position(i) == 45
phase_at_45 = [phase_at_45 phase(i)];
end
if position(i) == 0
phase_at_0 = [phase_at_0 phase(i)];
end
if position(i) == -15
phase_at_N15 = [phase_at_N15 phase(i)];
end
if position(i) == -30
phase_at_N30 = [phase_at_N30 phase(i)];
end
if position(i) == -45
phase_at_N45 = [phase_at_N45 phase(i)];
end
end

% format bins into columns instead of rows
phase_at_45 = phase_at_45’;
phase_at_0 = phase_at_0’;
phase_at_N15 = phase_at_N15’;
phase_at_N30 = phase_at_N30’;
phase_at_N45 = phase_at_N45’;

% combine bins for plotting
%phase_for_plotting_180 = [phase_at_45 phase_at_0 phase_at_N15 phase_at_N30 phase_at_N45 phase_at_N60];
phase_for_plotting_180 = [phase_at_45 phase_at_0 phase_at_N15 phase_at_N30 phase_at_N45];

% run statistics on 180 degree data
avg_phase = mean( phase_for_plotting_180 ); % get mean of phases
sd = std(phase_for_plotting_180); % get standard deviation
%str = sprintf(’Averages & Standard Deviations\n+45: %.2f
%.2f\n-30: %.2f

%.2f\n-45: %.2f %.2f\n-60: %.2f

%.2f\n

0: %.2f %.2f\n-15: %.2f

%.2f’, avg_phase(1),sd(1), avg_phase(2),

sd(2), avg_phase(3), sd(3), avg_phase(4), sd(4), avg_phase(5), sd(5), avg_phase(6), sd(6));
str = sprintf(’Averages & Standard Deviations\n+45: %.2f
%.2f\n-30: %.2f

%.2f\n

0: %.2f %.2f\n-15: %.2f

%.2f\n-45: %.2f %.2f’, avg_phase(1),sd(1), avg_phase(2), sd(2), avg_phase(3),

sd(3), avg_phase(4), sd(4), avg_phase(5), sd(5));

% plot statistical values the traditional way (standard deviations)
hold on
SD_up = plot([1 2 3 4 5],[(avg_phase(1)+sd(1)) (avg_phase(2)+sd(2)) (avg_phase(3)+sd(3)) (avg_phase(4)+sd(4))
(avg_phase(5)+sd(5))],’-^r’,’MarkerFaceColor’,[1 0 0],’LineWidth’,2);
SD_dn = plot([1 2 3 4 5],[(avg_phase(1)-sd(1)) (avg_phase(2)-sd(2)) (avg_phase(3)-sd(3)) (avg_phase(4)-sd(4))
(avg_phase(5)-sd(5))],’-vr’,’MarkerFaceColor’,[1 0 0],’LineWidth’,2);
middle = plot([1 2 3 4 5],[avg_phase(1) avg_phase(2) avg_phase(3) avg_phase(4)avg_phase(5)],
’-sk’,’MarkerFaceColor’,[0 0 0],’LineWidth’,2);

scatter(1*ones(length(phase_for_plotting_180),1),phase_for_plotting_180(:,1), ’bx’);
scatter(2*ones(length(phase_for_plotting_180),1),phase_for_plotting_180(:,2), ’bx’);
scatter(3*ones(length(phase_for_plotting_180),1),phase_for_plotting_180(:,3), ’bx’);
scatter(4*ones(length(phase_for_plotting_180),1),phase_for_plotting_180(:,4), ’bx’);
scatter(5*ones(length(phase_for_plotting_180),1),phase_for_plotting_180(:,5), ’bx’);
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set(gca,’XTickLabel’,{’+45’,’ ’,’0’,’ ’,’-15’,’ ’,’-30’,’ ’,’-45’})

title(’Statistical Analysis of DA and SOA Phase Difference on 24 Males’);
ylabel(’Phase Difference (degrees)’);
xlabel(’Head Position (degrees)’);

%hold off
legend([SD_up SD_dn middle],’+1SD’,’-1SD’,’Mean’,4);

% print the graph to eps format for latex
print -depsc TMD_manual_stats
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% Filename: test_phase_variance3.m
% Author: Preston K. Manwaring

% this file is to help analyze the FFT and the phase variance caused by
% slight frequency variations. This uses approximate PPG signals recreated from
% FFT decomposition. This script assumes no matter the frequency,
% the phase difference remains the same beat to beat.
% The parameters of this file should mimick the actual sampling parameters
% associated with our equipment.

% This program creates a set of signal waveforms which are distributed
% normally about a base frequency and concatenates them for final analysis.
% It is assumed that an individual’s heart rate will not change more than
% +/- 15 BPM within a 30 second time frame.

So, the SIGMA for this

% function is 0.17 Hz or 10.2 BPM.

clear %clear out old data
warning off MATLAB:divideByZero

nr_wavelets = 30; % number of wavelets randomly created
sample_rate = 600; % Hz (really divided by 3)
a2d_res = 10; % bits

% specify the phase range over which the data should be calculated
min_phase = 0; % degrees
max_phase = 360; %degrees

% specify the number of trials (iterations) to run per phase iteration
trials = 1000;

% waveform generation statistical data
MEAN_FREQ = 1; % Hz
SIGMA_FREQ = 0.17; % 10.2 BPM based on reseach
MEAN_AMPLITUDE = 1; % mean amplitude of ABP waveforms
SIGMA_AMPLITUDE = 0.1; % standard deviation of amplitude of ABP waveforms
MEAN_AMPLITUDE_HARMONIC = 0.62; % mean amplitude of 2nd harmonic of ABP waveforms
SIGMA_AMPLITUDE_HARMONIC = 0.08; % standard deviation of 2nd harmonic of amplitude of ABP waveforms
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------J = 0;
for phase_dif = min_phase:max_phase
J = J+1;
results_phase = [];
results_freq = [];
for T = 1:trials
dist = normrnd(MEAN_FREQ,SIGMA_FREQ,nr_wavelets,1); % creates array of
random frequencies
x_cat = [];
x_delayed_cat = [];
% create the smaller wavelets
for I = 1:nr_wavelets
t = [0:(1/(sample_rate)):MEAN_FREQ*3]’; % Times to sample the signals (1 cycle)
t = t(1:ceil(dist(I)*sample_rate));
x = normrnd(MEAN_AMPLITUDE,SIGMA_AMPLITUDE)*sin(2*pi*t/dist(I)) +
normrnd(MEAN_AMPLITUDE_HARMONIC,SIGMA_AMPLITUDE_HARMONIC)*sin(4*pi*t/dist(I));
x_delayed = normrnd(MEAN_AMPLITUDE,SIGMA_AMPLITUDE)*sin(2*pi*t/dist(I)-(phase_dif*pi/180)) +
normrnd(MEAN_AMPLITUDE_HARMONIC,
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SIGMA_AMPLITUDE_HARMONIC)*sin(4*pi*t/dist(I)-(phase_dif*pi/180));

% attach the newly created wavelet to the big waveform
x_cat = [x_cat x’];
x_delayed_cat = [x_delayed_cat x_delayed’];
end

% quantize the data and convert back to float
x_cat = uencode(x_cat,a2d_res,2.5);
x_delayed_cat = uencode(x_delayed_cat,a2d_res,2.5);
x_cat = udecode(x_cat,a2d_res,2.5);
x_delayed_cat = udecode(x_delayed_cat,a2d_res,2.5);

% plot(x_cat);
% hold on;
% plot(x_delayed_cat,’-g’);
% hold off;

% perform the FFT analysis of the data
x_cat = x_cat .* hanning(length(x_cat))’; % hanning window
x_delayed_cat = x_delayed_cat .* hanning(length(x_delayed_cat))’; % hanning window

y = fft(x_cat);
y_delayed = fft(x_delayed_cat);
fundamental = abs(y)/length(y)*2;
[c,i] = max(fundamental(1:round(length(y)/2)));
%m = abs(z)/length(z)*2;
f = sample_rate*(0:length(y)-1)’/length(y);
z = y(i)./y_delayed(i);
p = angle(z)/pi*180;

if p < 0
p = 360 + p;
end

%plot(f(1:i+100),fundamental(1:i+100))

%record phase and frequency information
results_phase = [results_phase p];
results_freq = [results_freq f(i)];
end
% show the results statistically
% show a histogram of the phase deviations
% hist(results_phase,100);
% give the average and confidence intervals for the data
[avg_phase, phase_sd, avg_ci, sigmaci] = normfit(results_phase);
% return the averag frequency
avg_freq = mean(results_freq);

phase_trial(J).phase = phase_dif;
phase_trial(J).avg_freq = avg_freq;
phase_trial(J).avg_phase = avg_phase;
phase_trial(J).phase_sd = phase_sd;
phase_trial(J).avg_ci = avg_ci;
phase_trial(J).sigmaci = sigmaci;
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% show which iteration we are on
J
end

% plot the results
x = [];
sd_p = [];
avg = [];
sd_n = [];

for I = 1:length(phase_trial)
x = [x phase_trial(I).phase];
sd_p = [sd_p phase_trial(I).avg_phase+(2*phase_trial(I).phase_sd)];
avg = [avg phase_trial(I).avg_phase];
sd_n = [sd_n phase_trial(I).avg_phase-(2*phase_trial(I).phase_sd)];
end

hold on
plot(x,sd_p,’-r’);
plot(x,avg,’-k’);
plot(x,sd_n,’-r’);
xlabel(’Simulated Phase Difference’);
ylabel(’Computed Phase Difference’);
title(’Simulated Phase Difference with Confidence Intervals (1000 Trials per
Simulation)’);
legend(’+CI’,’\mu Phase’,’-CI’,4);
hold off

% print the graph to eps format for latex
print -depsc algo_stats;

% function allowing arbitrary stretch of a signal so that it
% begins at a common location and peaks with a certain phase
% difference

% ASSUMPTIONS orig_signal has length 256 and its peak is at
% peak

function e = sigstretch( orig_signal, peak, phase_difference )

signal_percent = 35;

% shrink main signal down to signal_percent of the original and then
% construct the second wave with its peak phase_difference
% away
primary_signal = interp(orig_signal, signal_percent);

primary_signal = round(decimate(primary_signal, 100));
primary_signal = [primary_signal’ primary_signal(length(primary_signal))*ones(1,256-length(primary_signal))]’;

primary_peak = signal_percent*peak/100;

secondary_peak = primary_peak + (phase_difference*255/360);
secondary_peak = round(secondary_peak);
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secondary_signal = interp(orig_signal, secondary_peak);
secondary_signal = round(decimate(secondary_signal, peak));

if length(secondary_signal) < 256
secondary_signal = [secondary_signal’ secondary_signal(length(secondary_signal))*ones(1,256-length(secondary_signal))]’;
else
secondary_signal = secondary_signal(1:256);

end;

e = [primary_signal secondary_signal];
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Appendix B

Hardware

This appendix contains the schematics for all hardware constructed for this
research.
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Figure B.1: The exercise-cycle photoplethysmograph sensor connections to version
4.0.

Schematics B.1 and B.2 comprise version 4 of the hardware developed for this
research. It is designed to take tympanic membrane displacement sensor information
as well as PPG sensor information from the ear, amplify and filter it, and pass it
to a processing core. The processing core (Tern AE186 with ADC capability) is not
shown.
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Figure B.2: The tympanic membrane displacement sensor connections for version 4.0.

Schematic B.3 is the TMD amplifier and filter unit. It fits on the back of the
piezoelectric microphone and is attached to a headband for use on test subjects. The
output is adequately buffered so as not to introduce loading errors.
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Figure B.3: The tympanic membrane displacement sensor amplifier and filtering circuit schematic.
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Figure B.4: Microprocessor connections and analog input circuitry for version 5.0.

Schematics B.4 and B.5 make up version 5 of the hardware. It is designed to
take data directly from the analog outputs of the Nellcor devices. Data is collected
in one ATMega 8 and passed along via a SPI bus to the Tern AE186 processing core.
This core performs the signal analysis and returns the results via the SPI bus to a
second ATMega8 whose sole function is the data display. The LCD display circuitry
is not shown.
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Figure B.5: USB communications connections and support circuitry for version 5.0.

Schematic B.6 is the compter controllable linear actuator for the tilt table.
Speed and direction can be sent serially to the device to control the actuator motion.
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Figure B.6: This is the schematic for the computer-controlled tilt table linear actuator.
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Figure B.7: Power, processor, and communications connectors for the arbitrary waveform generator.

Schematics B.7 and B.8 the arbitrary waveform generator designed to test the
data-acquisition hardware for this research. It is designed to have two outputs which
can produce independent waveforms of 256 bytes in length but can be phase-adjusted
with reference to eachother. This was built because arbitrary waveform generators
do not generally have this functionality in one unit.
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Figure B.8: Digital-to-analog (DAC) connections for the arbitrary waveform generator.

Schematics B.9 and B.10 show the circuits for The Dual Digital oximeter unit.
This unit uses two TAOS TLS230R light-frequency converters whose output is a
frequency changing digital pulse train proportional to the light intensity on the chip.
Pulse-oximetry is possible, but only the PPG is used. The MCU onboard counts the
pulses in a given time interval from both TAOS devices and returns those counts to
the PC over a 1Mbps USB link. A program running on the PC allows the capture,
plotting, and analysis of this data.
The advantage to this technology over the Nellcor technology is that any device with a frequency changing digital pulse train output can be connected. One
such envisioned device is a 555-timer-based carotid artery impedance measurement
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Figure B.9: This shows the sensor and processor connections for the dual digital
oximeter unit.

unit. This unit would change its frequency output proportionally to the changing
impedance seen across the neck due to carotid artery pulsatility.
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Figure B.10: This shows the USB support-circuitry and connections for the dual
digital oximiter unit.

Schematics B.11 and B.12 show the circuits for the dual analog pulse oximeter
unit. This unit is designed to replace the Nellcor devices but use their (Nellcor) sensors. Programmable gain amplifiers and virtual wheatstone bridges allow a program
to condition the signals for maximum amplitude. The board was designed, but the
device was never implemented.
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Figure B.11: Processor and analog connections for the next-generation dual-analog
oximeter unit.
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Figure B.12: USB connections and support-circuitry for the dual-analog oximeter
unit.
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Appendix C

Software
This is an excessively large section which includes all software necessary to
implement the devices described in this thesis. It is not included for the print version.
/******************************************************************************
* File: cordic.h
*
* Author: Don Wichern
*
* Date May 14, 2003
*
* Description: definitions used in cordic algorithm.

Algorithm used to

* compute the phase of a complex number without using trigonometric function
* calls.
*
******************************************************************************/

#define CORDIC_TABLE_SIZE 8

#include "fft_int.h"

//typedef struct COMPLEX {
// int real;
// int imag;
//} complex;

typedef struct CORDIC_TABLE {
int K;
int phase;
} cordictable;

int cordicPhase( complex n );
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/******************************************************************************
* File: cordic.cpp
*
* Author: Don Wichern
*
* Date May 14, 2003
*
* Description: use cordic algorithm to compute phase of a complex number
*
******************************************************************************/

#include "cordic.h"

extern cordictable ctbl[CORDIC_TABLE_SIZE];

/*--- int cordicPhase( complex n ) -------------------------------------------*
Computes the phase of a complex number ’n’ and returns it in degrees.
*----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Computes the phase of a complex number ’n’ and returns it in degrees.
*/
int cordicPhase( complex n ) {

int i;
int real;
int phase;

if ( n.real < 0 ) {
real = n.real;
if ( n.imag > 0 ) {
n.real = n.imag;
n.imag = -real;
phase = -199;
}
else {
n.real = -n.imag;
n.imag = real;
phase = 199;
}
}
else {
phase = 0;
}

for ( i=0; i<CORDIC_TABLE_SIZE; i++ ) {

real = n.real;
if ( n.imag >= 0 ) {
n.real = n.real + (int)(( (long)n.imag * (long)ctbl[i].K ) >> 7);
n.imag = n.imag - (int)(( (long)real * (long)ctbl[i].K ) >> 7 );
phase = phase - ctbl[i].phase;
}
else {
n.real = n.real - (int)(( (long)n.imag * (long)ctbl[i].K ) >> 7);
n.imag = n.imag + (int)(( (long)real * (long)ctbl[i].K ) >> 7);
phase = phase + ctbl[i].phase;
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}

} // for i...

return (int)( -1 * ( (long)phase*(long)180/(long)399 ) );

} // void cordicPhase( complex n, int &p, int L )
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/*******************************************************************************
* File: adclib.c
*
* Author: Preston K. Manwaring
*
* Version: 0.01
*
* Date: 10/21/2002
*
* Comments: This file contains functions needed to access the on-board A/D.
*******************************************************************************/

/*--- INCLUDE FILES ----------------------------------------------------------*/
extern "C" {
#include "ae.h"
}
#include "ear_fft.h"
#include "fft_int.h"

/*--- GLOBAL VARIABLES -------------------------------------------------------*/
unsigned char
ad_done = 0,
bad_ear_data = 0,
countdown_timer = 26;

unsigned int
ad_count,
ad_data[2][LENGTH];

/*--- void ad_init(void) ------------------------------------------------------*
This function initializes the ADC.
Pins I20, I21, and I22 are outputs.
Pin P11 is an input.
*-----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Initialize the a/d converter.
*/
void ad_init(void)
{
pio_init(11,1); // Set P11 high

}

/*--- unsigned int ad_read(int device) ---------------------------------------*
This function reads the ADC and returns the value in binary
Valid device values are 0-11 and indicate the A/D channel respectively.
*-----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Read an a/d device.
*
*

This function reads the ADC and returns the value in binary.

*

Valid device values are 0-11 and indicate the A/D channel respectively.

*/
unsigned long ad_read(unsigned char device)
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{
return ae86_ad12(device);
}

/*--- void ad_timer_set(int msec) ---------------------------------------------*
This function sets the timer maxcount value for the appropriate a/d frequency
*-----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Set time maxcount for a/d frequency.
*
* This function sets the timer maxcount value for the appropriate a/d frequency.
*/
void ad_timer_set( int msec )
{
ad_count = 0;
//pio_init(10,0);
t2_init(0xc001,(unsigned int) 10000, t2_isr);
/* start timer 2 prescaler countdown for timer 0 */
t0_init(0xE009, (unsigned int) msec, (unsigned int) msec, t0_isr);
}

/*--- void ad_timer_stop( void ) ----------------------------------------------*
This stops the ad_timers
*-----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Stop the a/d timers.
*/
void ad_timer_stop( void )
{
/* disable timer interrupt and functionality */
OutPort16(0xFF5E, InPort16(0xFF5E) & ~0xA000);
}

/*--- unsigned long ad_to_volts(unsigned long read) ---------------------------*
This function will take the 12-bit a/d value and convert it to a raw voltage
and return this value in mV.
*-----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Convert 12-bit a/d value to mV.
*
* This function will take the 12-bit a/d value and convert it to a raw voltage
* and return this value in mV.
*/
unsigned long ad_to_volts(unsigned long read)
{
return((read * 122) / 100);
}

/*--- void interrupt far t0_isr(void) -----------------------------------------*
grab data from a/d converter and store it in the global variables
*-----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Hardware interrupt for timer 0.
*
* This interrupt grabs data from the a/d converters and stores it is global
* variables.
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*/
void interrupt far t0_isr(void)
{

int i;

OutPort16(0xff22, 0x0008); //EOI for timer 0

/* check to see if the ear_lobe data needs to be reset because bad data
may have been recorde. If it needs to be reset, reset the bad
ear lobe data variable to zero and the ad_count to zero as well. */

// loading a 256 point fft array at a sampling rate of 10 Hz gives us
// an update time of 25 seconds.

we want the display to update every

// couple seconds so we are making our data array shift new data in one
// end and old data out the other.

that way we can run the fft more

// often.
if (

ad_count == 0 ) {

// shift the data down OVERLAP number of samples
for ( i=OVERLAP; i<256; i++ ) {
ad_data[0][i-OVERLAP] = ad_data[0][i];
}
for ( i=OVERLAP; i<256; i++ ) {
ad_data[1][i-OVERLAP] = ad_data[1][i];
}
// set ad_count to the point where new data should be loaded
ad_count = 256 - OVERLAP;
}

/*
if( bad_ear_data == 1 )
{
ad_count = 0;
//bad_ear_data = 0;
}
*/

ae86_ad12(ear_lobe_channel);
ad_data[0][ad_count] = ae86_ad12(ear_lobe_channel); // lobe read a/d channel 1
//ad_data[0][0] = ae86_ad12(ear_lobe_channel); // lobe read a/d channel 1

ae86_ad12(ear_drum_channel);
ad_data[1][ad_count] = ae86_ad12(ear_drum_channel); // drum read a/d channel 2
//ad_data[1][0] = ae86_ad12(ear_drum_channel); // drum read a/d channel 2

// this is a quick and dirty countdown timer
countdown_timer = 26 - ad_count/10;

if( ad_count < 256 )
{
ad_done = 0;
++ad_count;
}

if( ad_count == 256 )
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{
ad_done = 1;
ad_count = 0;
}

}

/*--- void interrupt far t2_isr(void) -----------------------------------------*
prescale timer 0
*-----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Prescaler for timer 0.
*
* Timer 2 is used as a hardware pre-scaler for timer 0.
*/
void interrupt far t2_isr(void)
{
OutPort16(0xff22, 0x0013); //EOI for timer 2
}
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/******************************************************************************
* File: cordic.cpp
*
* Author: Don Wichern
*
* Date May 14, 2003
*
* Description: use cordic algorithm to compute phase of a complex number
*
******************************************************************************/

#include "cordic.h"

extern cordictable ctbl[CORDIC_TABLE_SIZE];

/*--- int cordicPhase( complex n ) -------------------------------------------*
Computes the phase of a complex number ’n’ and returns it in degrees.
*----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Computes the phase of a complex number ’n’ and returns it in degrees.
*/
int cordicPhase( complex n ) {

int i;
int real;
int phase;

if ( n.real < 0 ) {
real = n.real;
if ( n.imag > 0 ) {
n.real = n.imag;
n.imag = -real;
phase = -199;
}
else {
n.real = -n.imag;
n.imag = real;
phase = 199;
}
}
else {
phase = 0;
}

for ( i=0; i<CORDIC_TABLE_SIZE; i++ ) {

real = n.real;
if ( n.imag >= 0 ) {
n.real = n.real + (int)(( (long)n.imag * (long)ctbl[i].K ) >> 7);
n.imag = n.imag - (int)(( (long)real * (long)ctbl[i].K ) >> 7 );
phase = phase - ctbl[i].phase;
}
else {
n.real = n.real - (int)(( (long)n.imag * (long)ctbl[i].K ) >> 7);
n.imag = n.imag + (int)(( (long)real * (long)ctbl[i].K ) >> 7);
phase = phase + ctbl[i].phase;
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}

} // for i...

return (int)( -1 * ( (long)phase*(long)180/(long)399 ) );

} // void cordicPhase( complex n, int &p, int L )
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/* Filename: ctable.c
* Author: Don Wichern
*/
// automatically generated file

#include "cordic.h"

cordictable ctbl[CORDIC_TABLE_SIZE] = {

127, 100,
64, 59,
32, 31,
16, 16,
8, 8,
4, 4,
2, 2,
1, 1,
};
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/*******************************************************************************
* Filename: ear_control.cpp
*
* Author: Preston K. Manwaring
*
* Date: May 13, 2003
*
* Description: This file contains the functions necessary to control the eardrum
* and earlobe pulse sensors
*******************************************************************************/

/*--- INCLUDE FILES ----------------------------------------------------------*/
#include "ear_fft.h"
#include "LCD.H"

/*--- GLOBAL VARIABLES -------------------------------------------------------*/
unsigned char
drum_level,
lobe_level;

extern unsigned char
bad_ear_data;

/*--- DEFINITIONS ------------------------------------------------------------*/
#define maximum_limit 165
#define maximum_threshold 14
#define minimum_limit 37
#define minimum_threshold 52
#define gain_delta 1

#define drum_reset_value 0x7
#define lobe_reset_value 0xFF

/*--- void adjust_drum_gain( char gain_shift ) --------------------------------*
This function adjusts the ear drum sensor gain by gain_delta.
*-----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Adjust the ear drum sensor gain.
*
* This function adjusts the ear drum sensor gain by gain_delta and check to
* make sure the digital pot is still in range (prevents rollovers).
*/
void adjust_drum_gain( char gain_shift )
{
if( ((int)drum_level + (int)gain_shift <= 255) &&
((int)drum_level + (int)gain_shift >= 0 ))
{
drum_level += gain_shift;
}
else
{
if((int)drum_level + (int)gain_shift > 255)
drum_level = 255;
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if((int)drum_level + (int)gain_shift < 0)
drum_level = 0;
}

DATA4_LOW();
SPI_out(0x11,drum_level);
/* reset the CS line to high to load the new command and data */
DATA4_HIGH();

}

/*--- void drum_sensor_reset( void ) ------------------------------------------*
This function resets the ear drum sensor gain.
*-----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Resets the ear rum sensor gain.
*/
void drum_sensor_reset( void )
{
drum_level = drum_reset_value;
DATA4_LOW();
SPI_out(0x11,drum_level);
/* reset the CS line to high to load the new command and data */
DATA4_HIGH();

}

/*--- void adjust_lobe_gain( char gain_shift ) --------------------------------*
This function adjusts the ear lobe sensor gain by gain_delta.
*-----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Adjust the ear drum sensor gain.
*
* This function adjusts the ear drum sensor gain by gain_delta and check to
* make sure the digital pot is still in range (prevents rollovers).
*/
void adjust_lobe_gain( char gain_shift )
{
if( ((int)lobe_level + (int)gain_shift <= 255) &&
((int)lobe_level + (int)gain_shift >= 0 ))
{
lobe_level += gain_shift;
}
else
{
if((int)lobe_level + (int)gain_shift > 255)
lobe_level = 255;

if((int)lobe_level + (int)gain_shift < 0)
lobe_level = 0;
}

DATA3_LOW();
SPI_out(0x11,lobe_level);
/* reset the CS line to high to load the new command and data */
DATA3_HIGH();
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}

/*--- void lobe_sensor_reset( void ) ------------------------------------------*
This function resets the ear lobe sensor gain.
*-----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Resets the ear lobe sensor gain.
*/
void lobe_sensor_reset( void )
{
lobe_level = lobe_reset_value;
DATA3_LOW();
SPI_out(0x11,lobe_level);
/* reset the CS line to high to load the new command and data */
DATA3_HIGH();

}

/**-- char gain_control( complex *array ) -------------------------------------*
This function reads the data from an array passed into it and checks to see if
the points within it are within threshold boundaries. It then returns a +/gain_delta or a 0 to the caller to adjust the gains on the channel.
*-----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Calculate the needed gain changes.
*
* This function reads the data from an array passed into it and checks to see if
* the points within it are within threshold boundaries. It then returns a +/* gain_delta or a 0 to the caller to adjust the gains on the channel.
*/
char gain_control( complex *array )
{
unsigned int
i;

unsigned char
gain_too_high = 0,
gain_too_low = 1,// make the assumption that the gain is too low
return_val;

/* search through the elements of the array and decide what to do */
for( i = LENGTH - OVERLAP; i < LENGTH; i++ )
{
if( array[i].real >= maximum_limit )
{
gain_too_high = 1;
gain_too_low = 0;
}

if( array[i].real <= minimum_limit )
{
gain_too_high = 1;
gain_too_low = 0;
}
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if( array[i].real > maximum_threshold )
{
gain_too_low = 0;
}

if( array[i].real < minimum_threshold )
{
gain_too_low = 0;
}

}

if( gain_too_high )
{
return_val = -gain_delta;
}

if( gain_too_low )
{
return_val = gain_delta;
}

if( (!gain_too_high) && (!gain_too_low) )
{
return_val = 0;
}

return( return_val );
}
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/*******************************************************************************
* File: ear_fft.cpp
*
* Author: Preston K. Manwaring & Don Wichern
*
* Date: May 12, 2003
*
* Description: This program runs a FFT on an ear lobe and ear drum sensor to
* determine brain compliance.
*
*******************************************************************************/

/* I N C L U D E

F I L E S */

extern "C" {
#include "ae.h"
}
#include "ear_fft.h"
//#include "fft_int.h"
#include "LCD.H"
#include "cordic.h"

/*--- GLOBAL VARIABLES -------------------------------------------------------*/
unsigned char
remote_connected = 0,
connection_char;

extern unsigned char
ad_done,
countdown_timer;

extern unsigned int
ad_data[2][LENGTH];

extern fftype
rev[LENGTH];

complex
drum[LENGTH],
lobe[LENGTH];

#define SAMPLE_RATE 10 // (Hz)

#define LOW_FREQ 5 // (0.5 Hz)
#define HIGH_FREQ

33 // (3.3 Hz)

#define LOW_FREQ_BIN ( LOW_FREQ * LENGTH / SAMPLE_RATE / 10 )
#define HIGH_FREQ_BIN ( HIGH_FREQ * LENGTH / SAMPLE_RATE / 10 )

/*--- 03 Jul 2002 -----------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Main project function.
*
* This function is equivalent to MAIN.
*/
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void AppMain( void )
{

int
i;

long
f;

int
real,
imag,
max,
mag,
bin,
phase_dif;

/* Zero the a/d data arrays if we are updating the user with information
more than once every 256 data points. This handles the initial data
conditions. */
for( i = 0; i < LENGTH; i++ )
{
ad_data[0][i] = 0;
ad_data[1][i] = 0;
}

drum_sensor_reset();
lobe_sensor_reset();

/* reset the LCD screen and show the splash screen */
PutCharLCD(FF);
PutCharLCD(cursor_home);
PutCharLCD(hide_cursor);
PutCharLCD(wrap_off);
PutStringLCD("Compliance Meter\r\n");
PutStringLCD("Version 4.0");
for( i = 0; i < 6; i++ )
{
delay_ms(1000);
}
PutStringLCD("\r");
PutCharLCD(FF);
PutCharLCD(FF);
PutCharLCD(hide_cursor);
PutCharLCD(wrap_off);

ad_timer_set(1000/SAMPLE_RATE); //set the a/d timer for 1 msec.

/* gather the data and run the calculations */
while(1)
{
while( !ad_done ) // wait until the a/d conversion is done
{
/* check to see if we are waiting for a connection */
if( Hit1() )
{
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connection_char = GetChar1();
if( (connection_char == ’C’) && (!remote_connected) )
{
PutChar1(’O’);
remote_connected = 1;
}
if( (connection_char == ’D’) && (remote_connected) )
{
remote_connected = 0;
}
}

/* show countdown timer */
PutCharLCD( set_cursor_position );
PutCharLCD(13);
PutCharLCD(1);
PutIntLCD( countdown_timer );
} // while( !ad_done )

/* use ad_data[] for real parts of data and strip off 4 LSBs*/
asm cli;
for( i = 0; i < LENGTH; i++ )
{
lobe[i].real = ad_data[0][i] >> 4;
lobe[i].imag = 0;
drum[i].real = ad_data[1][i] >> 4;
drum[i].imag = 0;
}
asm sti;

/* send the raw data arrays to the serial port as a csv list.
This must be done before the FFT is called because the FFT
writes back to these memory locations! */
if( remote_connected )
{
PutString1("RAW_DATA\r\n");
for( i = 0; i < LENGTH; i++ )
{
PutInt1(drum[i].real);
PutChar1(’,’);
PutInt1(lobe[i].real);
PutString1("\r\n");
}
}

/* adjust the sensor gains need to be adjusted */
adjust_drum_gain( gain_control( drum ));
adjust_lobe_gain( gain_control( lobe ));

// run an fft on the data
fft_int( lobe );
fft_int( drum );

// find the frequency bin with the largest magnitude using the ear lobe data
max = 0;
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mag = 0;
bin = 0;

for ( i = LOW_FREQ_BIN; i < HIGH_FREQ_BIN; i++ )
{

real = (lobe[rev[i]].real + P_HALF) >> P_SHIFT;
imag = (lobe[rev[i]].imag + P_HALF) >> P_SHIFT;

mag = real * real + imag * imag;
if ( max < mag )
{
max = mag;
bin = i;
}

} // for i...

f = (int)(100 * (long)bin * SAMPLE_RATE / LENGTH);

PutStringLCD("\r");
PutCharLCD( FF );
PutIntLCD( (int)(f*6)/10 );
PutStringLCD("BPM

");

PutIntLCD( (int)f );
PutStringLCD("Hz\r\n");

phase_dif = cordicPhase( lobe[rev[bin]] ) - cordicPhase( drum[rev[bin]] );
if( phase_dif < 0 ) phase_dif = -phase_dif;
if ( phase_dif > 180 ) phase_dif = 360 - phase_dif;
//if ( phase_dif < -180 ) phase_dif = -360 - phase_dif;
if ( phase_dif > 90 ) phase_dif = 180 - phase_dif;

PutIntLCD( phase_dif );

/* display the degree symbol */
PutCharLCD( send_direct );
PutCharLCD( 1 );
PutCharLCD( 128 );

if( remote_connected )
{
PutString1("FREQ,");
PutInt1( (int)f );
PutString1("\r\nPHASE,");
PutInt1( phase_dif );
PutString1("\r\nEND");
}
} // while ( 1 )

} // AppMain()

/******************************************************************************/
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/*******************************************************************************
* File: fft_int.c
*
* Author: Don Wichern
*
* Date: May 8, 2003
*
* Description: implemenation of an integer fft algorithm.

Type, precision and

* scaling parameters are set in fft_int.h
*
*******************************************************************************/

#include "ear_fft.h"
#include "fft_int.h"

extern fftype W[LENGTH];
extern fftype X[LENGTH<<1];

/*--- void fft_int( complex *x ) ---------------------------------------------*
Wrapper method for the radix 2 fft in fftr2
*----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Wrapper method for the radix 2 fft in fftr2.
*/
void fft_int( complex *x ) {
fftr2( (fftype *)x, (fftype *)W, LENGTH );
} // void fft_int( complex *x )

/*--- void fftr2( fftype *x, fftype *w, fftype N ) ---------------------------*
Radix 2 decimation in time fft.
parts interleaved.

Array parameters must have real and imaginary

i.e. every two ints represents a single complex number.

N must be a power of 2.
*----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Radix 2 decimation in time FFT.
*
* Array parameters must have real and imaginary
* parts interleaved.

i.e. every two ints represents a single complex number.

* N must be a power of 2.
*/
void fftr2( fftype *x, fftype *w, fftype N ) {

fftype i, j, k;
fftype n, wd;
fftype in, id;

fftype real, imag;

for ( k=N; k>1; k=k>>1 ) {

n = k>>1;
wd = 0;

for ( j=0; j<N; j=j+k ) {

for ( i=j; i<j+n; i++ ) {
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in = (i+n)<<1;
id = i<<1;

real = (int)( ( (long)x[in] * (long)w[wd] + (long)x[in+1] * (long)w[wd+1]
imag = (int)( ( (long)x[in+1] * (long)w[wd] - (long)x[in] * (long)w[wd+1]

x[in] = ( x[id] - real );
x[in+1] = ( x[id+1] - imag );
x[id] = ( x[id] + real );
x[id+1] = ( x[id+1] + imag );

} // for i...

wd = wd + 2;

} // for j...

} // for k...

} // void fftr2( fftype *x, fftype *w, fftype N )
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) >> P_SHIFT );

) >> P_SHIFT );

/******************************************************************************
*
* Filename: L0S.CPP
*
*
******************************************************************************/
#pragma inline
/* I N C L U D E

F I L E S */

extern "C" {
#include "AE.H"
}
#include "ear_fft.h"

/* F U N C T I O N

D E F I N I T I O N S */

/*--- 13 Jul 2002 -----------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Main function.
*
* This sets up a few hardware devices before calling the main program. If
* something fails, the LED blinks 10 times.
*/
void main( void )
{

ae_init();

ad_init(); /* initialize the a/d */

/* set up parallel port. This is quick and dirty */
OutPort16(Lower16_DIR, InPort16(Lower16_DIR) & ~(DATA7 | DATA2 | DATA4));
OutPort16(Lower16_MODE, InPort16(Lower16_MODE) | DATA7 | DATA2 | DATA4);
OutPort16(Upper16_DIR, InPort16(Upper16_DIR) & ~(DATA5 | DATA1 | DATA3 | DATA0 | DATA6));
OutPort16(Upper16_MODE, InPort16(Upper16_MODE) | DATA5 | DATA1 | DATA3 | DATA0 | DATA6);

if((SerComm1Setup() == OK))
{
Blink( 2 );
AppMain();
}

Blink( 10 );
while( True );

}

/* end function main */

/*=== end of file L0S.CPP ====================================================*/
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/******************************************************************************
* Filename: LCD.cpp
*
* Author: Preston K. Manwaring
*
* Date: May 12, 2003
*
* Description: This file contains library functions to write strings to the LCD
* over the SPI bus
*******************************************************************************/

/*--- INCLUDE FILES ----------------------------------------------------------*/
#include "LCD.H"
#include "ear_fft.h"
extern "C" {
#include "ae.h"
}

/*--- PutStringLCD ------------------------------------------------------------*
This function writes a character to the LCD. Use DATA5
*-----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Write a character to the LCD.
*/
void PutCharLCD( char character )
{
unsigned char
bit,
i;

/* this delay loop allows the LCD controller to catch up. */
for( i = 0; i < 2; i++ )
delay_ms(1);

/* make sure clock line is high for SPI 1.0 */
OutPort16(Upper16_DATA, InPort16(Upper16_DATA) | DATA0);

DATA5_LOW(); // assert /CS
for( i = 0; i < 8; i++)
{
/* synthesize a shift register and shift from MSB to LSB through the command
code */
bit = (character >> (7 - i)) & 0x01;
if( bit )

// if bit is 1

{
OutPort16(Upper16_DATA, InPort16(Upper16_DATA) | DATA1);
}
else // if bit is 0
{
OutPort16(Upper16_DATA, InPort16(Upper16_DATA) & ~DATA1);
}

/* strobe the clock line to load the data into the peripheral register */
OutPort16(Upper16_DATA, InPort16(Upper16_DATA) & ~DATA0);
OutPort16(Upper16_DATA, InPort16(Upper16_DATA) | DATA0);
}
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DATA5_HIGH(); // deassert /CS
/* reset the SPI clock low for all SPI 2.0 devices */
OutPort16(Upper16_DATA, InPort16(Upper16_DATA) & ~DATA0);
}

/*--- PutStringLCD ------------------------------------------------------------*
This function writes a string to the LCD. Use DATA5
*-----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Write a string to the LCD.
*/
void PutStringLCD( char *Strng )
{
char
output_char;

/* make sure clock line is high for SPI 1.0 */
OutPort16(Upper16_DATA, InPort16(Upper16_DATA) | DATA0);

while( *Strng )
{
switch( *Strng )
{
case ’\b’:
*Strng++;
output_char = backspace;
break;
case ’\n’:
*Strng++;
output_char = LF;
break;
case ’\r’:
*Strng++;
output_char = CR;
break;
default:
output_char = *Strng++;
}
PutCharLCD(output_char);
}
}

/*--- void PutInteLCD( int i ) ------------------------------------------------*
This is a quick and dirty integer output routine.
*-----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Write integers to LCD.
*/
void PutIntLCD( int i )
{

int n = i;

if ( n < 0 )
{
PutStringLCD( "-" );
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n = -n;
}

//PutCharLCD( n/1000 + ’0’);
PutCharLCD( (n%1000)/100 + ’0’ );
PutCharLCD( (n%100)/10 + ’0’);
PutCharLCD( n%10 + ’0’);

}
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/******************************************************************************
* Filename: LCD.cpp
*
* Author: Preston K. Manwaring
*
* Date: May 12, 2003
*
* Description: This file contains library functions to write strings to the LCD
* over the SPI bus
*******************************************************************************/

/*--- INCLUDE FILES ----------------------------------------------------------*/
#include "LCD.H"
#include "ear_fft.h"
extern "C" {
#include "ae.h"
}

/*--- PutStringLCD ------------------------------------------------------------*
This function writes a character to the LCD. Use DATA5
*-----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Write a character to the LCD.
*/
void PutCharLCD( char character )
{
unsigned char
bit,
i;

/* this delay loop allows the LCD controller to catch up. */
for( i = 0; i < 2; i++ )
delay_ms(1);

/* make sure clock line is high for SPI 1.0 */
OutPort16(Upper16_DATA, InPort16(Upper16_DATA) | DATA0);

DATA5_LOW(); // assert /CS
for( i = 0; i < 8; i++)
{
/* synthesize a shift register and shift from MSB to LSB through the command
code */
bit = (character >> (7 - i)) & 0x01;
if( bit )

// if bit is 1

{
OutPort16(Upper16_DATA, InPort16(Upper16_DATA) | DATA1);
}
else // if bit is 0
{
OutPort16(Upper16_DATA, InPort16(Upper16_DATA) & ~DATA1);
}

/* strobe the clock line to load the data into the peripheral register */
OutPort16(Upper16_DATA, InPort16(Upper16_DATA) & ~DATA0);
OutPort16(Upper16_DATA, InPort16(Upper16_DATA) | DATA0);
}
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DATA5_HIGH(); // deassert /CS
/* reset the SPI clock low for all SPI 2.0 devices */
OutPort16(Upper16_DATA, InPort16(Upper16_DATA) & ~DATA0);
}

/*--- PutStringLCD ------------------------------------------------------------*
This function writes a string to the LCD. Use DATA5
*-----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Write a string to the LCD.
*/
void PutStringLCD( char *Strng )
{
char
output_char;

/* make sure clock line is high for SPI 1.0 */
OutPort16(Upper16_DATA, InPort16(Upper16_DATA) | DATA0);

while( *Strng )
{
switch( *Strng )
{
case ’\b’:
*Strng++;
output_char = backspace;
break;
case ’\n’:
*Strng++;
output_char = LF;
break;
case ’\r’:
*Strng++;
output_char = CR;
break;
default:
output_char = *Strng++;
}
PutCharLCD(output_char);
}
}

/*--- void PutInteLCD( int i ) ------------------------------------------------*
This is a quick and dirty integer output routine.
*-----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Write integers to LCD.
*/
void PutIntLCD( int i )
{

int n = i;

if ( n < 0 )
{
PutStringLCD( "-" );
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n = -n;
}

//PutCharLCD( n/1000 + ’0’);
PutCharLCD( (n%1000)/100 + ’0’ );
PutCharLCD( (n%100)/10 + ’0’);
PutCharLCD( n%10 + ’0’);

}
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/******************************************************************************
*
* Filename: POTPOURI.CPP
*
* Reference: "Engineering the Hardware-Softare Interface" Chapter 04
*
* Copyright (c) Mark L. Manwaring, Ph.D. and Veljko Malbasa, Ph.D.
*

1991-2002 - All Rights Reserved

*
* Functional Description:

Various functions used by the L0S.*

*
* Author: Developed and coded by Mark L. Manwaring and Veljko Malbasa
* Modified By: Preston K. Manwaring
*
* Date: 17 Oct 2002
*
* Version: 1.00
*
* Language and Compiler: C with inline assembly language statements,
*

compiled with Borland’s Turbo C/C++

*
* User statement:
*

The authors of this program/file accept no responsibility or liability

*

for the correctness or appropriateness in the use of this software in

*

any application.

*

changing, or improving this software to meet any specific application.

The user is responsible for modifying, updating, fixing,

*
* Version history:
*

This program/file was developed to be included in the book "Engineering

*

the Hardware-Software Interface" by Mark Manwaring and Veljko Malbasa.

*
******************************************************************************/

/* P R A G M A

S T A T E M E N T S */

/* This file contains inline assembly statements*/
#pragma inline

/* I N C L U D E

F I L E S */

extern "C" {
#include "AE.H"
}
#include "ear_fft.h"

/* F U N C T I O N

D E F I N I T I O N S */

/*--- 06 Mar 1996 -----------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Read 8 bits from an input port
*/
unsigned8 InPort8( unsigned16 Port )
/*
Read 8 bits from an input port
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*/
{
asm xor ah,ah;
_DX = Port;
asm in al,dx;
return( _AL );
}

/* end function InPort8 */

/*--- 06 Mar 1996 -----------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Read 16 bits from an input port
*/
unsigned16 InPort16( unsigned16 Port )
/*
Read 16 bits from an input port
*/
{
_DX = Port;
asm in ax,dx;
return( _AX );
}

/* end function InPort16 */

/*--- 06 Mar 1996 -----------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Write 8 bits to an output port
*/
void OutPort8 ( unsigned16 Port, unsigned8 Value )
/*
Write 8 bits to an output port
*/
{
_DX = Port;
_AL = Value;
asm out dx,al;
}

/* end function OutPort8 */

/*--- 06 Mar 1996 -----------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Write 16 bits to an output port
*/
void OutPort16( unsigned16 Port, unsigned16 Value )
/*
Write 16 bits to an output port
*/
{
_DX = Port;
_AX = Value;
asm out dx,ax;
}

/* end function OutPort16 */

/*--- 31 Jan 2001 -----------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
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* Get a byte from memory.
*/
unsigned8 Peek8( unsigned16 Segment, unsigned16 Offset )
/*
Get a byte value from memory at the location
determined by Segment:Offset
*/
{
_ES = Segment;
_BX = Offset;
asm mov al,es:[bx];
asm xor ah,ah;
return( _AL );
}

/* end function Peek8 */

/*--- 31 Jan 2001 -----------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Get a word from memory.
*/
unsigned16 Peek16( unsigned16 Segment, unsigned16 Offset )
/*
Get a word value from memory at the location
determined by Segment:Offset
*/
{
_ES = Segment;
_BX = Offset;
asm mov ax,es:[bx];
return( _AX );
}

/* end function Peek16 */

/*--- 31 Jan 2001 -----------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Load a byte into memory.
*/
void Poke8( unsigned16 Segment, unsigned16 Offset, unsigned8 Value )
/*
Load a byte value into memory at the location
determined by Segment:Offset
*/
{
_ES = Segment;
_BX = Offset;
_AL = Value;
asm mov es:[bx],al;
}

/* end function Poke8 */

/*--- 26 May 1997 -----------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Load a word into memory.
*/
void Poke16( unsigned16 Segmnt, unsigned16 Offset, unsigned16 Value )
/*
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Load a unsigned16 value into memory at the location
determined by Segment:Offset
*/
{
_ES = Segmnt;
_BX = Offset;
_AX = Value;
asm mov es:[bx],ax;
}

/* end function Poke16 */

/*-----------------------------------------------------------------------------*
This function resets the processor. It simply jumps to 0xFFFF or the startup
portion of any Intel x86 class processor. This essentially resets the running
program. Function added by PKM
*-----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Software reset.
*/
void reset( void )
{
asm{
mov AX, 0xFFFF
jmp AX
}
}

/*--- 29 May 1997 -----------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Set an interrupt vector.
*/
void SetVector( unsigned16 IntTypeNum, unsigned16 Segmnt, unsigned16 Offset )
/*
Set an interrupt vector.

All interrupt vectors are in segment 0x0000.

This function assumes interrupts are disabled.
*/
{
Poke16( 0x0000, IntTypeNum * 4, Offset );
Poke16( 0x0000, (IntTypeNum * 4 + 2), Segmnt );
}

/* end function SetVector */

/*=== end of file POTPOURI.CPP ==============================================*/
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/******************************************************************************
*
* Filename: SCOMMLIB.CPP
*
* Reference: "Engineering the Hardware-Softare Interface" Chapter 04
*
* Copyright (c) Mark L. Manwaring, Ph.D. and Veljko Malbasa, Ph.D.
*

1991-2002 - All Rights Reserved

*
* Functional Description:

This file contains functions which facilitate

*

communication with the two serial ports installed on the AM186/188

*

processor.

*

drivers are implemented within these functions.

Actual software ISR calls to the serial port interface

*
* Author: Developed and coded by Mark L. Manwaring and Veljko Malbasa
*
* Date: 03 Jul 2002
*
* Version: 1.00
*
* Language and Compiler: C with inline assembly language statements,
*

compiled with Borland’s Turbo C/C++

*
* User statement:
*

The authors of this program/file accept no responsibility or liability

*

for the correctness or appropriateness in the use of this software in

*

any application.

*

changing, or improving this software to meet any specific application.

The user is responsible for modifying, updating, fixing,

*
* Version history:
*

This program/file was developed to be included in the book "Engineering

*

the Hardware-Software Interface" by Mark Manwaring and Veljko Malbasa.

*
******************************************************************************/

/* I N C L U D E

F I L E S */

#include "ear_fft.h"
#include "serial.h"

/* F U N C T I O N

D E F I N I T I O N S */

/*--- 10 Jun 1997 -----------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Get a character from com 0.
*/
unsigned8 GetChar0( void )
/*
Get a character from serial comm port 0
*/
{
unsigned16
s;
unsigned8
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c;

/* Wait for a character to become available */
WaitLoop:
_AX = CommRecv;
GenInterrupt( Comm0SoftInt );
c = _BL;
s = _AX;
if( (s & CommDataRdy) )
return( c );
goto WaitLoop;
}

/* end function GetChar0 */

/*--- 10 Jun 1997 -----------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Get a character from com 1.
*/
unsigned8 GetChar1( void )
/*
Get a character from serial comm port 1
*/
{
unsigned16
s;
unsigned8
c;

/* Wait for a character to become available */
WaitLoop:
_AX = CommRecv;
GenInterrupt( Comm1SoftInt );
c = _BL;
s = _AX;
if( (s & CommDataRdy) )
return( c );
goto WaitLoop;
}

/* end function GetChar1 */

/*--- 21 Jul 1997 -----------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Check to see if data has been received in com 0.
*/
unsigned8 Hit0( void )
/*
Check to see if there is a character waiting in serial comm port 0
*/
{
unsigned16
s;

_AX = CommStat;
GenInterrupt( Comm0SoftInt );
s = _AX;
if( (s & CommDataRdy) )
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return( True );
return( False );
}

/* end function Hit0 */

/*--- 21 Jul 1997 -----------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Check to see if data has been received in com 1.
*/
unsigned8 Hit1( void )
/*
Check to see if there is a character waiting in serial comm port 1
*/
{
unsigned16
s;

_AX = CommStat;
GenInterrupt( Comm1SoftInt );
s = _AX;
if( (s & CommDataRdy) )
return( True );
return( False );
}

/* end function Hit1 */

/*--- 13 Jun 1997 -----------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Put a character to com 0.
*/
void PutChar0( unsigned8 C )
/*
Send a character to serial comm port 1
*/
{
_BL = C;
_AX = CommSend;
GenInterrupt( Comm0SoftInt );
}

/* end function PutChar0 */

/*--- 13 Jun 1997 -----------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Put a character to com 1.
*/
void PutChar1( unsigned8 C )
/*
Send a character to serial comm port 1
*/
{
_BL = C;
_AX = CommSend;
GenInterrupt( Comm1SoftInt );
}

/* end function PutChar1 */
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/*--- 10 Jun 1997 -----------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Put a hexadecimal byte to com 0.
*/
void PutHexByte0( unsigned8 Bite )
/*
Write a hex byte to serial comm port 0
*/
{
unsigned8
c;

c = (Bite >> 4) & 0x0F;
if( c > 9 )
c += 7;
PutChar0( (c + ’0’) );
c = Bite & 0x0F;
if( c > 9 )
c += 7;
PutChar0( (c + ’0’) );
}

/* end function PutHexByte0 */

/*--- 10 Jun 1997 -----------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Put a hexadecimal byte to com 1.
*/
void PutHexByte1( unsigned8 Bite )
/*
Write a hex byte to serial comm port 1
*/
{
unsigned8
c;

c = (Bite >> 4) & 0x0F;
if( c > 9 )
c += 7;
PutChar1( (c + ’0’) );
c = Bite & 0x0F;
if( c > 9 )
c += 7;
PutChar1( (c + ’0’) );
}

/* end function PutHexByte1 */

/*--- 13 Jun 1997 -----------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Write a hex word to serial comm port 0.
*/
void PutHexWord0( unsigned16 Wurd )
/*
Write a hex word to serial comm port 0
*/
{
PutHexByte0( (unsigned8)(Wurd >> 8) );
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PutHexByte0( (unsigned8)Wurd );
}

/* end function PutHexWord0 */

/*--- 13 Jun 1997 -----------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Write a hex word to serial comm port 1.
*/
void PutHexWord1( unsigned16 Wurd )
/*
Write a hex word to serial comm port 1
*/
{
PutHexByte1( (unsigned8)(Wurd >> 8) );
PutHexByte1( (unsigned8)Wurd );
}

/* end function PutHexWord1 */

/*--- 10 Jun 1997---------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Write a string to com 0.
*/
void PutString0( unsigned8 *Strng )
/*
Write a string to serial comm port 0. This function is similar
(but greatly reduced) to the standard c function printf.
*/
{
while( *Strng )
switch( *Strng )
{
case ’\a’:
*Strng++;
PutChar0( Bell );
break;
case ’\b’:
*Strng++;
PutChar0( BackSpace );
break;
case ’\n’:
*Strng++;
PutChar0( LineFeed );
break;
case ’\r’:
*Strng++;
PutChar0( CarriageRet );
break;
default:
PutChar0( *Strng++ );
}
}

/* end function PutString0 */

/*--- 10 Jun 1997---------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Write a string to com 1.
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*/
void PutString1( unsigned8 *Strng )
/*
Write a string to serial comm port 1. This function is similar
(but greatly reduced) to the standard c function printf.
*/
{
while( *Strng )
switch( *Strng )
{
case ’\a’:
*Strng++;
PutChar1( Bell );
break;
case ’\b’:
*Strng++;
PutChar1( BackSpace );
break;
case ’\n’:
*Strng++;
PutChar1( LineFeed );
break;
case ’\r’:
*Strng++;
PutChar1( CarriageRet );
break;
default:
PutChar1( *Strng++ );
}
}

/* end function PutString1 */

/*------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Write an integer to com 1.
*/
void PutInt1( int i )
{

int n = i;

if ( n < 0 )
{
PutChar1( ’-’ );
n = -n;
}

PutChar1( n/1000 + ’0’ );
PutChar1( (n%1000)/100 + ’0’);
PutChar1( (n%100)/10 + ’0’);
PutChar1( n%10 + ’0’);

}
/*=== end of file SCOMMLIB.CPP ==============================================*/
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/******************************************************************************
*
* Filename: SERCOMM.CPP
*
* Reference: "Engineering the Hardware-Softare Interface" Chapter 04
*
* Copyright (c) Mark L. Manwaring, Ph.D. and Veljko Malbasa, Ph.D.
*

1991-2002 - All Rights Reserved

*
* Functional Description: The functions within this file compose the
*

asynchronous serial communications interface for the L0S on the

*

AM186/188 processor’s serial ports 0 and 1.

*
* Author: Developed and coded by Mark L. Manwaring and Veljko Malbasa
* Modified By: Preston K. Manwaring
*
* Date: 17 Oct 2002
*
* Version: 1.00
*
* Language and Compiler: C with inline assembly language statements,
*

compiled with Borland’s Turbo C/C++

*
* User statement:
*

The authors of this program/file accept no responsibility or liability

*

for the correctness or appropriateness in the use of this software in

*

any application.

*

changing, or improving this software to meet any specific application.

The user is responsible for modifying, updating, fixing,

*
* Version history:
*

This program/file was developed to be included in the book "Engineering

*

the Hardware-Software Interface" by Mark Manwaring and Veljko Malbasa.

*
******************************************************************************/

/* I N C L U D E

F I L E S */

#include "ear_fft.h"
#include "serial.h"

/* D E F I N I T I O N S */
/* The Bell character will cause the PC to beep - PKM */
#define BELL 0x07
/* CtrlR and CtrlS received through serial 1 will reset the processor - PKM */
#define CtrlR 0x0012
#define CtrlS

0x0013

/* CtrlB received through serial 1 will cause the LED to blink 3 times - PKM */
#define CtrlB 0x0002

#define Serial0HardInt
#define Comm0SoftInt

0x14
0x43

#define Serial1HardInt
#define Comm1SoftInt

0x11
0x44

/* Arguments to be in register _AX to access functions of CommXISR*/
#define CommInit

0x0001
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#define CommSend

0x0002

#define CommRecv

0x0003

#define CommStat

0x0004

/* Status values which are returned by CommXISR */
#define CommDataRdy

0x0100

#define CommEmpty

0x0200

#define CommParityError

0x1000

#define CommOverrunError 0x2000
#define CommFramingError 0x4000

/* Hardware definitions associated with the AMD186/188 processor’s UARTs */
#define SPRT0_ADDR_BDV

0xFF88

/* UART0 divisor */

#define SPRT0_ADDR_CTL

0xFF80

/* UART0 control */

#define SPRT0_ADDR_RX

0xFF86

/* UART0 data receive */

#define SPRT0_ADDR_STAT

0xFF82

/* UART0 status */

#define SPRT0_ADDR_TX

0xFF84

/* UART0 data transmit */

#define SPRT0_ADDR_INT

0xFF44

/* UART0 interrupt control register */

#define SPRT1_ADDR_BDV

0xFF18

/* UART1 divisor */

#define SPRT1_ADDR_CTL

0xFF10

/* UART1 control */

#define SPRT1_ADDR_RX

0xFF16

/* UART1 data receive */

#define SPRT1_ADDR_STAT

0xFF12

/* UART1 status */

#define SPRT1_ADDR_TX

0xFF14

/* UART1 data transmit */

#define SPRT1_ADDR_INT

0xFF42

/* UART1 interrupt control register */

#define SPRT_CTRL_FC

0x0200

/* Enables hardware flow control */

#define SPRT_CTRL_EVN

0x0010

/* Sets parity to even when enabled */

#define SPRT_CTRL_PE

0x0008

/* Enable parity checking */

#define SPRT_CTRL_RMODE

0x0020

/* Enable UART receiver */

#define SPRT_CTRL_RXIE

0x0080

/* Enable UART receive interrupt */

#define SPRT_CTRL_TMODE

0x0040

/* Enable UART transmitter */

#define SPRT_CTRL_TXIE

0x0100

/* Enable UART transmit interrupt */

#define SPRT_CTRL_8BITS

0x0001

/* UART data length is 8 bits */

#define SPRT_CTRL_7BITS

0x0004

#define SPRT_STAT_FER

0x0020

/* UART has detected a framing error */

#define SPRT_STAT_OER

0x0010

/* UART has detected an overrun error */

#define SPRT_STAT_PER

0x0008

/* UART has detected a parity error */

#define SPRT_STAT_RDR

0x0080

/* UART receive register contains data */

#define SPRT_STAT_TEMT

0x0004

/* UART transmitter is empty */

#define SPRT_STAT_THRE

0x0040

/* UART tx holding register is empty */

#define SPRT_INTR_UMASK

0x0010

/* Unmask interrupt and set priority hi */

#define SPRT_INTR_MASK

0x001F

/* Mask the interrupt, set priority lo */

/* UART data length is 7. Parity is not allowed */

#define BAUD9600

260

/* 9600 Baud on 40MHz processor clock */

#define BAUD19200
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/* 19200 Baud on 40MHz processor clock */

#define BAUD38400

65

/* 38400 Baud on 40MHz processor clock */

#define BAUD57600

43

/* 57600 Baud on 40 MHz processor clock */

#define BAUD115200

22

/* 115200 Baud on 40MHz processor clock */

#define BAUDCOMM0

BAUD19200 /* The baud rate for serial port 0 */

/* this constant changed from 115200 to 19200 for task 2 by PKM */
#define BAUDCOMM1

BAUD115200

/* The baud rate for serial port 1 */

#define QueueMaxSize 48
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/* S T R U C T U R E

D E F I N I T I O N S */

struct queue
{
signed16 Front;

/* Index of the front element */

signed16 Rear;

/* Index of the rear element */

unsigned8 Q[QueueMaxSize];

/* Array containing the queue elements */

};

typedef struct queue Queue;
typedef Queue *QueuePtr;

/* G L O B A L

V A R I A B L E S */

unsigned16
Comm0Status, /* Variable to hold the status of serial/comm port 0 */
Comm1Status; /* Variable to hold the status of serial/comm port 1 */
Queue
Q0Rx,

/* Queue for data received in serial comm port 0 */

Q0Tx,

/* Queue for data transmitted out serial comm port 0 */

Q1Rx,

/* Queue for data received in serial comm port 1 */

Q1Tx;

/* Queue for data transmitted out serial comm port 1 */

QueuePtr

/* Declare pointers to the queues */

Comm0RxQ = &Q0Rx,
Comm0TxQ = &Q0Tx,
Comm1RxQ = &Q1Rx,
Comm1TxQ = &Q1Tx;

/* F U N C T I O N

P R O T O T Y P E S */

void interrupt Comm0ISR( IntArgs );
void interrupt Comm1ISR( IntArgs );
void interrupt Serial0ISR( void );
void interrupt Serial1ISR( void );
void QClear( QueuePtr q );
unsigned8 QDequeue( QueuePtr q );
unsigned8 QEmpty( QueuePtr q );
unsigned8 QEnqueue( QueuePtr q, unsigned8 NewElement );
unsigned8 QFront( QueuePtr q );
unsigned8 QFull( QueuePtr q );
unsigned8 QLength( QueuePtr q );

/* F U N C T I O N

D E F I N I T I O N S */

/*--- 15 Oct 2002 -----------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Setup COM 0.
*
* Initialize the serial port 0 hardware
* and install the ISRs that compose the driver.
*/
unsigned8 SerComm0Setup( void )
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/*
Initialize the serial port 0 hardware
and install the ISRs that compose the driver.
*/
{
/* The general steps for installing the ISR are outlined below-- */

/* 1- Disable interrupts while the work is being done */
DisableInt();

/* 2 - Apply appropriate tests to verify the hardware components */

/* 3 - Enable hardware components of the system */
/* Program the hardware for serial port 0 */
/* Switch the serial port to off by clearing the control register.
The transmitter is not switched off until it is safe to do so -that is, the SPRT_STAT_TEMT bit is set.

*/

if( InPort16( SPRT0_ADDR_CTL ) & SPRT_CTRL_TMODE )
/* Since the transmitter is currently on, make sure it is empty */
while( !(InPort16( SPRT0_ADDR_STAT ) & SPRT_STAT_TEMT) );

/* Clear the port’s control register */
OutPort16( SPRT0_ADDR_CTL, 0 );
/* Clear the receiver, if there is anything in it */
InPort16( SPRT0_ADDR_RX );
/* Clear the port’s status */
OutPort16( SPRT0_ADDR_STAT, 0 );
/* Set the baudrate divisor */
OutPort16( SPRT0_ADDR_BDV, BAUDCOMM0 );
/* Program the port’s control register.
Note the transmitter interrupt is not enabled until data is sent to it */
OutPort16( SPRT0_ADDR_CTL, (SPRT_CTRL_RMODE |
SPRT_CTRL_RXIE |
SPRT_CTRL_TMODE |
/* SPRT_CTRL_TXIE | */
/* SPRT_CTRL_EVN | */
/* SPRT_CTRL_PE | */
SPRT_CTRL_8BITS) );
/* end of programming the hardware for serial port 0 */

/* 4 - Initialize the data (data structures) which are shared by
the hardware and software ISRs */
/* Initialize the comm queues for both serial ports */
QClear( Comm0TxQ );
QClear( Comm0RxQ );

/* Initialize the status variables for each port */
Comm0Status = 0;

/* 5 - Point the interrupt vectors to the hardware and software ISRs */
LinkToInterrupt( Comm0SoftInt, Comm0ISR );
LinkToInterrupt( Serial0HardInt, Serial0ISR );
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/* 6 - Enable the hardware interrupt */
/* Unmask the interrupt and set the priority */
OutPort16( SPRT0_ADDR_INT, SPRT_INTR_UMASK );

/* 7 - Reenable interrupts */
EnableInt();

/* 8 - Report the success of installing the ISR’s and related components */
_BX = SerComm0Installed;
_AX = EquipSetInstalled;
GenInterrupt( EquipSoftInt );

return( OK );
}

/* end function SerComm0Setup */

/*--- 10 Jul 2002 -----------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Setup COM 1.
*
* Initialize the serial port 1 hardware and install the ISRs that compose the driver.
*/
unsigned8 SerComm1Setup( void )
/*
Initialize the serial port 1 hardware
and install the ISRs that compose the driver.
*/
{
/* The general steps for installing the ISR are outlined below-- */

/* 1- Disable interrupts while the work is being done */
DisableInt();

/* 2 - Apply appropriate tests to verify the hardware components */

/* 3 - Enable hardware components of the system */
/* Program the hardware for serial port 1 */
/* Switch the serial port to off by clearing the control register.
The transmitter is not switched off until it is safe to do so -that is, the SPRT_STAT_TEMT bit is set.

*/

if( InPort16( SPRT1_ADDR_CTL ) & SPRT_CTRL_TMODE )
/* Since the transmitter is currently on, make sure it is empty */
while( !(InPort16( SPRT1_ADDR_STAT ) & SPRT_STAT_TEMT) );

/* Clear the port’s control register */
OutPort16( SPRT1_ADDR_CTL, 0 );
/* Clear the receiver, if there is anything in it */
InPort16( SPRT1_ADDR_RX );
/* Clear the port’s status */
OutPort16( SPRT1_ADDR_STAT, 0 );
/* Set the baudrate divisor */
OutPort16( SPRT1_ADDR_BDV, BAUDCOMM1 );
/* Program the port’s control register.
Note the transmitter interrupt is not enabled until data is sent to it */
OutPort16( SPRT1_ADDR_CTL, (SPRT_CTRL_RMODE |
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SPRT_CTRL_RXIE |
SPRT_CTRL_TMODE |
/* SPRT_CTRL_TXIE | */
/* SPRT_CTRL_EVN | */
/* SPRT_CTRL_PE | */
SPRT_CTRL_8BITS) );
/* end of programming the hardware for serial port 1 */

/* 4 - Initialize the data (data structures) which are shared by
the hardware and software ISRs */
/* Initialize the comm queues for both serial ports */
QClear( Comm1TxQ );
QClear( Comm1RxQ );

/* Initialize the status variables for each port */
Comm1Status = 0;

/* 5 - Point the interrupt vectors to the hardware and software ISRs */
LinkToInterrupt( Comm1SoftInt, Comm1ISR );
LinkToInterrupt( Serial1HardInt, Serial1ISR );

/* 6 - Enable the hardware interrupt */
/* Unmask the interrupt and set the priority */
OutPort16( SPRT1_ADDR_INT, SPRT_INTR_UMASK );

/* 7 - Reenable interrupts */
EnableInt();

/* 8 - Report the success of installing the ISR’s and related components */
//_BX = SerComm1Installed;
//_AX = EquipSetInstalled;
//GenInterrupt( EquipSoftInt );

return( OK );
}

/* end function SerComm1Setup */

/*--- 13 Jul 2002 -----------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* COM 0 Interrupt Sub-routine.
*
* This function handles the software interrupt calls to read and write to COM 0.
*/
void interrupt Comm0ISR( IntArgs )
/*
As with all L0S driver functions, the arguments are passed into this
function from registers and are accessed as stack based variables.
Values returned are placed in those variables and become register
contents after the return.

The four major operations of this function for operating the asynchronous
comm port that are the arguments passed in through RegAX are as follows:
_AX = CommInit --> Initialize the port.
_AX = CommSend --> Write a character to the port.
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_AX = CommRecv --> Get a character from the port.
_AX = CommStat --> Get the port status.
*/
{
switch( RegAX )
{
case CommInit:

/* Initialize the port */

/* Reset the transmit and receive queues */
QClear( Comm0RxQ );
QClear( Comm0TxQ );

/* Attach the status to the upper 8 bit of the returned RegAX */
RegAX &= 0x00FF;
RegAX |= Comm0Status;

/* If the transmitter is empty, set a bit */
if( QEmpty( Comm0TxQ ) )
RegAX |= CommEmpty;

/* If there is data in the receive queue, set a bit */
if( !QEmpty( Comm0RxQ ) )
RegAX |= CommDataRdy;

/* Reset the status variable */
Comm0Status = 0x0000;
return;

case CommSend:

/* Send a character */

/* Check to see if the queue Comm0TxQ is full.

If it is, make sure

transmit interrupts are enabled and then wait for space to become
available in the queue. The character to be transmitted is in the
lower 8 bits of RegBX. */
if( QFull( Comm0TxQ ) )
{
OutPort16( SPRT0_ADDR_CTL,
(InPort16( SPRT0_ADDR_CTL ) | SPRT_CTRL_TXIE) );
while( QFull( Comm0TxQ ) );
}

/* Put the data into the queue. Then, make sure transmit
interrupts are enabled, so that the transmitter will
get the data out of the queue and send it. */
QEnqueue( Comm0TxQ, (unsigned8)RegBX );
OutPort16( SPRT0_ADDR_CTL,
(InPort16( SPRT0_ADDR_CTL ) | SPRT_CTRL_TXIE) );

/* Attach the status to the upper 8 bit of the returned RegAX */
RegAX &= 0x00FF;
RegAX |= Comm0Status;

/* There is data in the transmitter, so do not set CommEmpty */
/* If there is data in the receive queue, set that fact */
if( !QEmpty( Comm0RxQ ) )
RegAX |= CommDataRdy;
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/* Reset the status variable */
Comm0Status = 0x0000;
return;

case CommRecv:

/* Receive a character */

/* Return the status in RegAX and the received
data/character in the lower 8 bits of RegBX. */
RegAX |= Comm0Status;
RegBX = 0x0000;

/* If the transmitter is empty, set that fact */
if( QEmpty( Comm0TxQ ) )
RegAX |= CommEmpty;

/* If there is data in the receive queue, set that fact */
if( !QEmpty( Comm0RxQ ) )
{
RegAX |= CommDataRdy;
/* Put the data in the lower 8 bits of RegBX */
RegBX = (unsigned16)QDequeue( Comm0RxQ );
}

/* Reset the status variable */
Comm0Status = 0x0000;
return;

case CommStat:

/* Read the status of the port */

RegAX |= Comm0Status;

/* If the transmitter is empty, set that fact */
if( QEmpty( Comm0TxQ ) )
RegAX |= CommEmpty;

/* If there is data in the receive queue, set that fact */
if( !QEmpty( Comm0RxQ ) )
RegAX |= CommDataRdy;

/* Reset the status variable */
Comm0Status = 0x0000;
return;

default:
RegAX = 0x0000;
return;
}
}

/* end switch( RegAX ) */

/* end interrupt function Comm0ISR */

/*--- 13 Jul 2002 -----------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* COM 1 Interrupt Sub-routine.
*
* This function handles the software interrupt calls to read and write to COM 1.
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*/
void interrupt Comm1ISR( IntArgs )
/*
As with all L0S driver functions, the arguments are passed into this
function from registers and are accessed as stack based variables.
Values returned are placed in those variables and become register
contents after the return.

The four major operations of this function for operating the asynchronous
comm port that are the arguments passed in through RegAX are as follows:
_AX = CommInit --> Initialize the port.
_AX = CommSend --> Write a character to the port.
_AX = CommRecv --> Get a character from the port.
_AX = CommStat --> Get the port status.
*/
{
switch( RegAX )
{
case CommInit:

/* Initialize the port */

/* Reset the transmit and receive queues */
QClear( Comm1RxQ );
QClear( Comm1TxQ );

/* Attach the status to the upper 8 bit of the returned RegAX */
RegAX &= 0x00FF;
RegAX |= Comm1Status;

/* If the transmitter is empty, set a bit */
if( QEmpty( Comm1TxQ ) )
RegAX |= CommEmpty;

/* If there is data in the receive queue, set a bit */
if( !QEmpty( Comm1RxQ ) )
RegAX |= CommDataRdy;

/* Reset the status variable */
Comm1Status = 0x0000;
return;

case CommSend:

/* Send a character */

/* Check to see if the queue Comm1TxQ is full.

If it is, make sure

transmit interrupts are enabled and then wait for space to become
available in the queue. The character to be transmitted is in the
lower 8 bits of RegBX. */
if( QFull( Comm1TxQ ) )
{
OutPort16( SPRT1_ADDR_CTL,
(InPort16( SPRT1_ADDR_CTL ) | SPRT_CTRL_TXIE) );
while( QFull( Comm1TxQ ) );
}

/* Put the data into the queue. Then, make sure transmit
interrupts are enabled, so that the transmitter will
get the data out of the queue and send it. */
QEnqueue( Comm1TxQ, (unsigned8)RegBX );
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OutPort16( SPRT1_ADDR_CTL,
(InPort16( SPRT1_ADDR_CTL ) | SPRT_CTRL_TXIE) );

/* Attach the status to the upper 8 bit of the returned RegAX */
RegAX &= 0x00FF;
RegAX |= Comm1Status;

/* There is data in the transmitter, so do not set CommEmpty */
/* If there is data in the receive queue, set that fact */
if( !QEmpty( Comm1RxQ ) )
RegAX |= CommDataRdy;

/* Reset the status variable */
Comm1Status = 0x0000;
return;

case CommRecv:

/* Receive a character */

/* Return the status in RegAX and the received
data/character in the lower 8 bits of RegBX. */
RegAX |= Comm1Status;
RegBX = 0x0000;

/* If the transmitter is empty, set that fact */
if( QEmpty( Comm1TxQ ) )
RegAX |= CommEmpty;

/* If there is data in the receive queue, set that fact */
if( !QEmpty( Comm1RxQ ) )
{
RegAX |= CommDataRdy;
/* Put the data in the lower 8 bits of RegBX */
RegBX = (unsigned16)QDequeue( Comm1RxQ );
}

/* Reset the status variable */
Comm1Status = 0x0000;
return;

case CommStat:

/* Read the status of the port */

RegAX |= Comm1Status;

/* If the transmitter is empty, set that fact */
if( QEmpty( Comm1TxQ ) )
RegAX |= CommEmpty;

/* If there is data in the receive queue, set that fact */
if( !QEmpty( Comm1RxQ ) )
RegAX |= CommDataRdy;

/* Reset the status variable */
Comm1Status = 0x0000;
return;
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default:
RegAX = 0x0000;
return;
}
}

/* end switch( RegAX ) */

/* end interrupt function Comm1SR */

/*--- 13 Jul 2002 -----------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Serial 0 hardware interrupt.
*
* This is the hardware ISR associated with serial port 0.

This

* interrupt is generated when any enabled interrupt associated
* with this port occurs.

Thus, the function must determine

* the purpose of this interrupt and respond accordingly.
*/
void interrupt Serial0ISR( void )
/*
This is the hardware ISR associated with serial port 0.

This

interrupt is generated when any enabled interrupt associated
with this port occurs.

Thus, the function must determine

the purpose of this interrupt and respond accordingly.
*/
{
unsigned16
status;

/* Read the port’s status register to get the conditions
which may have caused this interrupt */
status = InPort16( SPRT0_ADDR_STAT );

/* Check to see if the transmitter needs more data */
if( status & SPRT_STAT_THRE )
{
if( QEmpty( Comm0TxQ ) )
{
/* The queue has become empty, so "switch" the transmitter off */
/* Make sure the transmitter buffer is empty */
if( InPort16( SPRT0_ADDR_CTL ) & SPRT_CTRL_TMODE )
/* Since the transmitter is currently on, make sure it is empty */
while( !(InPort16( SPRT0_ADDR_STAT ) & SPRT_STAT_TEMT) );
/* Now, switch it off */
OutPort16( SPRT0_ADDR_CTL,
(InPort16( SPRT0_ADDR_CTL ) & ~SPRT_CTRL_TXIE) );
Comm0Status |= CommEmpty;
}
else
/* There is data in the queue -- so transmit it */
OutPort16( SPRT0_ADDR_TX, (unsigned16)QDequeue( Comm0TxQ ) );
}

/* end if( status & SPRT_STAT_THRE ) */

/* Check to see if the receiver has data */
if( status & SPRT_STAT_RDR )
/* Get the data from the receiver and put it into the queue */
QEnqueue( Comm0RxQ, (unsigned8)InPort16( SPRT0_ADDR_RX ) );
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/* Check to see if a framming error has occurred */
if( status & SPRT_STAT_FER )
Comm0Status |= CommFramingError;

/* Check to see if an overrun error has occurred */
if( status & SPRT_STAT_OER )
Comm0Status |= CommOverrunError;

/* Check to see if a parity error has occurred */
if( status & SPRT_STAT_PER )
Comm0Status |= CommParityError;

/* Reset the hardware interrupt */
EndOfHardInterrupt( Serial0HardInt );
}

/* end interrupt function Serial0ISR */

/*--- 13 Jul 2002 -----------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Serial 1 hardware interrupt.
*
* This is the hardware ISR associated with serial port 1.

This

* interrupt is generated when any enabled interrupt associated
* with this port occurs.

Thus, the function must determine

* the purpose of this interrupt and respond accordingly.
*/
void interrupt Serial1ISR( void )
/*
This is the hardware ISR associated with serial port 1.

This

interrupt is generated when any enabled interrupt associated
with this port occurs.

Thus, the function must determine

the purpose of this interrupt and respond accordingly.
*/
{
unsigned16
status;

/* Read the port’s status register to get the conditions
which may have caused this interrupt */
status = InPort16( SPRT1_ADDR_STAT );

/* Check to see if the transmitter needs more data */
if( status & SPRT_STAT_THRE )
{
if( QEmpty( Comm1TxQ ) )
{
/* The queue has become empty, so "switch" the transmitter off */
/* Make sure the transmitter buffer is empty */
if( InPort16( SPRT1_ADDR_CTL ) & SPRT_CTRL_TMODE )
/* Since the transmitter is currently on, make sure it is empty */
while( !(InPort16( SPRT1_ADDR_STAT ) & SPRT_STAT_TEMT) );
/* Now, switch it off */
OutPort16( SPRT1_ADDR_CTL,
(InPort16( SPRT1_ADDR_CTL ) & ~SPRT_CTRL_TXIE) );
Comm1Status |= CommEmpty;
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}
else
/* There is data in the queue -- so transmit it */
OutPort16( SPRT1_ADDR_TX, (unsigned16)QDequeue( Comm1TxQ ) );
}

/* end if( status & SPRT_STAT_THRE ) */

/* Check to see if the receiver has data */
if( status & SPRT_STAT_RDR )
{
/* Get the data from the receiver and put it into the queue
if the queue is full, send the bell character to make the PC beep */
if (!QEnqueue( Comm1RxQ, (unsigned8)InPort16( SPRT1_ADDR_RX ) ))
{
OutPort16( SPRT1_ADDR_TX, BELL );
}
}

/* Check to see if a framming error has occurred */
if( status & SPRT_STAT_FER )
Comm1Status |= CommFramingError;

/* Check to see if an overrun error has occurred */
if( status & SPRT_STAT_OER )
Comm1Status |= CommOverrunError;

/* Check to see if a parity error has occurred */
if( status & SPRT_STAT_PER )
Comm1Status |= CommParityError;

/* Reset the hardware interrupt */
EndOfHardInterrupt( Serial1HardInt );
}

/* end interrupt function Serial1ISR */

/*--- 17 May 2000 -----------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Clears the data queue.
*
* Initialize the queue and removes all the elements.
*/
void QClear( QueuePtr q )
/*
Initialize the queue and removes all the elements.
*/
{
q->Front = q->Rear
}

= -1;

/* end of function QClear */

/*--- 17 May 2000 -----------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Dequeues data from the data queue.
*/
unsigned8 QDequeue( QueuePtr q )
/*
Remove the oldest (front) element from the queue and return it.
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*/
{
unsigned16 temp;

/* Require that the queue is not empty */
if( q->Front == -1 )
return( 0 );

temp = q->Q[q->Front];
if( q->Front == q->Rear )
{
q->Front = q->Rear

= -1;

}
else
q->Front = ( ++(q->Front)) % QueueMaxSize;

return( temp );
}

/* end of function QDequeue */

/*--- 17 Mar 2001 -----------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Check to see if data queue is empty.
*
* Return OK if a queue is empty. Otherwise, return NotOK.
*/
unsigned8 QEmpty( QueuePtr q )
/*
Return OK if a queue is empty. Otherwise, return NotOK.
*/
{
if( q->Front == -1 )
return( OK );
return( NotOK );
}

/* end of function QEmpty */

/*--- 15 Oct 2002 -----------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Enqueue data into the serial data buffer.
*
* Insert NewElement at the rear of the queue.
* Return NotOK if the queue is full, otherwise return OK.
*/
unsigned8 QEnqueue( QueuePtr q, unsigned8 NewElement )
/*
Insert NewElement at the rear of the queue.
Return NotOK if the queue is full, otherwise return OK.
*/
{
/* Require that the queue is not full */
if( ((q->Rear+1) % QueueMaxSize) == q->Front )
return( NotOK );
q->Rear = ( ++(q->Rear) ) % QueueMaxSize;
q->Q[q->Rear] = NewElement;
if( q->Front == -1 )
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q->Front = q->Rear;
return( OK );
}

/* end of function QEnqueue */

/*--- 17 Mar 2001 -----------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Return the oldest element from the queue.
*
* Return the oldest (front) element from the queue but leave it in
* the queue for later dequeueing.

If the queue is empty, return NotOK.

*/
unsigned8 QFront( QueuePtr q )
/*
Return the oldest (front) element from the queue but leave it in
the queue for later dequeueing.

If the queue is empty, return NotOK.

*/
{
/* Require that the queue is not empty */
if( q->Front == -1 )
return( NotOK );

return( q->Q[q->Front] );
}

/* end of function QFront */

/*--- 17 Mar 2001 -----------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Check to see if queue is full.
*
* Return OK if the queue is full. Otherwise, return NotOK.
*/
unsigned8 QFull( QueuePtr q )
/*
Return OK if the queue is full. Otherwise, return NotOK.
*/
{
if( ((q->Rear + 1) % QueueMaxSize) == q->Front )
return( OK );
return( NotOK );
}

/* end of function QFull */

/*--- 17 May 2000 -----------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Check the length of the queue.
*
* Return the number of elements in the queue.
*/
unsigned8 QLength( QueuePtr q )
/*
Return the number of elements in the queue.
*/
{
if( q->Front == -1 )
return( 0 );
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else
if( q->Rear >= q->Front )
return( q->Rear - q->Front + 1 );
else
return( QueueMaxSize - q->Front ) + q->Rear + 1;
} /* end of function QLength */

/*=== end of file SERCOMM.CPP ===============================================*/
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/*******************************************************************************
* File: spi.c
*
* Author: Preston K. Manwaring
*
* Date: March 1, 2003
*
* Description: This file contains the necessary SPI bus interface functions to
* test a SPI device.
*
*******************************************************************************/

/*--- INCLUDE FILES ----------------------------------------------------------*/
#include "ear_fft.h"

/*--- Mar. 13, 2003 -----------------------------------------------------------*
This function takes two parameters command and data. Command tells the SPI
peripheral what to do and data gives the value to set itself to. The
communication is done via a SPI serial interface. The CS line is set low on
the device, the 16 bits of data are sent each on a rising clock edge, and the CS
line is set high again. If all 16 bits don’t make it, the chip ignores the
input.
*-----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Write a command byte and a data byte to the SPI bus.
*
* This function takes two parameters command and data. Command tells the SPI
* peripheral what to do and data gives the value to set itself to. The
* communication is done via a SPI serial interface. The CS line is set low on
* the device, the 16 bits of data are sent each on a rising clock edge, and the CS
* line is set high again. If all 16 bits don’t make it, the chip ignores the
* input.
*/
char SPI_out( char command, char data )
{
char
bit,
i,
read_data = 0x00;

/* use data0 for clock,
data1 for data out,
data2 for data in,
Command MSB
is sent first. Data MSB is sent after commands have been sent. */

/* set clock, and data low initially - we are ready to send data*/
OutPort16(Upper16_DATA, InPort16(Upper16_DATA) & ~DATA0);
OutPort16(Upper16_DATA, InPort16(Upper16_DATA) & ~DATA1);

/* send command code to peripheral */
for( i = 0; i < 8; i++)
{
/* synthesize a shift register and shift from MSB to LSB through the command
code */
bit = (command >> (7 - i)) & 0x01;
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if( bit )

// if bit is 1

{
OutPort16(Upper16_DATA, InPort16(Upper16_DATA) | DATA1);
}
else // if bit is 0
{
OutPort16(Upper16_DATA, InPort16(Upper16_DATA) & ~DATA1);
}

/* strobe the clock line to load the data into the peripheral register */
OutPort16(Upper16_DATA, InPort16(Upper16_DATA) | DATA0);
OutPort16(Upper16_DATA, InPort16(Upper16_DATA) & ~DATA0);
}

/* send data to peripheral */
for( i = 0; i < 8; i++)
{
/* synthesize a shift register and shift from MSB to LSB through the data */
bit = (data >> (7 - i)) & 0x01;
if( bit )

// if bit is 1

{
OutPort16(Upper16_DATA, InPort16(Upper16_DATA) | DATA1);
}
else // if bit is 0
{
OutPort16(Upper16_DATA, InPort16(Upper16_DATA) & ~DATA1);
}

/* strobe the clock line to load the data into the peripheral register */
OutPort16(Upper16_DATA, InPort16(Upper16_DATA) | DATA0);
OutPort16(Upper16_DATA, InPort16(Upper16_DATA) & ~DATA0);

/* read returned data from SPI peripheral if any */
read_data |= (char)((InPort16(Lower16_DATA) & DATA2) << 2) >> i;

}

/* reset the data line to low */
OutPort16(Upper16_DATA, InPort16(Upper16_DATA) & ~DATA1);

/* be sure to remember to drive /CS high again to latch data! */
//OutPort16(Upper16_DATA, InPort16(Upper16_DATA) | DATA0);
return( read_data );

} /* End of SPI_out */
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The following code is implemented on the Tern AE86 processor core. Paradigm
tools are required to implement it.
/******************************************************************************
* File: cordic.h
*
* Author: Don Wichern
*
* Date May 14, 2003
*
* Description: definitions used in cordic algorithm.

Algorithm used to

* compute the phase of a complex number without using trigonometric function
* calls.
*
******************************************************************************/

#define CORDIC_TABLE_SIZE 8

#include "fft_int.h"

//typedef struct COMPLEX {
// int real;
// int imag;
//} complex;

typedef struct CORDIC_TABLE {
int K;
int phase;
} cordictable;

int cordicPhase( complex n );
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/*******************************************************************************
* File: fft_int.h
*
* Author: Don Wichern
*
* Date: May 8, 2003
*
* Description: Defines type, precision and scaling information for an integer
* fft.
*
*******************************************************************************/

#ifndef FFT_H
#define FFT_H

#define fftype int

#define PRECISION 0x7f
#define P

PRECISION

#define P_HALF

(PRECISION >> 1)

#define P_SHIFT

7

#define LENGTH 1024
#define OVERLAP 127

typedef struct Complex {
fftype real;
fftype imag;
} complex;

void fftr2( fftype *x, fftype *w, fftype N );
void fft_int( complex *x );

#endif // FFT_H
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/******************************************************************************
*
* Filename: boot.CPP
*
* Author: Preston K. Manwaring
*
* Date: Saturday, January 24, 2004 12:57:48 -0700
*
* Description: This file contains the boot-up sequence for the system.
* This is the first function to run; therefore main().
*
******************************************************************************/
#pragma inline
/* I N C L U D E

F I L E S */

extern "C" {
#include "AE.H"
}
#include "compliance.h"

/* F U N C T I O N

D E F I N I T I O N S */

/*--- 13 Jul 2002 -----------------------------------------------------------*/

void main( void )
{

ae_init(); // tern initialization

/* set data_ready to be an input */
OutPort16(Upper16_DIR, InPort16(Upper16_DIR) | DATA_READY );
OutPort16(Upper16_MODE, InPort16(Upper16_MODE) | DATA_READY );

/* set ATRESET1 and 2 as outputs */
OutPort16(Upper16_DIR, InPort16(Upper16_DIR) & ~ATRESET2);
OutPort16(Upper16_MODE, InPort16(Upper16_MODE) | ATRESET2);

//OutPort16(Upper16_DIR, InPort16(Lower16_DIR) & ~ATRESET1);
//OutPort16(Upper16_MODE, InPort16(Lower16_MODE) | ATRESET1);

/* set up the data lines for communicating with the ATMega 8.
These should remain commented out until programming of ATM8 is complete! */
SPI_MOSI_setup();

/* make sure ATRESET is high or you won’t communicate with the ATM8! */
ATRESET1_LOW();
ATRESET2_LOW();

/* set the SCK and MOSI lines low for SPI 1.0 compatability */
SCK_LOW();
MOSI_LOW();

if((SerComm1Setup() == OK)) // setup serial commmunication to the PC
{
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Blink( 2 ); // indicate success to user
AppMain();

// run main application

}

Blink( 10 );
while( True );

}

/* end function main */

/*=== end of file boot.CPP ====================================================*/
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/*******************************************************************************
* File: compliance.cpp
*
* Author: Preston K. Manwaring & Don Wichern
*
* Date: Sunday, February 15, 2004
*
* Description: This program runs a FFT on data collected by the ATMega8 daughter
* card.

It also issues commands to the daughter card.

*
*******************************************************************************/

#define PC_COM_ENABLE 1

/* I N C L U D E

F I L E S */

extern "C" {
#include "ae.h"
}
#include "compliance.h"
#include "LCD_commands.h" // contains commands for sending data to LCD control
#include "cordic.h"

// contains functions for computing phase angles

/*--- GLOBAL VARIABLES -------------------------------------------------------*/
extern unsigned char
hanning[];

extern fftype
rev[LENGTH];

complex
chan_A[LENGTH],
chan_B[LENGTH];

#define LOW_FREQ 5 // (0.5 Hz)
#define HIGH_FREQ

33 // (3.3 Hz)

#define LOW_FREQ_BIN 12 //( LOW_FREQ * LENGTH / SAMPLE_RATE / 10 )
#define HIGH_FREQ_BIN 150 //( HIGH_FREQ * LENGTH / SAMPLE_RATE / 10 )

#define BLOCK_LENGTH 4

/*--- 03 Jul 2002 -----------------------------------------------------------*/
void AppMain( void )
{
long
frequency;

int
real,
imag,
max,
mag,
bin,
phase_dif;

unsigned int
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data_block,
data_ready,
i,j;

ATRESET1_HIGH();
ATRESET2_HIGH();
SS1_HIGH();
SS2_HIGH();

/* The LCD commands are as follows
’h’ then unsigned char = BPM
’p’ then unsigned char = PHASE
’s’ then unsigned char = waveform stretch constant
’b’ then unsigned char = progress bar value (0-255)
’c’ refresh the LCD screen
*/

/* long delay for lcd to boot */
for( i = 0; i < 50; i ++ )
{
for( j = 0; j < 65000; j++ );
}

/* set the waveform stretch value */
SS2_LOW();
SPI_send(’s’);
SS2_HIGH();

SS2_LOW();
SPI_send(5);
SS2_HIGH();

/* initialize the heart beat and phase to 0 */
SS2_LOW();
SPI_send(’h’);
SS2_HIGH();

SS2_LOW();
SPI_send(0);
SS2_HIGH();

SS2_LOW();
SPI_send(’p’);
SS2_HIGH();

SS2_LOW();
SPI_send(0);
SS2_HIGH();

/* gather the data and run the calculations */
data_block = 0;

/* MAIN LOOP */
while(1)
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{
/* dispose of the first set of data because a series of points
have been missed due to the FFT delay */
if( data_ready )
{
for( i = 0; i < 2 * BLOCK_LENGTH; i++ )
{
SS1_LOW();
SPI_send(0);
SS1_HIGH();
}
}

/* now collect the real data and fill the main array */
while( data_block < LENGTH )
{

data_ready = (InPort16(Upper16_DATA) & DATA_READY) >> 15;
if( data_ready )
{
SS1_LOW();
SPI_send(1);

// tell slave to send data

SS1_HIGH();
SS1_LOW();
SPI_send(0);

// wait state

SS1_HIGH();

/* collect channel A */
for( i = 0; i < BLOCK_LENGTH; i++ )
{
SS1_LOW();
chan_A[i + data_block].real = (unsigned char)SPI_send(0);
SS1_HIGH();
chan_A[i + data_block].imag = 0;
}

/* collect channel B */
for( i = 0; i < BLOCK_LENGTH; i++ )
{
SS1_LOW();
chan_B[i + data_block].real = (unsigned char)SPI_send(0);
SS1_HIGH();
chan_B[i + data_block].imag = 0;
}

/* send waveforms to display */

SS2_LOW();
SPI_send(’1’);
SS2_HIGH();

SS2_LOW();
SPI_send((unsigned char)chan_A[data_block].real);
SS2_HIGH();
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SS2_LOW();
SPI_send(’2’);
SS2_HIGH();

SS2_LOW();
SPI_send((unsigned char)chan_B[data_block].real);
SS2_HIGH();

data_block += BLOCK_LENGTH;

/* advance the progress bar */
SS2_LOW();
SPI_send(’b’);
SS2_HIGH();

SS2_LOW();
if((data_block >> 2) -

256 > 0)

{
SPI_send((unsigned char) ((data_block >> 2) - 256));
}
else
{
SPI_send(0);
}
SS2_HIGH();

} // end of if( data_ready )
} // end of while( data_block < LENGTH - BLOCK_LENGTH )
data_block = 0;

/* zero the progres bar */
SS2_LOW();
SPI_send(’b’);
SS2_HIGH();

SS2_LOW();
SPI_send(0);
SS2_HIGH();

#ifdef PC_COM_ENABLE
/* send the raw data arrays to the serial port as a csv list.
This must be done before the FFT is called because the FFT
writes back to these memory locations! */

PutString1("RAW_DATA\r\n");
for( i = 0; i < LENGTH; i++ )
{
PutChar1((char)chan_A[i].real);
PutChar1(’,’);
PutChar1((char)chan_B[i].real);
PutChar1(’\r’);
}
#endif
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/* use a hanning smoothing window to correct for spectral noise */
for( i = 0; i < LENGTH; i++ )
{
chan_B[i].real -= 127;
chan_A[i].real -= 127;
chan_B[i].real = (char)(((int)chan_B[i].real * hanning[i]) >> 8);
chan_A[i].real = (char)(((int)chan_A[i].real * hanning[i]) >> 8);
}

// run an fft on the data
fft_int( chan_A );
fft_int( chan_B );

// find the frequency bin with the largest magnitude using the chan_A data
max = 0;
mag = 0;
bin = 0;

for ( i = LOW_FREQ_BIN; i < HIGH_FREQ_BIN; i++ )
{

real = (chan_A[rev[i]].real + P_HALF) >> P_SHIFT;
imag = (chan_A[rev[i]].imag + P_HALF) >> P_SHIFT;

mag = real * real + imag * imag;
if ( max < mag )
{
max = mag;
bin = i;
}

} // for i...

frequency = (int)(100 * (long)bin * SAMPLE_RATE / LENGTH);

/* calculate the phase difference & restrict values to 0..180 */
phase_dif = cordicPhase( chan_A[rev[bin]] ) - cordicPhase( chan_B[rev[bin]] );
if( phase_dif < 0 ) phase_dif = -phase_dif;
if( phase_dif > 180 ) phase_dif = 360 - phase_dif;
if( phase_dif < -180 ) phase_dif = -360 - phase_dif;

//if( phase_dif > 164 ) phase_dif = phase_dif - 180; // correct for -15 shift
if( phase_dif > 164 ) phase_dif = 0; // fudge correct for -15 shift until signed/unsigned char
// issue resolved

/* display the phase difference */
/* send the phase difference to the LCD */

SS2_LOW();
SPI_send(’h’);
SS2_HIGH();

SS2_LOW();
SPI_send((unsigned char)((frequency * 6)/10));
SS2_HIGH();
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SS2_LOW();
SPI_send(’p’);
SS2_HIGH();

SS2_LOW();
SPI_send((unsigned char)phase_dif);
SS2_HIGH();

#ifdef PC_COM_ENABLE
/* send data to PC */
PutString1("\r\nFREQ,");
PutInt1( (int)frequency );
PutString1("\r\nPHASE,");
PutInt1( phase_dif );
PutString1("\r\nEND");
#endif
} // while ( 1 )

} // AppMain()

/******************************************************************************/
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/******************************************************************************
* File: cordic.cpp
*
* Author: Don Wichern
*
* Date May 14, 2003
*
* Description: use cordic algorithm to compute phase of a complex number
*
******************************************************************************/

#include "cordic.h"

extern cordictable ctbl[CORDIC_TABLE_SIZE];

/*--- int cordicPhase( complex n ) -------------------------------------------*
Computes the phase of a complex number ’n’ and returns it in degrees.
*----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Computes the phase of a complex number ’n’ and returns it in degrees.
*/
int cordicPhase( complex n ) {

int i;
long nr, ni;
long real;
long phase;

nr = (long)n.real;
ni = (long)n.imag;

if ( nr < 0 ) {
real = nr;
if ( ni > 0 ) {
nr = ni;
ni = -real;
phase = -199; // 127 * pi/2
}
else {
nr = -ni;
ni = real;
phase = 199; // 127 * pi/2
}
}
else {
phase = 0;
}

for ( i=0; i<CORDIC_TABLE_SIZE; i++ ) {

real = nr;
if ( ni >= 0 ) {
nr = nr + (( ni * (long)ctbl[i].K ) >> 7);
ni = ni - (( real * (long)ctbl[i].K ) >> 7 );
phase = phase - (long)ctbl[i].phase;
}
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else {
nr = nr - (( ni * (long)ctbl[i].K ) >> 7);
ni = ni + (( real * (long)ctbl[i].K ) >> 7);
phase = phase + (long)ctbl[i].phase;
}

} // for i...

return (int)( -1 * ( phase*180/399 ) ); // 399 = 127*pi

} // void cordicPhase( complex n, int &p, int L )
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// Filename: ctable.cpp
// Author: Don Wichern
// automatically generated file

#include "cordic.h"

cordictable ctbl[CORDIC_TABLE_SIZE] = {

127, 100,
64, 59,
32, 31,
16, 16,
8, 8,
4, 4,
2, 2,
1, 1,
};
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/*******************************************************************************
* File: fft_int.c
*
* Author: Don Wichern
*
* Date: May 8, 2003
*
* Description: implemenation of an integer fft algorithm.

Type, precision and

* scaling parameters are set in fft_int.h
*
*******************************************************************************/

#include "compliance.h"
#include "fft_int.h"

extern fftype W[LENGTH];
extern fftype X[LENGTH<<1];

/*--- void fft_int( complex *x ) ---------------------------------------------*
Wrapper method for the radix 2 fft in fftr2
*----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Wrapper method for the radix 2 fft in fftr2.
*/
void fft_int( complex *x ) {
fftr2( (fftype *)x, (fftype *)W, LENGTH );
} // void fft_int( complex *x )

/*--- void fftr2( fftype *x, fftype *w, fftype N ) ---------------------------*
Radix 2 decimation in time fft.
parts interleaved.

Array parameters must have real and imaginary

i.e. every two ints represents a single complex number.

N must be a power of 2.
*----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Radix 2 decimation in time FFT.
*
* Array parameters must have real and imaginary
* parts interleaved.

i.e. every two ints represents a single complex number.

* N must be a power of 2.
*/
void fftr2( fftype *x, fftype *w, fftype N ) {

fftype i, j, k;
fftype n, wd;
fftype in, id;

fftype real, imag;

for ( k=N; k>1; k=k>>1 ) {

n = k>>1;
wd = 0;

for ( j=0; j<N; j=j+k ) {

for ( i=j; i<j+n; i++ ) {
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in = (i+n)<<1;
id = i<<1;

real = (int)( ( (long)x[in] * (long)w[wd] + (long)x[in+1] * (long)w[wd+1]

) >> P_SHIFT );

imag = (int)( ( (long)x[in+1] * (long)w[wd] - (long)x[in] * (long)w[wd+1]

) >> P_SHIFT );

x[in] = ( x[id] - real );
x[in+1] = ( x[id+1] - imag );
x[id] = ( x[id] + real );
x[id+1] = ( x[id+1] + imag );

} // for i...

wd = wd + 2;

} // for j...

} // for k...

} // void fftr2( fftype *x, fftype *w, fftype N )
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// Filename: GENCTBL.C
// Author: Don Wichern
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>

typedef struct CORDIC_TABLE {
int K;
int phase;
} cordictable;

cordictable ctbl[10];

void cordicTable ( int L );

int main ( void ) {

int i;

cordicTable( 8 );

printf( "\ncordictable ctbl[CORDIC_TABLE_SIZE] = { \n\n" );
for ( i=0; i<8; i++ ) {
if ( i != 8 )
printf ( "%d, %d,\n", ctbl[i].K, ctbl[i].phase );
else
printf ( "%d, %d\n", ctbl[i].K, ctbl[i].phase );
}
printf( "};\n" );

return 0;

} // int main ( void )

void cordicTable( int L ) {

int i;
double K;
double p;

K = 1.0;

for ( i=0; i<L; i++ ) {

ctbl[i].K = (int)( floor( K * 0x7f + 0.5 ) );
// printf( "K=%f iK=%d

", K*0x7f, ctbl[i].K );

p = atan(K);
ctbl[i].phase = (int)( floor( p * 0x7f + 0.5 ) );
// printf( "p=%f ip=%d\n", p*0x7f, ctbl[i].phase );

K = K*0.5;
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} // for i...

} // void cordicTable( int L )
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// Filename: GENTRIG.C
// Author: Don Wichern
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>

#define LENGTH 200

#define pi 3.14159265359

int main ( void ) {

int i;
int a;
double d;

printf( "\n\nint icos[100] = {\n" );
for ( i=0; i<LENGTH; i++ ) {

d = (double)i/(double)LENGTH;
a = (int)(floor( (acos(d)*180.0/pi) + 0.5 ));

if ( i != LENGTH-1 ) {
printf( "%d,\n", a );
}
else {
printf( "%d\n", a );
}

} // for i...
printf( "};\n\n" );

return 0;

} // int main ( int argc, char * argv[] )
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// Filename: GENTWID.C
// Author: Don Wichern
#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <stdlib.h>

#define pi 3.14159265359

typedef struct Complex {
int real;
int imag;
} complex;

void bitrev( int *y, int N );

int main ( int argc, char * argv[] ) {

int i;
int size;
int scaling;

complex w[1024];
complex x;
int rev[1024];

if ( argc != 3 ) {
printf( "usage <fft size> <scaling>\n" );
return 0;
}

size = atoi( argv[1] );
scaling = atoi( argv[2] );

// generate bit reversal table
bitrev( rev, size );

// generate twiddle factors for the fft size passed in
printf( "\n#include \"fft_int.h\"\n\n" );
printf( "fftype W[%d] = {\n", size );
for ( i=0; i<(size>>1); i++ ) {
w[rev[i]>>1].real = (int)( scaling * cos( 2.0*pi*i/(double)size ) );
w[rev[i]>>1].imag = (int)( scaling * sin( 2.0*pi*i/(double)size ) );
} // for i...
for ( i=0; i<(size>>1); i++ ) {
if ( i != size-1 ) {
printf( "%d, %d,\n", w[i].real, w[i].imag ); // comma after second digit
}
else {
printf( "%d, %d\n", w[i].real, w[i].imag ); // no comma after second digit
}
}
printf( "};\n" );

// generate a sample signal
printf( "\n\n" );
printf( "fftype X[%d] = {\n", size<<1 );
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for ( i=0; i<size; i++ ) {

x.real = (int)floor( scaling * cos( pi*i/4.0 ) + 0.5);
x.imag = 0;

if ( i != size-1 ) {
printf( "%d, %d,\n", x.real, x.imag ); // comma after second number
}
else {
printf( "%d, %d\n", x.real, x.imag ); // no comma after second number
}

} // for i...
printf( "};\n" );

// bit reversal table
printf( "\n\n" );
printf( "fftype rev[%d] = {\n", size );
for ( i=0; i<size; i++ ) {
if ( i != size-1 ) {
printf( "%d,\n", rev[i] );
}
else {
printf( "%d\n", rev[i] );
}
} // for i...
printf( "};\n" );

return 0;

} // int main ( int argc, char * argv[] )

/** bit reversal index is calculated by log2(N) successive
*

array reorderings.

The pattern is:

*
*

original - (0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7)

*

first

- (0,2,4,6,1,3,5,7)

*

second

- (0,4,2,6,1,5,3,7)

*/
void bitrev( int *y, int N ) {

int k, i;
int j, offset=N;
int tmp[1024];

for ( i=0; i<N; i++ ) {
y[i] = i;
}

for ( k=N>>1; k>1; k=k>>1 ) {

for ( j=0; j<N; j=j+offset ) {
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for ( i=0; i<k; i++ ) {
tmp[i] = y[(i<<1)+1+j];
y[i+j] = y[(i<<1)+j];
} // for i...

for ( i=k; i<(k<<1); i++ ) {
y[i+j] = tmp[i-k];
} // for i...

} // for j...

offset = k;

} // for k...

} // void bitrev( int *y, fftype *tmp, int N )
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/******************************************************************************
*
* Filename: LED.CPP
*
* Reference: "Engineering the Hardware-Softare Interface"
*
* Copyright (c) Mark L. Manwaring, Ph.D. and Veljko Malbasa, Ph.D.
*

1991-2002 - All Rights Reserved

*
* Functional Description: Functions to operate the LED on the
*

Tern ACORE and AC86 boards

*
* Author: Developed and coded by Mark L. Manwaring and Veljko Malbasa
*
* Date: 29 Jun 2002
*
* Version: 1.00
*
* Language and Compiler: C with inline assembly language statements,
*

compiled with Borland’s Turbo C/C++

*
* User statement:
*

The authors of this program/file accept no responsibility or liability

*

for the correctness or appropriateness in the use of this software in

*

any application.

*

changing, or improving this software to meet any specific application.

The user is responsible for modifying, updating, fixing,

*
* Version history:
*

This program/file was developed to be included in the book "Engineering

*

the Hardware-Software Interface" by Mark Manwaring and Veljko Malbasa.

*
******************************************************************************/

/* I N C L U D E

F I L E S */

#include "compliance.h"

/* D E F I N I T I O N S */

#define LEDPort 0xFF74

/* I/O port address for the LED on the ACORE board */

#define LEDData 0x1000

/* The LED is attached to P12 of the port */

/* F U N C T I O N

D E F I N I T I O N S */

/*--- 25 Jun 2002 -----------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Cause the LED to blink on and off Cnt times.
*/
void Blink( unsigned16 Cnt )
/*
Blink the LED on the ACORE board Cnt number of times.

The constants

of this function may have to be changed as a function of processor
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speed to make the display useful.
*/
{
unsigned16
c,
t1,
t2;

for( c=0; c<Cnt; c++ )
{
LEDOn();
for( t1=0; t1<10; t1++ )
for( t2=0; t2<30000; t2++ );

LEDOff();
for( t1=0; t1<10; t1++ )
for( t2=0; t2<30000; t2++ );
}
}

/* end function Blink */

/*--- 24 Jun 2002 -----------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Turn LED off.
*/
void LEDOff( void )
/*
Extinguish the LED on the ACORE board.

The output is active low.

This is a dual function to LEDOn.

Important: Before this function can operate properly, the port bit
on which the LED is connected must have programmed as an output.
This is normally done by a hardware initialization routine.
*/
{
OutPort16( LEDPort, InPort16( LEDPort ) | LEDData );
}

/* end function LEDOff */

/*--- 24 Jun 2002 -----------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Turn LED on.
*/
void LEDOn( void )
/*
Illuminate the LED on the ACORE board. The output is active low.
This is a dual function to LEDOff.

Important: Before this function can operate properly, the port bit
on which the LED is connected must have programmed as an output.
This is normally done by a hardware initialization routine.
*/
{
OutPort16( LEDPort, InPort16( LEDPort ) & ~LEDData );
}

/* end function LEDOn */
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/*=== end of file LED.CPP ===================================================*/
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/******************************************************************************
*
* Filename: POTPOURI.CPP
*
* Reference: "Engineering the Hardware-Softare Interface" Chapter 04
*
* Copyright (c) Mark L. Manwaring, Ph.D. and Veljko Malbasa, Ph.D.
*

1991-2002 - All Rights Reserved

*
* Functional Description:

Various functions used by the L0S.*

*
* Author: Developed and coded by Mark L. Manwaring and Veljko Malbasa
* Modified By: Preston K. Manwaring
*
* Date: 17 Oct 2002
*
* Version: 1.00
*
* Language and Compiler: C with inline assembly language statements,
*

compiled with Borland’s Turbo C/C++

*
* User statement:
*

The authors of this program/file accept no responsibility or liability

*

for the correctness or appropriateness in the use of this software in

*

any application.

*

changing, or improving this software to meet any specific application.

The user is responsible for modifying, updating, fixing,

*
* Version history:
*

This program/file was developed to be included in the book "Engineering

*

the Hardware-Software Interface" by Mark Manwaring and Veljko Malbasa.

*
******************************************************************************/

/* P R A G M A

S T A T E M E N T S */

/* This file contains inline assembly statements*/
#pragma inline

/* I N C L U D E

F I L E S */

extern "C" {
#include "AE.H"
}
#include "compliance.h"

/* F U N C T I O N

D E F I N I T I O N S */

/*--- 06 Mar 1996 -----------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Read 8 bits from an input port
*/
unsigned8 InPort8( unsigned16 Port )
/*
Read 8 bits from an input port
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*/
{
asm xor ah,ah;
_DX = Port;
asm in al,dx;
return( _AL );
}

/* end function InPort8 */

/*--- 06 Mar 1996 -----------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Read 16 bits from an input port
*/
unsigned16 InPort16( unsigned16 Port )
/*
Read 16 bits from an input port
*/
{
_DX = Port;
asm in ax,dx;
return( _AX );
}

/* end function InPort16 */

/*--- 06 Mar 1996 -----------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Write 8 bits to an output port
*/
void OutPort8 ( unsigned16 Port, unsigned8 Value )
/*
Write 8 bits to an output port
*/
{
_DX = Port;
_AL = Value;
asm out dx,al;
}

/* end function OutPort8 */

/*--- 06 Mar 1996 -----------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Write 16 bits to an output port
*/
void OutPort16( unsigned16 Port, unsigned16 Value )
/*
Write 16 bits to an output port
*/
{
_DX = Port;
_AX = Value;
asm out dx,ax;
}

/* end function OutPort16 */

/*--- 31 Jan 2001 -----------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
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* Get a byte from memory.
*/
unsigned8 Peek8( unsigned16 Segment, unsigned16 Offset )
/*
Get a byte value from memory at the location
determined by Segment:Offset
*/
{
_ES = Segment;
_BX = Offset;
asm mov al,es:[bx];
asm xor ah,ah;
return( _AL );
}

/* end function Peek8 */

/*--- 31 Jan 2001 -----------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Get a word from memory.
*/
unsigned16 Peek16( unsigned16 Segment, unsigned16 Offset )
/*
Get a word value from memory at the location
determined by Segment:Offset
*/
{
_ES = Segment;
_BX = Offset;
asm mov ax,es:[bx];
return( _AX );
}

/* end function Peek16 */

/*--- 31 Jan 2001 -----------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Load a byte into memory.
*/
void Poke8( unsigned16 Segment, unsigned16 Offset, unsigned8 Value )
/*
Load a byte value into memory at the location
determined by Segment:Offset
*/
{
_ES = Segment;
_BX = Offset;
_AL = Value;
asm mov es:[bx],al;
}

/* end function Poke8 */

/*--- 26 May 1997 -----------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Load a word into memory.
*/
void Poke16( unsigned16 Segmnt, unsigned16 Offset, unsigned16 Value )
/*
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Load a unsigned16 value into memory at the location
determined by Segment:Offset
*/
{
_ES = Segmnt;
_BX = Offset;
_AX = Value;
asm mov es:[bx],ax;
}

/* end function Poke16 */

/*-----------------------------------------------------------------------------*
This function resets the processor. It simply jumps to 0xFFFF or the startup
portion of any Intel x86 class processor. This essentially resets the running
program. Function added by PKM
*-----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Software reset.
*/
void reset( void )
{
asm{
mov AX, 0xFFFF
jmp AX
}
}

/*--- 29 May 1997 -----------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Set an interrupt vector.
*/
void SetVector( unsigned16 IntTypeNum, unsigned16 Segmnt, unsigned16 Offset )
/*
Set an interrupt vector.

All interrupt vectors are in segment 0x0000.

This function assumes interrupts are disabled.
*/
{
Poke16( 0x0000, IntTypeNum * 4, Offset );
Poke16( 0x0000, (IntTypeNum * 4 + 2), Segmnt );
}

/* end function SetVector */

/*=== end of file POTPOURI.CPP ==============================================*/
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/******************************************************************************
*
* Filename: SCOMMLIB.CPP
*
* Reference: "Engineering the Hardware-Softare Interface" Chapter 04
*
* Copyright (c) Mark L. Manwaring, Ph.D. and Veljko Malbasa, Ph.D.
*

1991-2002 - All Rights Reserved

*
* Functional Description:

This file contains functions which facilitate

*

communication with the two serial ports installed on the AM186/188

*

processor.

*

drivers are implemented within these functions.

Actual software ISR calls to the serial port interface

*
* Author: Developed and coded by Mark L. Manwaring and Veljko Malbasa
*
* Date: 03 Jul 2002
*
* Version: 1.00
*
* Language and Compiler: C with inline assembly language statements,
*

compiled with Borland’s Turbo C/C++

*
* User statement:
*

The authors of this program/file accept no responsibility or liability

*

for the correctness or appropriateness in the use of this software in

*

any application.

*

changing, or improving this software to meet any specific application.

The user is responsible for modifying, updating, fixing,

*
* Version history:
*

This program/file was developed to be included in the book "Engineering

*

the Hardware-Software Interface" by Mark Manwaring and Veljko Malbasa.

*
******************************************************************************/

/* I N C L U D E

F I L E S */

#include "compliance.h"
#include "serial.h"

/* F U N C T I O N

D E F I N I T I O N S */

/*--- 10 Jun 1997 -----------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Get a character from com 0.
*/
unsigned8 GetChar0( void )
/*
Get a character from serial comm port 0
*/
{
unsigned16
s;
unsigned8
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c;

/* Wait for a character to become available */
WaitLoop:
_AX = CommRecv;
GenInterrupt( Comm0SoftInt );
c = _BL;
s = _AX;
if( (s & CommDataRdy) )
return( c );
goto WaitLoop;
}

/* end function GetChar0 */

/*--- 10 Jun 1997 -----------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Get a character from com 1.
*/
unsigned8 GetChar1( void )
/*
Get a character from serial comm port 1
*/
{
unsigned16
s;
unsigned8
c;

/* Wait for a character to become available */
WaitLoop:
_AX = CommRecv;
GenInterrupt( Comm1SoftInt );
c = _BL;
s = _AX;
if( (s & CommDataRdy) )
return( c );
goto WaitLoop;
}

/* end function GetChar1 */

/*--- 21 Jul 1997 -----------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Check to see if data has been received in com 0.
*/
unsigned8 Hit0( void )
/*
Check to see if there is a character waiting in serial comm port 0
*/
{
unsigned16
s;

_AX = CommStat;
GenInterrupt( Comm0SoftInt );
s = _AX;
if( (s & CommDataRdy) )
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return( True );
return( False );
}

/* end function Hit0 */

/*--- 21 Jul 1997 -----------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Check to see if data has been received in com 1.
*/
unsigned8 Hit1( void )
/*
Check to see if there is a character waiting in serial comm port 1
*/
{
unsigned16
s;

_AX = CommStat;
GenInterrupt( Comm1SoftInt );
s = _AX;
if( (s & CommDataRdy) )
return( True );
return( False );
}

/* end function Hit1 */

/*--- 13 Jun 1997 -----------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Put a character to com 0.
*/
void PutChar0( unsigned8 C )
/*
Send a character to serial comm port 1
*/
{
_BL = C;
_AX = CommSend;
GenInterrupt( Comm0SoftInt );
}

/* end function PutChar0 */

/*--- 13 Jun 1997 -----------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Put a character to com 1.
*/
void PutChar1( unsigned8 C )
/*
Send a character to serial comm port 1
*/
{
_BL = C;
_AX = CommSend;
GenInterrupt( Comm1SoftInt );
}

/* end function PutChar1 */
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/*--- 10 Jun 1997 -----------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Put a hexadecimal byte to com 0.
*/
void PutHexByte0( unsigned8 Bite )
/*
Write a hex byte to serial comm port 0
*/
{
unsigned8
c;

c = (Bite >> 4) & 0x0F;
if( c > 9 )
c += 7;
PutChar0( (c + ’0’) );
c = Bite & 0x0F;
if( c > 9 )
c += 7;
PutChar0( (c + ’0’) );
}

/* end function PutHexByte0 */

/*--- 10 Jun 1997 -----------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Put a hexadecimal byte to com 1.
*/
void PutHexByte1( unsigned8 Bite )
/*
Write a hex byte to serial comm port 1
*/
{
unsigned8
c;

c = (Bite >> 4) & 0x0F;
if( c > 9 )
c += 7;
PutChar1( (c + ’0’) );
c = Bite & 0x0F;
if( c > 9 )
c += 7;
PutChar1( (c + ’0’) );
}

/* end function PutHexByte1 */

/*--- 13 Jun 1997 -----------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Write a hex word to serial comm port 0.
*/
void PutHexWord0( unsigned16 Wurd )
/*
Write a hex word to serial comm port 0
*/
{
PutHexByte0( (unsigned8)(Wurd >> 8) );
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PutHexByte0( (unsigned8)Wurd );
}

/* end function PutHexWord0 */

/*--- 13 Jun 1997 -----------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Write a hex word to serial comm port 1.
*/
void PutHexWord1( unsigned16 Wurd )
/*
Write a hex word to serial comm port 1
*/
{
PutHexByte1( (unsigned8)(Wurd >> 8) );
PutHexByte1( (unsigned8)Wurd );
}

/* end function PutHexWord1 */

/*--- 10 Jun 1997---------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Write a string to com 0.
*/
void PutString0( unsigned8 *Strng )
/*
Write a string to serial comm port 0. This function is similar
(but greatly reduced) to the standard c function printf.
*/
{
while( *Strng )
switch( *Strng )
{
case ’\a’:
*Strng++;
PutChar0( Bell );
break;
case ’\b’:
*Strng++;
PutChar0( BackSpace );
break;
case ’\n’:
*Strng++;
PutChar0( LineFeed );
break;
case ’\r’:
*Strng++;
PutChar0( CarriageRet );
break;
default:
PutChar0( *Strng++ );
}
}

/* end function PutString0 */

/*--- 10 Jun 1997---------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Write a string to com 1.
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*/
void PutString1( unsigned8 *Strng )
/*
Write a string to serial comm port 1. This function is similar
(but greatly reduced) to the standard c function printf.
*/
{
while( *Strng )
switch( *Strng )
{
case ’\a’:
*Strng++;
PutChar1( Bell );
break;
case ’\b’:
*Strng++;
PutChar1( BackSpace );
break;
case ’\n’:
*Strng++;
PutChar1( LineFeed );
break;
case ’\r’:
*Strng++;
PutChar1( CarriageRet );
break;
default:
PutChar1( *Strng++ );
}
}

/* end function PutString1 */

/*------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Write an integer to com 1.
*/
void PutInt1( int i )
{

int n = i;

if ( n < 0 )
{
PutChar1( ’-’ );
n = -n;
}

PutChar1( n/1000 + ’0’ );
PutChar1( (n%1000)/100 + ’0’);
PutChar1( (n%100)/10 + ’0’);
PutChar1( n%10 + ’0’);

}

void PutInt0( int i )
{
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int n = i;

if ( n < 0 )
{
PutChar1( ’-’ );
n = -n;
}

PutChar1( n/1000 + ’0’ );
PutChar1( (n%1000)/100 + ’0’);
PutChar1( (n%100)/10 + ’0’);
PutChar1( n%10 + ’0’);
}
/*=== end of file SCOMMLIB.CPP ==============================================*/
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/******************************************************************************
*
* Filename: SERCOMM.CPP
*
* Reference: "Engineering the Hardware-Softare Interface" Chapter 04
*
* Copyright (c) Mark L. Manwaring, Ph.D. and Veljko Malbasa, Ph.D.
*

1991-2002 - All Rights Reserved

*
* Functional Description: The functions within this file compose the
*

asynchronous serial communications interface for the L0S on the

*

AM186/188 processor’s serial ports 0 and 1.

*
* Author: Developed and coded by Mark L. Manwaring and Veljko Malbasa
* Modified By: Preston K. Manwaring
*
* Date: 17 Oct 2002
*
* Version: 1.00
*
* Language and Compiler: C with inline assembly language statements,
*

compiled with Borland’s Turbo C/C++

*
* User statement:
*

The authors of this program/file accept no responsibility or liability

*

for the correctness or appropriateness in the use of this software in

*

any application.

*

changing, or improving this software to meet any specific application.

The user is responsible for modifying, updating, fixing,

*
* Version history:
*

This program/file was developed to be included in the book "Engineering

*

the Hardware-Software Interface" by Mark Manwaring and Veljko Malbasa.

*
******************************************************************************/

/* I N C L U D E

F I L E S */

#include "compliance.h"
#include "serial.h"

/* D E F I N I T I O N S */
/* The Bell character will cause the PC to beep - PKM */
#define BELL 0x07
/* CtrlR and CtrlS received through serial 1 will reset the processor - PKM */
#define CtrlR 0x0012
#define CtrlS

0x0013

/* CtrlB received through serial 1 will cause the LED to blink 3 times - PKM */
#define CtrlB 0x0002

#define Serial0HardInt
#define Comm0SoftInt

0x14
0x43

#define Serial1HardInt
#define Comm1SoftInt

0x11
0x44

/* Arguments to be in register _AX to access functions of CommXISR*/
#define CommInit

0x0001
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#define CommSend

0x0002

#define CommRecv

0x0003

#define CommStat

0x0004

/* Status values which are returned by CommXISR */
#define CommDataRdy

0x0100

#define CommEmpty

0x0200

#define CommParityError

0x1000

#define CommOverrunError 0x2000
#define CommFramingError 0x4000

/* Hardware definitions associated with the AMD186/188 processor’s UARTs */
#define SPRT0_ADDR_BDV

0xFF88

/* UART0 divisor */

#define SPRT0_ADDR_CTL

0xFF80

/* UART0 control */

#define SPRT0_ADDR_RX

0xFF86

/* UART0 data receive */

#define SPRT0_ADDR_STAT

0xFF82

/* UART0 status */

#define SPRT0_ADDR_TX

0xFF84

/* UART0 data transmit */

#define SPRT0_ADDR_INT

0xFF44

/* UART0 interrupt control register */

#define SPRT1_ADDR_BDV

0xFF18

/* UART1 divisor */

#define SPRT1_ADDR_CTL

0xFF10

/* UART1 control */

#define SPRT1_ADDR_RX

0xFF16

/* UART1 data receive */

#define SPRT1_ADDR_STAT

0xFF12

/* UART1 status */

#define SPRT1_ADDR_TX

0xFF14

/* UART1 data transmit */

#define SPRT1_ADDR_INT

0xFF42

/* UART1 interrupt control register */

#define SPRT_CTRL_FC

0x0200

/* Enables hardware flow control */

#define SPRT_CTRL_EVN

0x0010

/* Sets parity to even when enabled */

#define SPRT_CTRL_PE

0x0008

/* Enable parity checking */

#define SPRT_CTRL_RMODE

0x0020

/* Enable UART receiver */

#define SPRT_CTRL_RXIE

0x0080

/* Enable UART receive interrupt */

#define SPRT_CTRL_TMODE

0x0040

/* Enable UART transmitter */

#define SPRT_CTRL_TXIE

0x0100

/* Enable UART transmit interrupt */

#define SPRT_CTRL_8BITS

0x0001

/* UART data length is 8 bits */

#define SPRT_CTRL_7BITS

0x0004

#define SPRT_STAT_FER

0x0020

/* UART has detected a framing error */

#define SPRT_STAT_OER

0x0010

/* UART has detected an overrun error */

#define SPRT_STAT_PER

0x0008

/* UART has detected a parity error */

#define SPRT_STAT_RDR

0x0080

/* UART receive register contains data */

#define SPRT_STAT_TEMT

0x0004

/* UART transmitter is empty */

#define SPRT_STAT_THRE

0x0040

/* UART tx holding register is empty */

#define SPRT_INTR_UMASK

0x0010

/* Unmask interrupt and set priority hi */

#define SPRT_INTR_MASK

0x001F

/* Mask the interrupt, set priority lo */

/* UART data length is 7. Parity is not allowed */

#define BAUD9600

260

/* 9600 Baud on 40MHz processor clock */

#define BAUD19200

130

/* 19200 Baud on 40MHz processor clock */

#define BAUD38400

65

/* 38400 Baud on 40MHz processor clock */

#define BAUD57600

43

/* 57600 Baud on 40 MHz processor clock */

#define BAUD115200

22

/* 115200 Baud on 40MHz processor clock */

#define BAUDCOMM0

BAUD115200

/* The baud rate for serial port 0 */

#define BAUDCOMM1

BAUD115200

/* The baud rate for serial port 1 */

#define QueueMaxSize 48
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/* S T R U C T U R E

D E F I N I T I O N S */

struct queue
{
signed16 Front;

/* Index of the front element */

signed16 Rear;

/* Index of the rear element */

unsigned8 Q[QueueMaxSize];

/* Array containing the queue elements */

};

typedef struct queue Queue;
typedef Queue *QueuePtr;

/* G L O B A L

V A R I A B L E S */

unsigned16
Comm0Status, /* Variable to hold the status of serial/comm port 0 */
Comm1Status; /* Variable to hold the status of serial/comm port 1 */
Queue
Q0Rx,

/* Queue for data received in serial comm port 0 */

Q0Tx,

/* Queue for data transmitted out serial comm port 0 */

Q1Rx,

/* Queue for data received in serial comm port 1 */

Q1Tx;

/* Queue for data transmitted out serial comm port 1 */

QueuePtr

/* Declare pointers to the queues */

Comm0RxQ = &Q0Rx,
Comm0TxQ = &Q0Tx,
Comm1RxQ = &Q1Rx,
Comm1TxQ = &Q1Tx;

/* F U N C T I O N

P R O T O T Y P E S */

void interrupt Comm0ISR( IntArgs );
void interrupt Comm1ISR( IntArgs );
void interrupt Serial0ISR( void );
void interrupt Serial1ISR( void );
void QClear( QueuePtr q );
unsigned8 QDequeue( QueuePtr q );
unsigned8 QEmpty( QueuePtr q );
unsigned8 QEnqueue( QueuePtr q, unsigned8 NewElement );
unsigned8 QFront( QueuePtr q );
unsigned8 QFull( QueuePtr q );
unsigned8 QLength( QueuePtr q );

/* F U N C T I O N

D E F I N I T I O N S */

/*--- 15 Oct 2002 -----------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Setup COM 0.
*
* Initialize the serial port 0 hardware
* and install the ISRs that compose the driver.
*/
unsigned8 SerComm0Setup( void )
/*
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Initialize the serial port 0 hardware
and install the ISRs that compose the driver.
*/
{
/* The general steps for installing the ISR are outlined below-- */

/* 1- Disable interrupts while the work is being done */
DisableInt();

/* 2 - Apply appropriate tests to verify the hardware components */

/* 3 - Enable hardware components of the system */
/* Program the hardware for serial port 0 */
/* Switch the serial port to off by clearing the control register.
The transmitter is not switched off until it is safe to do so -that is, the SPRT_STAT_TEMT bit is set.

*/

if( InPort16( SPRT0_ADDR_CTL ) & SPRT_CTRL_TMODE )
/* Since the transmitter is currently on, make sure it is empty */
while( !(InPort16( SPRT0_ADDR_STAT ) & SPRT_STAT_TEMT) );

/* Clear the port’s control register */
OutPort16( SPRT0_ADDR_CTL, 0 );
/* Clear the receiver, if there is anything in it */
InPort16( SPRT0_ADDR_RX );
/* Clear the port’s status */
OutPort16( SPRT0_ADDR_STAT, 0 );
/* Set the baudrate divisor */
OutPort16( SPRT0_ADDR_BDV, BAUDCOMM0 );
/* Program the port’s control register.
Note the transmitter interrupt is not enabled until data is sent to it */
OutPort16( SPRT0_ADDR_CTL, (SPRT_CTRL_RMODE |
SPRT_CTRL_RXIE |
SPRT_CTRL_TMODE |
/* SPRT_CTRL_TXIE | */
/* SPRT_CTRL_EVN | */
/* SPRT_CTRL_PE | */
SPRT_CTRL_8BITS) );
/* end of programming the hardware for serial port 0 */

/* 4 - Initialize the data (data structures) which are shared by
the hardware and software ISRs */
/* Initialize the comm queues for both serial ports */
QClear( Comm0TxQ );
QClear( Comm0RxQ );

/* Initialize the status variables for each port */
Comm0Status = 0;

/* 5 - Point the interrupt vectors to the hardware and software ISRs */
LinkToInterrupt( Comm0SoftInt, Comm0ISR );
LinkToInterrupt( Serial0HardInt, Serial0ISR );

/* 6 - Enable the hardware interrupt */
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/* Unmask the interrupt and set the priority */
OutPort16( SPRT0_ADDR_INT, SPRT_INTR_UMASK );

/* 7 - Reenable interrupts */
EnableInt();

/* 8 - Report the success of installing the ISR’s and related components */
_BX = SerComm0Installed;
_AX = EquipSetInstalled;
GenInterrupt( EquipSoftInt );

return( OK );
}

/* end function SerComm0Setup */

/*--- 10 Jul 2002 -----------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Setup COM 1.
*
* Initialize the serial port 1 hardware and install the ISRs that compose the driver.
*/
unsigned8 SerComm1Setup( void )
/*
Initialize the serial port 1 hardware
and install the ISRs that compose the driver.
*/
{
/* The general steps for installing the ISR are outlined below-- */

/* 1- Disable interrupts while the work is being done */
DisableInt();

/* 2 - Apply appropriate tests to verify the hardware components */

/* 3 - Enable hardware components of the system */
/* Program the hardware for serial port 1 */
/* Switch the serial port to off by clearing the control register.
The transmitter is not switched off until it is safe to do so -that is, the SPRT_STAT_TEMT bit is set.

*/

if( InPort16( SPRT1_ADDR_CTL ) & SPRT_CTRL_TMODE )
/* Since the transmitter is currently on, make sure it is empty */
while( !(InPort16( SPRT1_ADDR_STAT ) & SPRT_STAT_TEMT) );

/* Clear the port’s control register */
OutPort16( SPRT1_ADDR_CTL, 0 );
/* Clear the receiver, if there is anything in it */
InPort16( SPRT1_ADDR_RX );
/* Clear the port’s status */
OutPort16( SPRT1_ADDR_STAT, 0 );
/* Set the baudrate divisor */
OutPort16( SPRT1_ADDR_BDV, BAUDCOMM1 );
/* Program the port’s control register.
Note the transmitter interrupt is not enabled until data is sent to it */
OutPort16( SPRT1_ADDR_CTL, (SPRT_CTRL_RMODE |
SPRT_CTRL_RXIE |
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SPRT_CTRL_TMODE |
/* SPRT_CTRL_TXIE | */
/* SPRT_CTRL_EVN | */
/* SPRT_CTRL_PE | */
SPRT_CTRL_8BITS) );
/* end of programming the hardware for serial port 1 */

/* 4 - Initialize the data (data structures) which are shared by
the hardware and software ISRs */
/* Initialize the comm queues for both serial ports */
QClear( Comm1TxQ );
QClear( Comm1RxQ );

/* Initialize the status variables for each port */
Comm1Status = 0;

/* 5 - Point the interrupt vectors to the hardware and software ISRs */
LinkToInterrupt( Comm1SoftInt, Comm1ISR );
LinkToInterrupt( Serial1HardInt, Serial1ISR );

/* 6 - Enable the hardware interrupt */
/* Unmask the interrupt and set the priority */
OutPort16( SPRT1_ADDR_INT, SPRT_INTR_UMASK );

/* 7 - Reenable interrupts */
EnableInt();

/* 8 - Report the success of installing the ISR’s and related components */
//_BX = SerComm1Installed;
//_AX = EquipSetInstalled;
//GenInterrupt( EquipSoftInt );

return( OK );
}

/* end function SerComm1Setup */

/*--- 13 Jul 2002 -----------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* COM 0 Interrupt Sub-routine.
*
* This function handles the software interrupt calls to read and write to COM 0.
*/
void interrupt Comm0ISR( IntArgs )
/*
As with all L0S driver functions, the arguments are passed into this
function from registers and are accessed as stack based variables.
Values returned are placed in those variables and become register
contents after the return.

The four major operations of this function for operating the asynchronous
comm port that are the arguments passed in through RegAX are as follows:
_AX = CommInit --> Initialize the port.
_AX = CommSend --> Write a character to the port.
_AX = CommRecv --> Get a character from the port.
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_AX = CommStat --> Get the port status.
*/
{
switch( RegAX )
{
case CommInit:

/* Initialize the port */

/* Reset the transmit and receive queues */
QClear( Comm0RxQ );
QClear( Comm0TxQ );

/* Attach the status to the upper 8 bit of the returned RegAX */
RegAX &= 0x00FF;
RegAX |= Comm0Status;

/* If the transmitter is empty, set a bit */
if( QEmpty( Comm0TxQ ) )
RegAX |= CommEmpty;

/* If there is data in the receive queue, set a bit */
if( !QEmpty( Comm0RxQ ) )
RegAX |= CommDataRdy;

/* Reset the status variable */
Comm0Status = 0x0000;
return;

case CommSend:

/* Send a character */

/* Check to see if the queue Comm0TxQ is full.

If it is, make sure

transmit interrupts are enabled and then wait for space to become
available in the queue. The character to be transmitted is in the
lower 8 bits of RegBX. */
if( QFull( Comm0TxQ ) )
{
OutPort16( SPRT0_ADDR_CTL,
(InPort16( SPRT0_ADDR_CTL ) | SPRT_CTRL_TXIE) );
while( QFull( Comm0TxQ ) );
}

/* Put the data into the queue. Then, make sure transmit
interrupts are enabled, so that the transmitter will
get the data out of the queue and send it. */
QEnqueue( Comm0TxQ, (unsigned8)RegBX );
OutPort16( SPRT0_ADDR_CTL,
(InPort16( SPRT0_ADDR_CTL ) | SPRT_CTRL_TXIE) );

/* Attach the status to the upper 8 bit of the returned RegAX */
RegAX &= 0x00FF;
RegAX |= Comm0Status;

/* There is data in the transmitter, so do not set CommEmpty */
/* If there is data in the receive queue, set that fact */
if( !QEmpty( Comm0RxQ ) )
RegAX |= CommDataRdy;

/* Reset the status variable */
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Comm0Status = 0x0000;
return;

case CommRecv:

/* Receive a character */

/* Return the status in RegAX and the received
data/character in the lower 8 bits of RegBX. */
RegAX |= Comm0Status;
RegBX = 0x0000;

/* If the transmitter is empty, set that fact */
if( QEmpty( Comm0TxQ ) )
RegAX |= CommEmpty;

/* If there is data in the receive queue, set that fact */
if( !QEmpty( Comm0RxQ ) )
{
RegAX |= CommDataRdy;
/* Put the data in the lower 8 bits of RegBX */
RegBX = (unsigned16)QDequeue( Comm0RxQ );
}

/* Reset the status variable */
Comm0Status = 0x0000;
return;

case CommStat:

/* Read the status of the port */

RegAX |= Comm0Status;

/* If the transmitter is empty, set that fact */
if( QEmpty( Comm0TxQ ) )
RegAX |= CommEmpty;

/* If there is data in the receive queue, set that fact */
if( !QEmpty( Comm0RxQ ) )
RegAX |= CommDataRdy;

/* Reset the status variable */
Comm0Status = 0x0000;
return;

default:
RegAX = 0x0000;
return;
}
}

/* end switch( RegAX ) */

/* end interrupt function Comm0ISR */

/*--- 13 Jul 2002 -----------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* COM 1 Interrupt Sub-routine.
*
* This function handles the software interrupt calls to read and write to COM 1.
*/
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void interrupt Comm1ISR( IntArgs )
/*
As with all L0S driver functions, the arguments are passed into this
function from registers and are accessed as stack based variables.
Values returned are placed in those variables and become register
contents after the return.

The four major operations of this function for operating the asynchronous
comm port that are the arguments passed in through RegAX are as follows:
_AX = CommInit --> Initialize the port.
_AX = CommSend --> Write a character to the port.
_AX = CommRecv --> Get a character from the port.
_AX = CommStat --> Get the port status.
*/
{
switch( RegAX )
{
case CommInit:

/* Initialize the port */

/* Reset the transmit and receive queues */
QClear( Comm1RxQ );
QClear( Comm1TxQ );

/* Attach the status to the upper 8 bit of the returned RegAX */
RegAX &= 0x00FF;
RegAX |= Comm1Status;

/* If the transmitter is empty, set a bit */
if( QEmpty( Comm1TxQ ) )
RegAX |= CommEmpty;

/* If there is data in the receive queue, set a bit */
if( !QEmpty( Comm1RxQ ) )
RegAX |= CommDataRdy;

/* Reset the status variable */
Comm1Status = 0x0000;
return;

case CommSend:

/* Send a character */

/* Check to see if the queue Comm1TxQ is full.

If it is, make sure

transmit interrupts are enabled and then wait for space to become
available in the queue. The character to be transmitted is in the
lower 8 bits of RegBX. */
if( QFull( Comm1TxQ ) )
{
OutPort16( SPRT1_ADDR_CTL,
(InPort16( SPRT1_ADDR_CTL ) | SPRT_CTRL_TXIE) );
while( QFull( Comm1TxQ ) );
}

/* Put the data into the queue. Then, make sure transmit
interrupts are enabled, so that the transmitter will
get the data out of the queue and send it. */
QEnqueue( Comm1TxQ, (unsigned8)RegBX );
OutPort16( SPRT1_ADDR_CTL,
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(InPort16( SPRT1_ADDR_CTL ) | SPRT_CTRL_TXIE) );

/* Attach the status to the upper 8 bit of the returned RegAX */
RegAX &= 0x00FF;
RegAX |= Comm1Status;

/* There is data in the transmitter, so do not set CommEmpty */
/* If there is data in the receive queue, set that fact */
if( !QEmpty( Comm1RxQ ) )
RegAX |= CommDataRdy;

/* Reset the status variable */
Comm1Status = 0x0000;
return;

case CommRecv:

/* Receive a character */

/* Return the status in RegAX and the received
data/character in the lower 8 bits of RegBX. */
RegAX |= Comm1Status;
RegBX = 0x0000;

/* If the transmitter is empty, set that fact */
if( QEmpty( Comm1TxQ ) )
RegAX |= CommEmpty;

/* If there is data in the receive queue, set that fact */
if( !QEmpty( Comm1RxQ ) )
{
RegAX |= CommDataRdy;
/* Put the data in the lower 8 bits of RegBX */
RegBX = (unsigned16)QDequeue( Comm1RxQ );
}

/* Reset the status variable */
Comm1Status = 0x0000;
return;

case CommStat:

/* Read the status of the port */

RegAX |= Comm1Status;

/* If the transmitter is empty, set that fact */
if( QEmpty( Comm1TxQ ) )
RegAX |= CommEmpty;

/* If there is data in the receive queue, set that fact */
if( !QEmpty( Comm1RxQ ) )
RegAX |= CommDataRdy;

/* Reset the status variable */
Comm1Status = 0x0000;
return;

default:
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RegAX = 0x0000;
return;
}
}

/* end switch( RegAX ) */

/* end interrupt function Comm1SR */

/*--- 13 Jul 2002 -----------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Serial 0 hardware interrupt.
*
* This is the hardware ISR associated with serial port 0.

This

* interrupt is generated when any enabled interrupt associated
* with this port occurs.

Thus, the function must determine

* the purpose of this interrupt and respond accordingly.
*/
void interrupt Serial0ISR( void )
/*
This is the hardware ISR associated with serial port 0.

This

interrupt is generated when any enabled interrupt associated
with this port occurs.

Thus, the function must determine

the purpose of this interrupt and respond accordingly.
*/
{
unsigned16
status;

/* Read the port’s status register to get the conditions
which may have caused this interrupt */
status = InPort16( SPRT0_ADDR_STAT );

/* Check to see if the transmitter needs more data */
if( status & SPRT_STAT_THRE )
{
if( QEmpty( Comm0TxQ ) )
{
/* The queue has become empty, so "switch" the transmitter off */
/* Make sure the transmitter buffer is empty */
if( InPort16( SPRT0_ADDR_CTL ) & SPRT_CTRL_TMODE )
/* Since the transmitter is currently on, make sure it is empty */
while( !(InPort16( SPRT0_ADDR_STAT ) & SPRT_STAT_TEMT) );
/* Now, switch it off */
OutPort16( SPRT0_ADDR_CTL,
(InPort16( SPRT0_ADDR_CTL ) & ~SPRT_CTRL_TXIE) );
Comm0Status |= CommEmpty;
}
else
/* There is data in the queue -- so transmit it */
OutPort16( SPRT0_ADDR_TX, (unsigned16)QDequeue( Comm0TxQ ) );
}

/* end if( status & SPRT_STAT_THRE ) */

/* Check to see if the receiver has data */
if( status & SPRT_STAT_RDR )
/* Get the data from the receiver and put it into the queue */
QEnqueue( Comm0RxQ, (unsigned8)InPort16( SPRT0_ADDR_RX ) );
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/* Check to see if a framming error has occurred */
if( status & SPRT_STAT_FER )
Comm0Status |= CommFramingError;

/* Check to see if an overrun error has occurred */
if( status & SPRT_STAT_OER )
Comm0Status |= CommOverrunError;

/* Check to see if a parity error has occurred */
if( status & SPRT_STAT_PER )
Comm0Status |= CommParityError;

/* Reset the hardware interrupt */
EndOfHardInterrupt( Serial0HardInt );
}

/* end interrupt function Serial0ISR */

/*--- 13 Jul 2002 -----------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Serial 1 hardware interrupt.
*
* This is the hardware ISR associated with serial port 1.

This

* interrupt is generated when any enabled interrupt associated
* with this port occurs.

Thus, the function must determine

* the purpose of this interrupt and respond accordingly.
*/
void interrupt Serial1ISR( void )
/*
This is the hardware ISR associated with serial port 1.

This

interrupt is generated when any enabled interrupt associated
with this port occurs.

Thus, the function must determine

the purpose of this interrupt and respond accordingly.
*/
{
unsigned16
status;

/* Read the port’s status register to get the conditions
which may have caused this interrupt */
status = InPort16( SPRT1_ADDR_STAT );

/* Check to see if the transmitter needs more data */
if( status & SPRT_STAT_THRE )
{
if( QEmpty( Comm1TxQ ) )
{
/* The queue has become empty, so "switch" the transmitter off */
/* Make sure the transmitter buffer is empty */
if( InPort16( SPRT1_ADDR_CTL ) & SPRT_CTRL_TMODE )
/* Since the transmitter is currently on, make sure it is empty */
while( !(InPort16( SPRT1_ADDR_STAT ) & SPRT_STAT_TEMT) );
/* Now, switch it off */
OutPort16( SPRT1_ADDR_CTL,
(InPort16( SPRT1_ADDR_CTL ) & ~SPRT_CTRL_TXIE) );
Comm1Status |= CommEmpty;
}
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else
/* There is data in the queue -- so transmit it */
OutPort16( SPRT1_ADDR_TX, (unsigned16)QDequeue( Comm1TxQ ) );
}

/* end if( status & SPRT_STAT_THRE ) */

/* Check to see if the receiver has data */
if( status & SPRT_STAT_RDR )
{
/* Get the data from the receiver and put it into the queue
if the queue is full, send the bell character to make the PC beep */
if (!QEnqueue( Comm1RxQ, (unsigned8)InPort16( SPRT1_ADDR_RX ) ))
{
OutPort16( SPRT1_ADDR_TX, BELL );
}
}

/* Check to see if a framming error has occurred */
if( status & SPRT_STAT_FER )
Comm1Status |= CommFramingError;

/* Check to see if an overrun error has occurred */
if( status & SPRT_STAT_OER )
Comm1Status |= CommOverrunError;

/* Check to see if a parity error has occurred */
if( status & SPRT_STAT_PER )
Comm1Status |= CommParityError;

/* Reset the hardware interrupt */
EndOfHardInterrupt( Serial1HardInt );
}

/* end interrupt function Serial1ISR */

/*--- 17 May 2000 -----------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Clears the data queue.
*
* Initialize the queue and removes all the elements.
*/
void QClear( QueuePtr q )
/*
Initialize the queue and removes all the elements.
*/
{
q->Front = q->Rear
}

= -1;

/* end of function QClear */

/*--- 17 May 2000 -----------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Dequeues data from the data queue.
*/
unsigned8 QDequeue( QueuePtr q )
/*
Remove the oldest (front) element from the queue and return it.
*/
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{
unsigned16 temp;

/* Require that the queue is not empty */
if( q->Front == -1 )
return( 0 );

temp = q->Q[q->Front];
if( q->Front == q->Rear )
{
q->Front = q->Rear

= -1;

}
else
q->Front = ( ++(q->Front)) % QueueMaxSize;

return( temp );
}

/* end of function QDequeue */

/*--- 17 Mar 2001 -----------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Check to see if data queue is empty.
*
* Return OK if a queue is empty. Otherwise, return NotOK.
*/
unsigned8 QEmpty( QueuePtr q )
/*
Return OK if a queue is empty. Otherwise, return NotOK.
*/
{
if( q->Front == -1 )
return( OK );
return( NotOK );
}

/* end of function QEmpty */

/*--- 15 Oct 2002 -----------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Enqueue data into the serial data buffer.
*
* Insert NewElement at the rear of the queue.
* Return NotOK if the queue is full, otherwise return OK.
*/
unsigned8 QEnqueue( QueuePtr q, unsigned8 NewElement )
/*
Insert NewElement at the rear of the queue.
Return NotOK if the queue is full, otherwise return OK.
*/
{
/* Require that the queue is not full */
if( ((q->Rear+1) % QueueMaxSize) == q->Front )
return( NotOK );
q->Rear = ( ++(q->Rear) ) % QueueMaxSize;
q->Q[q->Rear] = NewElement;
if( q->Front == -1 )
q->Front = q->Rear;
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return( OK );
}

/* end of function QEnqueue */

/*--- 17 Mar 2001 -----------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Return the oldest element from the queue.
*
* Return the oldest (front) element from the queue but leave it in
* the queue for later dequeueing.

If the queue is empty, return NotOK.

*/
unsigned8 QFront( QueuePtr q )
/*
Return the oldest (front) element from the queue but leave it in
the queue for later dequeueing.

If the queue is empty, return NotOK.

*/
{
/* Require that the queue is not empty */
if( q->Front == -1 )
return( NotOK );

return( q->Q[q->Front] );
}

/* end of function QFront */

/*--- 17 Mar 2001 -----------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Check to see if queue is full.
*
* Return OK if the queue is full. Otherwise, return NotOK.
*/
unsigned8 QFull( QueuePtr q )
/*
Return OK if the queue is full. Otherwise, return NotOK.
*/
{
if( ((q->Rear + 1) % QueueMaxSize) == q->Front )
return( OK );
return( NotOK );
}

/* end of function QFull */

/*--- 17 May 2000 -----------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* Check the length of the queue.
*
* Return the number of elements in the queue.
*/
unsigned8 QLength( QueuePtr q )
/*
Return the number of elements in the queue.
*/
{
if( q->Front == -1 )
return( 0 );
else
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if( q->Rear >= q->Front )
return( q->Rear - q->Front + 1 );
else
return( QueueMaxSize - q->Front ) + q->Rear + 1;
} /* end of function QLength */

/*=== end of file SERCOMM.CPP ===============================================*/
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/*******************************************************************************
* File: spi.c
*
* Author: Preston K. Manwaring
*
* Date: Saturday, January 24, 2004 15:40:02 -0700
*
* Description: This file contains the necessary SPI bus interface functions to
* synthesize a SPI MASTER component. The intended target is an AMD 186 although
* this code can be implemented on any processor.
*
*******************************************************************************/

/*--- INCLUDE FILES ----------------------------------------------------------*/
#include "compliance.h"

/*--- Jan. 24, 2003 -----------------------------------------------------------*
This function takes the parameter data. The communication is done via a SPI
serial interface. The SS line is set low on the device, the 8 bits of data are
sent each on a rising clock edge, and the SS line is set high again. If all 8
bits don’t make it, the chip ignores the input. If the command sent is also to
return data, subsequent SPI_out commands with nul data should be sent to
receive the data.
*-----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/

unsigned char SPI_send( char data )
{
char
bit,
i;

unsigned char
read_data = 0x00;

for( i = 7; i >= 0; i-- )
{
if( (data >> i) & 0x01 )
{
MOSI_HIGH();
}
else
{
MOSI_LOW();
}

/* read data back from MISO */
read_data |= (unsigned char)(InPort16(Lower16_DATA) & MISO) << i;

/* clock the sck line. */
SCK_HIGH();
SCK_LOW();
}

return( read_data );

} /* End of SPI_send */
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/*--- void SPI_setup( void ) -------------------------------------------------*/
void SPI_MOSI_setup( void )
{
OutPort16(Upper16_DIR, InPort16(Upper16_DIR) & ~(SS1 | SS2 | MOSI | SCK));
OutPort16(Upper16_MODE, InPort16(Upper16_MODE) | SS1 | SS2 | MOSI | SCK);

OutPort16(Lower16_DIR, InPort16(Lower16_DIR) | MISO );
OutPort16(Lower16_MODE, InPort16(Lower16_MODE) | MISO );

}
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USE GENTWID.C to generate the twiddle factor tables.

\end[verbatim]
\end{tiny]

\begin{tiny}
\begin{verbatim}
/******************************************************************************
* File: compliance.h
*
******************************************************************************/

#include "fft_int.h"

/* D E F I N I T I O N S */

/* These definitions are convenient because they remind us of the correct
sizes of declared variabes in this programming environment, where the
matter is critical. */
#define unsigned8 unsigned char
#define signed8 char
#define unsigned16 unsigned short int
#define signed16 short int
#define unsigned32 unsigned long int
#define signed32 long int

/* Various useful definitions */
#define OK 1
#define NotOK 0
#define True 1
#define False 0

/* Data Port Definitions */
#define Lower16_DATA 0xFF74
#define Lower16_DIR 0xFF72
#define Lower16_MODE 0xFF70
#define Upper16_DATA 0xFF7A
#define Upper16_DIR 0xFF78
#define Upper16_MODE 0xFF76

/* these definitions are with respect to the ATM8 and
refer to the setup of the PIO register above */
#define SS1

0x0010 // upper16 - data collection

#define SS2 0x0008 // upper16 - display
#define SCK 0x0200 // upper16
#define ATRXD 0x0040 // taken care of in sercomm (ATMEL RXD)
#define ATTXD 0x0080 // taken care of in sercomm (ATMEL TXD)
#define ATRESET1 0x4000 // lower16
#define ATRESET2 0x0100 // upper16
#define MISO 0x0001 // lower16
#define MOSI 0x0004 // upper16
#define DATA_READY

0x8000 // upper16

/*--- DATA ACQUISITION -------------------------------------------------------*/
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#define SAMPLE_RATE 40 // (Hz)

/*--- MACROS -----------------------------------------------------------------*/

#define SS1_LOW() OutPort16(Upper16_DATA, InPort16(Upper16_DATA) & ~SS1)
#define SS1_HIGH() OutPort16(Upper16_DATA, InPort16(Upper16_DATA) | SS1)
#define SS2_LOW() OutPort16(Upper16_DATA, InPort16(Upper16_DATA) & ~SS2)
#define SS2_HIGH() OutPort16(Upper16_DATA, InPort16(Upper16_DATA) | SS2)
#define SCK_LOW() OutPort16(Upper16_DATA, InPort16(Upper16_DATA) & ~SCK)
#define SCK_HIGH() OutPort16(Upper16_DATA, InPort16(Upper16_DATA) | SCK)
#define MOSI_LOW() OutPort16(Upper16_DATA, InPort16(Upper16_DATA) & ~MOSI)
#define MOSI_HIGH() OutPort16(Upper16_DATA, InPort16(Upper16_DATA) | MOSI)
#define ATRESET1_LOW() OutPort16(Lower16_DATA, InPort16(Lower16_DATA) & ~ATRESET1)
#define ATRESET1_HIGH() OutPort16(Lower16_DATA, InPort16(Lower16_DATA) | ATRESET1)
#define ATRESET2_LOW() OutPort16(Upper16_DATA, InPort16(Upper16_DATA) & ~ATRESET2)
#define ATRESET2_HIGH() OutPort16(Upper16_DATA, InPort16(Upper16_DATA) | ATRESET2)

/* F U N C T I O N

P R O T O T Y P E S:

SERCOMM.CPP */

unsigned8 SerComm0Setup( void );
unsigned8 SerComm1Setup( void );

/* F U N C T I O N

P R O T O T Y P E S:

SCOMMLIB.CPP */

unsigned8 GetChar0( void );
unsigned8 GetChar1( void );
unsigned8 Hit0( void );
unsigned8 Hit1( void );
void PutChar0( unsigned8 C );
void PutChar1( unsigned8 C );
void PutHexByte0( unsigned8 Bite );
void PutHexByte1( unsigned8 Bite );
void PutHexWord0( unsigned16 Wurd );
void PutHexWord1( unsigned16 Wurd );
void PutInt0( int i );
void PutInt1( int i );
void PutString0( unsigned8 *Strng );
void PutString1( unsigned8 *Strng );

/*--- FUNCTION PROTOTYPES: spi.cpp -------------------------------------------*/

unsigned char SPI_send( char data ); // this function can return data as well
void SPI_MOSI_setup( void );

/*--- FUNCTION PROTOTYPES:

LED.CPP -----------------------------------------*/

void Blink( unsigned16 Cnt );
void LEDOff( void );
void LEDOn( void );

/*--- FUNCTION PROTOTYPES: POTPOURI.CPP --------------------------------------*/

unsigned8 InPort8( unsigned16 Port );
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unsigned16 InPort16( unsigned16 Port );
void OutPort8( unsigned16 Port, unsigned8 Value );
void OutPort16( unsigned16 Port, unsigned16 Value );
unsigned8 Peek8( unsigned16 Segment, unsigned16 Offset );
unsigned16 Peek16( unsigned16 Segment, unsigned16 Offset );
void Poke8( unsigned16 Segment, unsigned16 Offset, unsigned8 Value );
void Poke16( unsigned16 Segment, unsigned16 Offset, unsigned16 Value );
void reset( void );
void SetVector( unsigned16 IntNumber, unsigned16 Segmnt, unsigned16 Offset );

/*--- FUNCTION PROTOTYPES: compliance.CPP ------------------------------------*/

void AppMain( void );
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/*******************************************************************************
* File: serial.h
*******************************************************************************/

/* This macro is an abstraction on the process of generating a
software interrupt. It is assumed that the program code before
and after this function will properly setup and use the register
variables which are required for the various interrupt functions. */
#define GenInterrupt( INum ) asm int INum

/*

This macro disables interrupts. */

#define DisableInt() asm cli

/*

This macro enables interrupts. */

#define EnableInt() asm sti

/* These macro definitions provides a means for setting the interrupt
vector, pointing it to the assigned service routine. The macros
FarSeg and FarOff return the memory segment and offset for the
argument, fp.

LinkToInterrupt uses those macros to get the location

of an ISR and then write to the interrupt vector table.*/
#define FarSeg(FPtr) ((unsigned16)(void _seg *)(void _far *)(FPtr))
#define FarOff(FPtr) ((unsigned16)(FPtr))
#define LinkToInterrupt(INum,FName) SetVector(INum,FarSeg(FName),FarOff(FName))

/* Define the arguments which are pushed onto the stack by a software
interrupt routine.

These become pseudo names for the registers whose

contents are pushed onto the stack when the interrupt routine is executed.
The order of declaration is important!
which are on the stack.

These variable names access values

The order of declaration is the same as the

order in which the registers are pushed onto the stack and will be
popped/restored after the function is completed.

*/

#define IntArgs unsigned16 RegBP, unsigned16 RegDI, unsigned16 RegSI,\
unsigned16 RegDS, unsigned16 RegES, unsigned16 RegDX,\
unsigned16 RegCX, unsigned16 RegBX, unsigned16 RegAX

/* When a a hardware interrupt is processed by the AM186/188 processor’s
internal interrupt controller, a command must be sent to that device
to reenable interrupts.

The following macro serves that purpose.

This

might have been done with a procedure call, as follows:
OutPort16( INT_ADDR_EOI, ((unsigned16)HardIntNum & 0x001F) );
However, that would have required the more time consuming stack operations
associated with a procedure call. The INT_ADDR_EOI is 0xFF22. */
#define EndOfHardInterrupt(INum) _DX=0xFF22;_AX=INum&0x001F;asm out dx,ax

/* Define the bits of the x86 flag register */
#define CarryFlag

0x0001

#define ParityFlag

0x0004

#define AuxiliaryFlag

0x0010

#define ZeroFlag 0x0040
#define SignFlag

0x0080

#define TrapFlag

0x0100

#define InterruptFlag

0x0200

#define DirectionFlag

0x0400

#define OverflowFlag

0x0800
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/* ASCII character values used during execution of the L0S */
#define

Bell

7

#define

BackSpace

8

#define

CarriageRet

13

#define

Escape

27

#define

LineFeed

10

#define

Space

32

/* I S R

T Y P E

and

S U B F U N C T I O N S: Equip */

#define EquipSoftInt 0x40
/* Commands to be in register _AX */
#define EquipGetInstalled

0x0000

#define EquipSetInstalled

0x0001

#define EquipUninstall

0x0002

#define EquipClrInstalled

0x0003

/* The bit-sized values which are passed in register _BX
when accessing the EquipInstalled ISR */
#define DisplayInstalled

0x0001

#define KernelInstalled

0x0002

#define KeyboardInstalled

0x0004

#define MemTestInstalled

0x0008

#define MonitorInstalled

0x0010

#define PPortInstalled

0x0020

#define ProcTestInstalled

0x0040

#define SerComm0Installed

0x0080

#define SerComm1Installed

0x0100

#define TickerInstalled

0x0200

/* I S R

T Y P E

and

S U B F U N C T I O N S: SerComm1 */

#define Comm0SoftInt

0x43

#define Comm1SoftInt

0x44

/* Arguments to be in register _AX to access functions of CommISR*/
#define CommInit

0x0001

#define CommSend 0x0002
#define CommRecv

0x0003

#define CommStat 0x0004
/* Status values which are returned by CommISR */
#define CommDataRdy

0x0100

#define CommEmpty

0x0200

#define CommParityError

0x1000

#define CommOverrunError

0x2000

#define CommFramingError

0x4000
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The following code is implemented on the ATMega8 chip for data acquisition.
WinAVR or GCC tools are required to implement this. The display driver code which
is implemented on a second ATMega8 chip is not given.
/*******************************************************************************
* Filename: compliance.h
*
* Author: Preston K. Manwaring
*
* Date: Monday, January 26, 2004 13:57:21 -0700
*
* Description: This is the header file to compliance.c
*
*******************************************************************************/

/*--- INCLUDE FILES ----------------------------------------------------------*/
#include <avr/io.h>
//#include <avr/pgmspace.h>
#include <avr/signal.h>
#include <avr/interrupt.h>
//#include <avr/eeprom.h>

/*--- DEFINITIONS ------------------------------------------------------------*/
#define FOSC 7372800L
#define BAUD_115200 3 // 115200

#define DATA_LENGTH 4 // probably shouldn’t be larger than 64
#define SAMPLE_RATE 20 // 20 Hz
#define DATA_RES 8 // A/D sampled data resolution
#define AD_CHANNELS 2

/*--- SPI op_code DEFINITIONS ------------------------------------------------*/
#define DO_NOTHING 0
#define SET_CORNER_FREQ 1
#define SET_GAIN_A 2
#define SET_GAIN_B 3
#define SELECT_CH_LOBE 4
#define SELECT_CH_DRUM 5
#define SELECT_CH_AUXA 6
#define SELECT_CH_AUXB 7
#define SET_EXCITE_A 8
#define SET_EXCITE_B 9
#define SET_SAMPLE_FREQ 10

/*--- Digital Pot Definitions ------------------------------------------------*/
/* the settings for these definitions are found on p. 18 of the MCP42020 manual
*/
#define WRITE_POT_A 0x11
#define WRITE_POT_B 0x12

/*--- DAC Definitions --------------------------------------------------------*/
#define WRITE_DAC_A 0x01
#define WRITE_DAC_B 0x02
#define SHUTDN_DAC_A 0x08
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#define SHUTDN_DAC_B 0x10

/*--- Timer1 Control Register Settings ---------------------------------------*/
/* These settings can be found on pp. 86-98 of the ATMega8 Manual */
#define TMR1_PRESCALER 1024L

#define NORMAL_PORTA 0x00 // TCCR1A
#define NORMAL_PORTB 0x00 // TCCR1A
#define FORCE_OUT_A 0x08 // TCCR1A
#define FORCE_OUT_B 0x04 // TCCR1A
#define CTC_TCCR1A 0x00 // TCCR1A

#define CLK1DIV_1024 0x05 // TCCR1B - PRESCALER = 1024
#define CLK1DIV_1 0x01 // TCCR1B - PRESCALER = 1
#define NOISE_CANCEL 0x80 // TCCR1B
#define CAPTURE_EDGE 0x40 // TCCR1B
#define TIMR1_CTC 0x08 // TCCR1B

#define TMR1_EN 0x10 // TIMSK

/*--- Timer2 Control Register Settings ---------------------------------------*/
/* These settings can be found on pp. 115-118 of the ATMega8 Manual */
#define TMR2_PRESCALER 128

#define TIMR2_CTC 0x08 // TCCR2
#define CLK2DIV_32 0x03 // TCCR2
#define CLK2DIV_128 0x05 // TCCR2
#define CLK2DIV_256 0x06 // TCCR2
#define CLK2DIV_1024 0x07 // TCCR2

#define TMR2_EN 0x80 // TIMSK

/*--- ADC Definitions --------------------------------------------------------*/
#define AREF 0x00 // ADMUX
#define LEFT_ADJUST 0x20 // ADMUX
#define ADC0 0X20 // ADMUX - changed to include x20
#define ADC1 0X21 // ADMUX - changed to include x20
#define ADC2 0X22 // ADMUX - changed to include x20
#define ADC3 0X23 // ADMUX - changed to include x20
#define ADC4 0X24 // ADMUX - changed to include x20
#define ADC5 0X25 // ADMUX - changed to include x20
#define ADC6 0X26 // ADMUX - changed to include x20
#define ADC7 0X27 // ADMUX - changed to include x20

//#define ADC_PRESCALER 0x00 // ADMUX - DIV CLK BY 2 - too fast
//#define ADC_PRESCALER 0x02 // ADMUX - DIV CLK BY 4 - too fast
//#define ADC_PRESCALER 0x03 // ADMUX - DIV CLK BY 8 - too fast
#define ADC_PRESCALER 0x04 // ADMUX - DIV CLK BY 16
//#define ADC_PRESCALER 0x05 // ADMUX - DIV CLK BY 32
//#define ADC_PRESCALER 0x06 // ADMUX - DIV CLK BY 64
//#define ADC_PRESCALER 0x07 // ADMUX - DIV CLK BY 128

/*--- SPI Definitions --------------------------------------------------------*/
#define MISO 0x10 // DDRB - sets PORTB SCK, MISO, & SS to inputs
#define MOSI 0x16 // DDRB - use inverted - sets PORTB SCK and
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// MOSI, and SS to outputs
#define SPI_INT_EN 0x80 // SPCR
#define SPI_EN 0x40 // SPCR
#define DORD_LSB 0x20 // SPCR - send LSB first
#define MSTR_SEL 0x10 // SPCR
#define CLK_LEAD 0x00 // SPCR - CPOL - leading edge
#define CLK_PHSE 0x00 // SPCR - CPHA - leading edge
#define SCK_FREQ 0x00 // SPCR - SPR1 & SPR0 = fosc/4

#define SPI_MISO() DDRB = MISO; SPCR = SPI_INT_EN | SPI_EN
#define SPI_MOSI() DDRB |= MOSI; SPCR = SPI_EN | MSTR_SEL

/*--- Peripheral SPI Definitions ---------------------------------------------*/
#define POT_CS_LOW() cbi(PORTD,5)
#define POT_CS_HIGH() sbi(PORTD,5)
#define PSCK_LOW() cbi(PORTD,6)
#define PSCK_HIGH() sbi(PORTD,6)
#define PMOSI_LOW() cbi(PORTD,7)
#define PMOSI_HIGH() sbi(PORTD,7)
#define DAC_CS_LOW() cbi(PORTB,1)
#define DAC_CS_HIGH() sbi(PORTB,1)
#define DATA_DONE_LOW() cbi(PORTC,5)
#define DATA_DONE_HIGH() sbi(PORTC,5)

/*--- Filter Definitions -----------------------------------------------------*/
#define FILTER_CLK_LOW() cbi(PORTB,0)
#define FILTER_CLK_HIGH() sbi(PORTB,0)

/*--- FUNCTION PROTOTYPES for WAVEGEN.C --------------------------------------*/
void set_frequency( unsigned char freq );
void set_filter_clock( unsigned char freq );
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/*******************************************************************************
* Filename: sercom.h
*
* Author: Preston K. Manwaring & Donald Wichern
*
* Date: July 3, 2003
*
* Description: This file contains headers for sercom.c
*
*******************************************************************************/

#ifndef SERCOM_H
#define SERCOM_H

#include <avr/io.h>

/*--- FUNCTION PROTOTYPES for SERCOM.C --------------------------------------*/
unsigned char Hit0( void );
void SerComInit( unsigned int baud );
void PutChar0( unsigned char byte );
unsigned char GetChar0( void );
void PutString0( unsigned char *str );
void PutInt0( long numi );

#endif
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/*******************************************************************************
* File: comliance.c
*
* Author: Preston K. Manwaring
*
* Date: Friday, February 13, 2004 21:12:12 -0700
*
* Description: This program is envisioned for an ATMega8L processor on a
* a daughter card for Version 5 of the compliance meter. The pin-out on the
* daughter card is TERN A-Core 86 pin-compatable.
*
*******************************************************************************/

/*--- INCLUDE FILES ----------------------------------------------------------*/
#include "compliance.h"
#include "spi.h"
#include "sercom.h"

#define BAUD_115200 3 // 115200

/*--- GLOBAL VARIABLES -------------------------------------------------------*/
char
channels[AD_CHANNELS][DATA_LENGTH];

int
data_counter = 0,
send_data_counter = 0;

char
data_ready = 0,
filter_clock_pin = 0,
send_data = 0;

/*--- MAIN -------------------------------------------------------------------*/
int main( void )
{
unsigned char
i, j;

/*set the data direction registers */
DDRB |= 0x03; // See project schematic
DDRC = 0xF0; // PORTC 5 is data done line
DDRD = 0xFE; // See project schematic

//SerComInit( BAUD_115200 );

/* Set the Pull-Up resistors on and therefore all outputs high
except for the peripheral SCK (PSCK) */
PORTB = 0xFF;
PORTD = 0xBC;

/* Set up the compare control register for timer1 */
TCCR1A = 0x00; // See header file
TCCR1B = CLK1DIV_1024 | TIMR1_CTC; // See header file
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/* Set up the compare control register for timer2 */
TCCR2 = CLK2DIV_1024 | TIMR2_CTC; // See header file

/* Enable the ADC */
sbi(ADCSRA, ADEN);
ADCSRA |= ADC_PRESCALER; // set the A/D prescaler

/* Set the reference to AREF and if DATA_RES = 8 bits, enable LEFT_ADJUST */
ADMUX = AREF | LEFT_ADJUST;

/* Enable the SPI interface as a slave*/
SPI_MISO();

set_frequency(40);
TIMSK = TMR1_EN;

/* enable interrupts */
sei();

i = 0;
j = 0;

DATA_DONE_LOW();

while( 1 ) // we should never exit main!
{
/*
if( SPI_hit() )
{
temp = SPI_get();
SPI_respond( temp );
PutInt0( temp );
PutChar0(’,’);;; If you want to create a file, visit that file with C-x C-f,

}
*/

/* if data is ready, assert interrupt line and start transferring */

if( data_ready )
{
//PutString0("Data Ready\r");
DATA_DONE_HIGH(); // send data ready signal - takes polling away from this device
if( SPI_get() == 1 )
{
//PutString0("\r\nResponding");
DATA_DONE_LOW(); // signal was acknowledged so turn interrupt off
for( i = 0; i < AD_CHANNELS; i++ ) // send all channels
{
for( j = 0; j < DATA_LENGTH; j++ ) // send all data points
{
SPI_respond( channels[i][j] );
//PutString0("\r\nSending CHANNEL: ");
//PutInt0(i);
//PutString0(" DP: ");
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//PutInt0(j);
//PutString0(" Value: ");
//PutInt0(channels[i][j]);
}
}
//PutString0("\r\n");
data_ready = 0; // reset data ready flag
//TIMSK = TMR1_EN; // start data collection the timer
//sbi(ADCSRA, ADEN); // shut down A/D timer
}
}
else
{
DATA_DONE_LOW(); // data is not ready so don’t assert an interrupt
}

}

return(0);
}

/*--- void set_filter_clock( unsigned char freq ) -----------------------------*
This function sets the corner frequency for digital filters.
MAX corner freq = 64 Hz!
MIN corner freq = 2 Hz!
*-----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
void set_filter_clock( unsigned char freq )
{
OCR2 = (FOSC/TMR2_PRESCALER/((int)freq * 200)) - 1;
}

/*--- void set_frequency( unsigned int freq ) ---------------------------------*
This function sets the sampling frequency.
*----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
void set_frequency( unsigned char freq )
{
/* count = Fosc/prescaler/period */
OCR1A = (FOSC/TMR1_PRESCALER/(long)freq) - 1;
}

/*--- Hardware ISRs ----------------------------------------------------------*/
/*--- Counter 2 compare interrupt --------------------------------------------*/
/* Toggles the filter clock */
SIGNAL( SIG_OUTPUT_COMPARE2 )
{
if( filter_clock_pin )
{
FILTER_CLK_HIGH();
filter_clock_pin = 0;
}
else
#define QUEUESIZE 10
{
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FILTER_CLK_LOW();
filter_clock_pin = 1;
}
}

/*--- Counter 1A compare interrupt -------------------------------------------*/
/* Calls the A/D conversion */
SIGNAL( SIG_OUTPUT_COMPARE1A )
{
//asm("cli");
/*--- ADC0 -------------------*/
ADMUX = ADC0;

// select A/D channel 0 - I can get away with this because
// I include the LEFT_ADJUST

sbi(ADCSRA, ADSC); // start the conversion

while( bit_is_set( ADCSRA, ADSC ) ); // wait for the conversion to finish

/* write the sampled data */
channels[0][data_counter] = ADCH;

#if AD_CHANNELS > 1
/*--- ADC1 -------------------*/
ADMUX = ADC1;

// select A/D channel 1

- I can get away with this because

// I include the LEFT_ADJUST
sbi(ADCSRA, ADSC); // start the conversion

while( bit_is_set( ADCSRA, ADSC ) ); // wait for the conversion to finish

/* write the sampled data */
channels[1][data_counter] = ADCH;
#endif

#if AD_CHANNELS > 2
/*--- ADC2 -------------------*/
ADMUX = ADC2;

// select A/D channel 2

- I can get away with this because

// I include the LEFT_ADJUST
sbi(ADCSRA, ADSC); // start the conversion

while( bit_is_set( ADCSRA, ADSC ) ); // wait for the conversion to finish

/* write the sampled data */
channels[2][data_counter] = ADCH;
#endif

#if AD_CHANNELS > 3
/*--- ADC3 -------------------*/
ADMUX = ADC3;

// select A/D channel 3

- I can get away with this because

// I include the LEFT_ADJUST
sbi(ADCSRA, ADSC); // start the conversion

while( bit_is_set( ADCSRA, ADSC ) ); // wait for the conversion to finish

/* write the sampled data */
channels[3][data_counter] = ADCH;
#endif
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if( data_counter < DATA_LENGTH - 1 )
{
++data_counter;
}
else
{
data_ready = 1;
data_counter = 0;
//TIMSK = 0; // shut down the timer
//cbi(ADCSRA, ADEN); // shut down A/D timer
}
//asm("sei");
}

/*--- CONFIGURATION STUFF ----------------------------------------------------*/
/*
if( configure ) // check to see if configure byte was sent.
{
if( configure == 1 )
{
op_code = SPDR; // get configure data from
}
configure = 2; // this makes sure we don’t grab for another op-code
switch( op_code )
{
case SET_CORNER_FREQ:
set_filter_clock( SPDR & 0x7F ); // max corner freq is 128 Hz!
TIMSK = TMR2_EN;
op_code = DO_NOTHING;
configure = 0;
break;

case SET_GAIN_A:
POT_CS_LOW();
PSPI_out( WRITE_POT_A );
PSPI_out( SPDR );
POT_CS_HIGH();
op_code = DO_NOTHING;
configure = 0;
break;

case SET_GAIN_B:
POT_CS_LOW();
PSPI_out( WRITE_POT_B );
PSPI_out( SPDR );
POT_CS_HIGH();
op_code = DO_NOTHING;
configure = 0;
break;

case SELECT_CH_LOBE:
sbi(PORTD,2); //ay
op_code = DO_NOTHING;
configure = 0;
break;
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case SELECT_CH_DRUM:
cbi(PORTD,3); //bx
op_code = DO_NOTHING;
configure = 0;
break;

case SELECT_CH_AUXA:
cbi(PORTD,2); //ax
op_code = DO_NOTHING;
configure = 0;
break;

case SELECT_CH_AUXB:
sbi(PORTD,3); //by
op_code = DO_NOTHING;
configure = 0;
break;

case SET_EXCITE_A:
DAC_CS_LOW();
PSPI_out( WRITE_DAC_A );
PSPI_out( SPDR );
DAC_CS_HIGH();
op_code = DO_NOTHING;
configure = 0;
break;

case SET_EXCITE_B:
DAC_CS_LOW();
PSPI_out( WRITE_DAC_B );
PSPI_out( SPDR );
DAC_CS_HIGH();
op_code = DO_NOTHING;
configure = 0;
break;

case SET_SAMPLE_FREQ:
set_frequency( SPDR );
TIMSK = TMR1_EN;

// Set the sampling frequency. 1Hz = 1. 2Hz = 2.

// Start the sampling timer

op_code = DO_NOTHING;
configure = 0;
break;

default:
configure = 0; // invalid data will cause us to escape from this

}
}
*/
/* This interrupt was called, so valid data from the master
must already be in SPDR. Send back the status of the data to
the master. It is assumed that if the master gets a 0, it will
poll this device again until it receives a 1 after the request
is sent. If the op_code is zero, we are ready to perform the next
function. */
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/*
if( ( SPDR == 0x02 ) && ( !configure ))
{
configure = 1;
send_data = 0;
}
*/
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/*******************************************************************************
* Filename: sercom.c
*
* Author: Preston K. Manwaring & Donald Wichern
*
* Date: July 3, 2003
*
* Description: This file contains functions to write to the UART.
*
*******************************************************************************/

/*--- INCLUDE FILES ----------------------------------------------------------*/
#include "sercom.h"

/*--- unsigned char Hit0( void ) ---------------------------------------------*/
unsigned char Hit0( void )
{
if( UCSRA & (1<<RXC) )
return(1);

else
return(0);
}

/*--- void SerComInit( unsigned int baud ) -----------------------------------*/
void SerComInit( unsigned int baud )
{
// set baud rate
UBRRH = (unsigned char)(baud>>8);
UBRRL = (unsigned char)(baud);
// enable receiver and transmitter
UCSRB = (1<<RXEN) | (1<<TXEN);
// set frame format 8 data bits, 1 stop bit
UCSRC = (1<<URSEL) | (3<<UCSZ0);

}

/*--- void PutChar0( unsigned char byte ) ------------------------------------*/
void PutChar0( unsigned char byte )
{

// wait for empty transmit buffer
while ( !( UCSRA & (1<<UDRE) ) );

// send data
UDR = byte;

}

/*--- unsigned char GetChar0( void ) -----------------------------------------*/
unsigned char GetChar0( void )
{

// wait for data ...
while ( !( UCSRA & (1<<RXC) ) );
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// return data
return UDR;

}

/*--- void PutString0( unsigned char *str )-----------------------------------*/
void PutString0( unsigned char *str )
{

unsigned char i = 0;

while ( str[i] ) {
PutChar0( str[i] );
i++;
}

}

/*--- void PutInt0( long numi ) ----------------------------------------------*/
void PutInt0( long numi )
{
unsigned char i;
unsigned char nums[10];

if ( numi < 0 ) {
PutChar0( ’-’ );
numi = -numi;
}

i = 0;
do {
nums[i] = numi%10;
numi = numi/10;
i++;
} while ( numi );

while ( i ) {
i--;
PutChar0( nums[i] + ’0’ );
}

}
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/*******************************************************************************
* File: spi.c
*
* Author: Preston K. Manwaring
*
* Date: Friday, February 13, 2004 21:12:20 -0700
*
* Description: This file contains library functions for the SPI bus as well as
* artificially implementing one. The intended target in an ATMEGA8 although
* this is easily adapted to other processors.
*
*******************************************************************************/

/*--- INCLUDE FILES ----------------------------------------------------------*/
#include <avr\signal.h>
#include "compliance.h" // necessary only for the peripheral SPI bus pinouts

/*--- DEFINITIONS ------------------------------------------------------------*/
#define QUEUESIZE 64

/*--- STRUCTURE DEFINITIONS --------------------------------------------------*/
/* This queue is really only important is slave mode */
struct queue
{
int front; // Index of front element
int rear; // Index of rear element
unsigned char Q[QUEUESIZE]; // Array containing queue data
};

typedef struct queue Queue;
typedef Queue *QueuePtr;

/*--- GLOBAL VARIABLES -------------------------------------------------------*/
Queue
SPI_received,
SPI_response;

/*--- LOCAL ONLY FUNCTION PROTOTYPES -----------------------------------------*/
unsigned char QDequeue( QueuePtr q );
unsigned char QEmpty( QueuePtr q );
unsigned char QEnqueue( QueuePtr q, unsigned char data );

/*--- char SPI_get( void ) ---------------------------------------------------*/
char SPI_get( void )
{
return( QDequeue( &SPI_received ));
}

/*--- char SPI_hit( void ) ---------------------------------------------------*/
char SPI_hit( void )
{
return( QEmpty( &SPI_received ));
}
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/*--- void SPI_respond( unsigned char data ) ---------------------------------*/
void SPI_respond( unsigned char data )
{
/* Enqueue data to be sent out. Keep trying if the queue is full */
while( !QEnqueue( &SPI_response, data ));
}

/*--- void PSPI_send( char data ) --------------------------------------------*/
void PSPI_send( char data )
{
char
bit,
i;

/* send data to peripheral */
for( i = 0; i < 8; i++)
{
/* synthesize a shift register and shift from MSB to LSB through the data */
bit = (data >> (7 - i)) & 0x01;
if( bit ) // if bit is 1
{
PMOSI_HIGH();
}
else

// if bit is 0

{
PMOSI_LOW();
}

/* strobe the clock line to load the data into the peripheral register */
PSCK_HIGH();
PSCK_LOW();
}

} /* End of PSPI_send */

/*--- unsigned char QDequeue( QueuePtr q ) ---------------------------------------*
* Dequeues data from the data queue.
*----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
unsigned char QDequeue( QueuePtr q )
{
unsigned char temp;

/* Require that the queue is not empty */
if( q->front == -1 )
return( 0 );

temp = q->Q[q->front];
if( q->front == q->rear )
{
q->front = q->rear

= -1;

}
else
q->front = ( ++(q->front)) % QUEUESIZE;
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return( temp );
}

/*--- unsigned char QEmpty( QueuePtr q ) -----------------------------------------*
* Return 0 if a queue is empty. Otherwise, return 1.
*----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
unsigned char QEmpty( QueuePtr q )
{
if( q->front == -1 )
return( 0 );
return( 1 );
}

/* end of function QEmpty */

/*--- unsigned char QEnqueue( QueuePtr q, unsigned char data ) -------------------*
* Insert NewElement at the rear of the queue. Return 0 if the queue is
* full, otherwise return 1.
*----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
unsigned char QEnqueue( QueuePtr q, unsigned char data )
{
/* Require that the queue is not full */
if( ((q->rear+1) % QUEUESIZE) == q->front )
return( 0 );
q->rear = ( ++(q->rear) ) % QUEUESIZE;
q->Q[q->rear] = data;
if( q->front == -1 )
q->front = q->rear;
return( 1 );
}

/* end of function QEnqueue */

/*--- SPI data received ISR --------------------------------------------------*
* This ISR stores the incoming data and loads any data to be sent out into
* the SPDR.
*----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
SIGNAL( SIG_SPI )
{
//asm("cli");
QEnqueue( &SPI_received, SPDR ); // Enqueue data from the master
SPDR = QDequeue( &SPI_response );
//asm("sei");
}
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/*******************************************************************************
* Filename: sercom.h
*
* Author: Preston K. Manwaring & Donald Wichern
*
* Date: July 3, 2003
*
* Description: This file contains headers for sercom.c
*
*******************************************************************************/

#ifndef SERCOM_H
#define SERCOM_H

#include <avr/io.h>

/*--- FUNCTION PROTOTYPES for SERCOM.C --------------------------------------*/
unsigned char Hit0( void );
void SerComInit( unsigned int baud );
void PutChar0( unsigned char byte );
unsigned char GetChar0( void );
void PutString0( unsigned char *str );
void PutInt0( long numi );

#endif
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/*******************************************************************************
* Filename: wave_gen.h
*
* Author: Preston K. Manwaring
*
* Date: July 1, 2003
*
* Description: This is the header file to wave_gen.c.
*******************************************************************************/

/*--- INCLUDE FILES ----------------------------------------------------------*/
#include <avr/io.h>
#include <avr/pgmspace.h>
#include <avr/signal.h>
#include <avr/interrupt.h>
#include <avr/eeprom.h>

/*--- DEFINITIONS ------------------------------------------------------------*/
#define FOSC 7372800L
#define PRESCALER 1L

#define BAUD_115200 3 // 115200

/*--- Timer COntrol Register Settings ----------------------------------------*/
/* These settings can be found on pp. 86-98 of the ATMega8 Manual */
#define NORMAL_PORTA 0x00 // TCCR1A
#define NORMAL_PORTB 0x00 // TCCR1A
#define FORCE_OUT_A 0x08 // TCCR1A
#define FORCE_OUT_B 0x04 // TCCR1A
#define CTC_TCCR1A 0x00 // TCCR1A

#define CLKDIV_1024 0x05 // TCCR1B - PRESCALER = 1024
#define CLKDIV_1 0x01 // TCCR1B - PRESCALER = 1
#define NOISE_CANCEL 0x80 // TCCR1B
#define CAPTURE_EDGE 0x40 // TCCR1B
#define CTC_TCCR1B 0x08 // TCCR1B

#define TMR_EN 0x10 // TIMSK

/*--- DAC Control Pins -------------------------------------------------------*/
#define DAC1_CS 0x08 // PC3
#define DAC2_CS 0X02 // PC1
#define DAC3_CS 0X01 // PC0
#define DAC4_CS 0X04 // PC4
#define SYS_WR 0X20 // PC5
#define SYS_XFER 0X10 // PC4
#define SYS_DAC_EN // NOT USED

/*--- MACROS -----------------------------------------------------------------*/
#define delay_950ns() asm("NOP\r\n" \
"NOP\r\n" \
"NOP\r\n" \
"NOP\r\n" \
"NOP\r\n" \
"NOP\r\n" \
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"NOP\r\n")

/*--- FUNCTION PROTOTYPES for WAVEGEN.C --------------------------------------*/
char set_frequency( unsigned int freq, unsigned int phase );
void set_offset( char offset_A, char offset_B );
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/*******************************************************************************
* Filename: sercom.c
*
* Author: Preston K. Manwaring & Donald Wichern
*
* Date: July 3, 2003
*
* Description: This file contains functions to write to the UART.
*
*******************************************************************************/

/*--- INCLUDE FILES ----------------------------------------------------------*/
#include "sercom.h"

/*--- unsigned char Hit0( void ) ---------------------------------------------*/
unsigned char Hit0( void )
{
if( UCSRA & (1<<RXC) )
return(1);

else
return(0);
}

/*--- void SerComInit( unsigned int baud ) -----------------------------------*/
void SerComInit( unsigned int baud )
{
// set baud rate
UBRRH = (unsigned char)(baud>>8);
UBRRL = (unsigned char)(baud);
// enable receiver and transmitter
UCSRB = (1<<RXEN) | (1<<TXEN);
// set frame format 8 data bits, 1 stop bit
UCSRC = (1<<URSEL) | (3<<UCSZ0);

}

/*--- void PutChar0( unsigned char byte ) ------------------------------------*/
void PutChar0( unsigned char byte )
{

// wait for empty transmit buffer
while ( !( UCSRA & (1<<UDRE) ) );

// send data
UDR = byte;

}

/*--- unsigned char GetChar0( void ) -----------------------------------------*/
unsigned char GetChar0( void )
{

// wait for data ...
while ( !( UCSRA & (1<<RXC) ) );
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// return data
return UDR;

}

/*--- void PutString0( unsigned char *str )-----------------------------------*/
void PutString0( unsigned char *str )
{

unsigned char i = 0;

while ( str[i] ) {
PutChar0( str[i] );
i++;
}

}

/*--- void PutInt0( long numi ) ----------------------------------------------*/
void PutInt0( long numi )
{
unsigned char i;
unsigned char nums[10];

if ( numi < 0 ) {
PutChar0( ’-’ );
numi = -numi;
}

i = 0;
do {
nums[i] = numi%10;
numi = numi/10;
i++;
} while ( numi );

while ( i ) {
i--;
PutChar0( nums[i] + ’0’ );
}

}
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/*******************************************************************************
* Filename: wave_file.c
*
* Author: Preston K. Manwaring
*
* Date: July 16, 2003
*
* Description: This file contains basic waveform data for the wave_gen program.
*******************************************************************************/

/*--- WAVEFORMS --------------------------------------------------------------*/

// fill out these arrays with the waveform data

unsigned char
__attribute__((progmem)) sine_wave[] = {127,131,134,137,140,143,146,149,152,155,159,162,165,168,171,173,176,179,
182,185,188,190,193,196,198,201,204,206,209,211,213,216,218,220,222,224,226,228,230,232,234,235,237,239,240,242,
243,244,245,247,248,249,250,250,251,252,253,253,254,254,254,255,255,255,255,255,255,255,254,254,254,253,252,252,
251,250,249,248,247,246,245,244,242,241,240,238,237,235,233,231,230,228,226,224,221,219,217,215,213,210,208,205,
203,200,198,195,192,190,187,184,181,178,176,173,170,167,164,161,158,155,152,148,145,142,139,136,133,130,127,123,
120,117,114,111,108,105,102,99,96,93,90,87,84,81,78,75,72,69,66,64,61,58,56,53,51,48,46,43,41,39,37,34,32,30,28,
26,24,23,21,19,18,16,14,13,12,10,9,8,7,6,5,4,4,3,2,2,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,2,2,3,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,12,13,14,
16,17,19,21,22,24,26,28,30,32,34,36,38,41,43,45,48,50,53,55,58,61,63,66,69,72,75,77,80,83,86,89,92,95,98,101,104,
107,111,114,117,120,123,126
};
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/*******************************************************************************
* Filename: wave_gen.c
*
* Author: Preston K. Manwaring
*
* Date: July 16, 2003
*
* Description: This program implements a simple waveform generator. It uses a
* look-up table to get the values for the waveform. The frequency is controlled
* by timer 2. Phase angle can also be controlled by timer 2 using a maxcount
* register. The minimum frequency possible is 7.3728 MHz / 1024/ 2^16 = 0.1 Hz.
*
*******************************************************************************/

/*--- INCLUDE FILES ----------------------------------------------------------*/
#include "wave_gen.h"
#include "sercom.h"

/*--- DEFINITIONS ------------------------------------------------------------*/
#define waveform_length 256

/*--- GLOBAL VARIABLES -------------------------------------------------------*/
int
phase_delay,
waveform_position_counter;

extern unsigned char
__attribute__((progmem)) sine_wave[];

unsigned char
waveform_A[256],
waveform_B[256];

/*--- int main( void ) -------------------------------------------------------*/
int main( void )
{
unsigned char
char_count,
inchar,
wave_data,
write_eeprom = 0;

unsigned int
i,
frequency = 100,
offset_A = 0x80,// midway or 0
offset_B = 0x80,// midway or 0
phase = 0;

/* initialize the UART */
SerComInit( BAUD_115200 );

/* initialize the ports */
DDRB = 0x03; // set first two pins of B to output
DDRC = 0x3F; // set port C to all output - DAC control lines
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DDRD = 0xFF; // set port D to all output - DAC data lines

/* Set up the DAC control lines */
PORTC = 0xFF;

/* Set up the compare control register for the timer */
TCCR1A = 0x00; // See header file
TCCR1B = CLKDIV_1 | CTC_TCCR1B; // See header file

/* copy the waveform data out of the EEPROM */
for( i = 0; i < 256; i++ )
{
waveform_A[i] = eeprom_read_byte(i);
waveform_B[i] = eeprom_read_byte(256 + i);
}

/* Set the running frequency. 1Hz = 100. 2Hz = 200. */
set_frequency( frequency, phase );

/* Set the offset voltages */
set_offset( offset_A, offset_B );

/* Start the timer */
TIMSK = TMR_EN;

/* enable interrupts */
sei();

while(1)

// loop indefinitely - the interrupts handle everything else

{
/* get frequency and phase information from user */
if( Hit0 )
{
/* if the user wishes to upload a new waveform, it needs to be in the CSV list format.
This is ###,###\r. The values can be 0 to 255. They need not be three digits in length.
There is not error correction in this software. If the user messes up, the data is
corrupted. A full 512 data values must be sent at one time.*/
inchar = GetChar0();

switch( inchar )
{
case ’A’:
{
offset_A--;

set_offset( offset_A, offset_B );

break;
}
case ’B’:
{
offset_B--;

set_offset( offset_A, offset_B );

break;
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}

/* change current settings */
case ’C’:
{
frequency = 0;
phase = 0;
char_count = 0;
inchar = 0;

/* change the frequency */
PutString0("\r\nFREQ: ");
while( inchar != 13 )
{
inchar = GetChar0();
if( inchar != 13 )
{
PutChar0( inchar );
if( char_count != 0 )
frequency *= 10;

frequency += inchar - ’0’;
char_count = 1;
}
}

if( frequency == 0 )
{
frequency = 100;

}

char_count = 0;
inchar = 0;

/* change the phase angle */
PutString0("\r\nPHASE: ");
while( inchar != 13 )
{
inchar = GetChar0();
if( inchar != 13 )
{
PutChar0( inchar );
if( char_count != 0 )
phase *= 10;

phase += inchar - ’0’;
char_count = 1;
}
}

if( phase > 359 )
{
PutString0("\r\nPhase too large! Resetting to 0!\r\n");
phase = 0;
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}
PutString0("\r\nNew Frequency: ");
PutInt0(frequency);
PutString0("\r\nNew Phase: ");
PutInt0(phase);
PutString0("\r\n");

set_frequency( frequency, phase );
break;
} // case: ’C’

/* load a new waveform in from memory or generate a new waveform */
case ’W’:
{
PutString0("\r\nChoose a waveform from the following list: \r\n");
PutString0("1: Sine Wave\r\n2: Square Wave\r\n3: Triangle Wave\r\n4: Sawtooth\r\n5: Load From EEPROM\
\r\n6: Load To EEPROM\r\n7: Load To RAM\r\n8: No Change\r\n\nChoice: ");
inchar = GetChar0();
PutChar0( inchar );
PutString0("\r\n");

/* Stop the timer */
TIMSK = 0;

switch( inchar )
{
case ’1’: // load sinewave from memory
{
for( i = 0; i < 256; i++ )
{
waveform_A[i] = PRG_RDB(&sine_wave[i]);
waveform_B[i] = PRG_RDB(&sine_wave[i]);
}
break;
}
case ’2’: // generate square wave
{
for( i = 0; i < 128; i++ )
{
waveform_A[i] = 255;
waveform_B[i] = 255;
waveform_A[i + 128] = 0;
waveform_B[i + 128] = 0;
}
break;
}
case ’3’: // generate triangle wave
{
for( i = 0; i < 128; i++ )
{
waveform_A[i] = i * 2;
waveform_B[i] = i * 2;
waveform_A[i + 128] = 254 - (i * 2);
waveform_B[i + 128] = 254 - (i * 2);
}
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break;
}
case ’4’: // generate a sawtooth wave
{
for( i = 0; i < 256; i++ )
{
waveform_A[i] = i;
waveform_B[i] = i;
}
break;
}
case ’5’:
{
/* copy the waveform data out of the EEPROM */
for( i = 0; i < 256; i++ )
{
waveform_A[i] = eeprom_read_byte(i);
waveform_B[i] = eeprom_read_byte(256 + i);
}
break;
}
/* write a waveform to the eeprom */
case ’6’:
{
write_eeprom = 1;
}

/* load the waveform into the ram */
case ’7’:
{
PutString0("\r\n*** Send Waveform Now ***\r\n");
for( i = 0; i < 256; i++ )
{
/* parse the ascii data from a csv list into binary data and write the eeprom */
/* get the first value */
wave_data = 0;
char_count = 0;
inchar = 0;

while( inchar != ’,’ )
{
inchar = GetChar0();
//PutChar0(inchar); // echo the incoming data
if( inchar != ’,’ )
{
if( char_count != 0 )
wave_data *= 10;

wave_data += inchar - ’0’;
char_count = 1;
}
} // while(inchar != ’,’)

waveform_A[i] = wave_data;
PutChar0(’A’);
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/* get the second value */
wave_data = 0;
char_count = 0;
inchar = 0;

while( inchar != 13 )
{
inchar = GetChar0();
//PutChar0(inchar); // echo the incoming data
if( inchar != 13 )
{
if( char_count != 0 )
wave_data *= 10;

wave_data += inchar - ’0’;
char_count = 1;
}
} // while(inchar != 13)

waveform_B[i] = wave_data;
PutChar0(’B’);

} // for( i = 0; i < 256; i++ )

PutString0("\r\nDONE!\r\n");

if( write_eeprom )
{
write_eeprom = 0;

/* give the user some feedback */
PutString0("\r\nWRITING DATA TO EEPROM\r\n");
/* write the data to the eeprom */
for( i = 0; i < 256; i++ )
{
eeprom_write_byte(i, waveform_A[i]);
eeprom_write_byte(i + 256, waveform_B[i]);
PutChar0(’*’);
}
PutString0("\r\nDONE!\r\n");
/* copy new waveform to ram and start again */
//goto COPY_WAVEFORM;
}

break;
} // case ’6’:

default:
{
break;
}

} // switch(inchar)

/* Start the Timer */
TIMSK = TMR_EN;
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} // case ’W’:

case ’a’:
{
offset_A++;

set_offset( offset_A, offset_B );

break;
}
case ’b’:
{
offset_B++;

set_offset( offset_A, offset_B );

break;
}

default:
{
PutString0("\r\n*** Wave Generator ***\r\n[C]hange settings, [W]aveform Menu\
\r\nOffset Adjust: [A]+, [a]-, [B]+, [b]-\r\n");
}

} // switch( inchar )

} // if( Hit0() )

} // while(1)

return(0);
}

/*--- char set_period( unsigned int freq, unsigned int phase ) ---------------*
This function sets the frequency for the waveform if it is within a valid range.
The frequency is calculated by Fosc / prescaler / (MaxCount A + MaxCount B)
If the frequency is out of range, it will return a 1. Phase may also entered.
Valid ranges are from 0 to 360 degrees. Phase angle adjusts the proportion of
total count cycles between the maxcount A and B registers.

Frequency is entered in 10 mHz increments. It cannot be less than 110 mHz!
With a prescaler of 1024, the frequency cannot be greater than 7200 Hz!
*----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
char set_frequency( unsigned int freq, unsigned int phase )
{
/* count = Fosc/prescaler/period */
OCR1A = (int)(FOSC/PRESCALER * 100/(long)freq/waveform_length) - 1;

/* create waveform phase relationships */
phase_delay = waveform_length * phase / 360;

return(0);
}
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/*--- char set_offset( char offset_A, char offset_B ) -----------------------*
This function sets the offset voltages for channel A and B of the output
waveforms. They are not updated in the ISR because this will not likely be
a very frequently called function.
*----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
void set_offset( char offset_A, char offset_B )
{
unsigned char
PORTC_DATA = 0xFF;

/* write the waveform data out to the DAC Data Bus*/
PORTD = offset_A & 0xFC;
PORTB = offset_B & 0x03;

/* load the data into DAC2 */
PORTC_DATA &= ~DAC2_CS;
PORTC = PORTC_DATA;
delay_950ns();

PORTC_DATA &= ~SYS_WR;
PORTC = PORTC_DATA;
delay_950ns();

PORTC_DATA |= (SYS_WR | DAC2_CS);
PORTC = PORTC_DATA;
delay_950ns();

/* write the waveform data out to the DAC Data Bus */
PORTD = offset_B & 0xFC;
PORTB = offset_B & 0x03;

/* load the data into DAC4 */
PORTC_DATA &= ~DAC4_CS;
PORTC = PORTC_DATA;
delay_950ns();

PORTC_DATA &= ~SYS_WR;
PORTC = PORTC_DATA;
delay_950ns();

PORTC_DATA |= (SYS_WR | DAC4_CS);
PORTC = PORTC_DATA;
delay_950ns();

/* latch new data into both DAC r2r networks simultaneously. See p. 10 of DAC0830.pdf at
http://www.national.com */
PORTC_DATA &= ~SYS_WR;
PORTC = PORTC_DATA;
delay_950ns();

PORTC_DATA &= ~SYS_XFER;
PORTC = PORTC_DATA;
delay_950ns();

PORTC = 0xFF;
delay_950ns();
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}

/*--- Hardware ISRs ----------------------------------------------------------*/
SIGNAL( SIG_OUTPUT_COMPARE1A )
{
/* this hardware ISR gets the waveform information from memory and writes it
out to the DACs. It also takes care of the waveform phase angles */

unsigned char
DATA,
PORTC_DATA = 0xFF;

/* write the waveform data out to the DAC Data Bus*/
DATA = waveform_A[waveform_position_counter];
PORTD = DATA & 0xFC;
PORTB = DATA & 0x03;

/* load the data into DAC1 */
PORTC_DATA &= ~DAC1_CS;
PORTC = PORTC_DATA;
delay_950ns();

PORTC_DATA &= ~SYS_WR;
PORTC = PORTC_DATA;
delay_950ns();

PORTC_DATA |= (SYS_WR | DAC1_CS);
PORTC = PORTC_DATA;
delay_950ns();

/* write the waveform data out to the DAC Data Bus */
DATA = waveform_B[(char)((waveform_position_counter - phase_delay) % waveform_length)];
PORTD = DATA & 0xFC;
PORTB = DATA & 0x03;

/* load the data into DAC3 */
PORTC_DATA &= ~DAC3_CS;
PORTC = PORTC_DATA;
delay_950ns();

PORTC_DATA &= ~SYS_WR;
PORTC = PORTC_DATA;
delay_950ns();

PORTC_DATA |= (SYS_WR | DAC3_CS);
PORTC = PORTC_DATA;
delay_950ns();

/* latch new data into both DAC r2r networks simultaneously. See p. 10 of DAC0830.pdf at
http://www.national.com */
PORTC_DATA &= ~SYS_WR;
PORTC = PORTC_DATA;
delay_950ns();
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PORTC_DATA &= ~SYS_XFER;
PORTC = PORTC_DATA;
delay_950ns();

PORTC = 0xFF;
delay_950ns();

/* increment the position counter */
waveform_position_counter = (waveform_position_counter + 1) % waveform_length;
}
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The Dual Digital oximeter unit uses two TAOS TLS230R light-frequency converters whose output is a frequency changing digital pulse train proportional to the
light intensity on the chip. The MCU onboard counts the pulses in a given time interval from both TAOS devices and returns those counts to the PC over a 1Mbps USB
link. A program running on the PC allows the capture, plotting, and analysis of this
data. This is designed as a less-expensive, more versatile replacement to traditional
pulse-oximeter devices.
/******************************************************************************
* Filename: queue.h
* Author: Preston K. Manwaring
* Date: Wednesday, March 23, 2005 12:08:35 -0700
* Description: Header file for queue.c. Should be included by for interrupt
* based SPI and UART functions.
******************************************************************************/

/*--- DEFINITIONS ------------------------------------------------------------*/
#define False 0
#define True !False
#define NotOK False
#define OK True

/*--- STRUCTURE DEFINITIONS --------------------------------------------------*/
struct queue
{
signed char Head;
signed char Tail;
char Size;
};

typedef struct queue Queue;
typedef Queue *QueuePtr;

/*--- FUNCTION PROTOTYPES -----------------------------------------*/
#ifndef S_SPLINT_S
unsigned char QClear( QueuePtr q );
signed char QDequeue( QueuePtr q );
unsigned char QEmpty( QueuePtr q );
signed char QEnqueue( QueuePtr q );
signed char QSize( QueuePtr q );
unsigned char QFull( QueuePtr q );
signed char QHead( QueuePtr q );
unsigned char QInit( QueuePtr q, char NumElem );
#endif
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/*******************************************************************************
* Filename: dual_digital.c
*
* Author: Preston K. Manwaring
*
* Date: Monday, August 15, 2005 11:15:08 -0600
*
* Description: This program implements a frequency to phase conversion
* Rev1.1 - I made the mistake of using an atmega 162 which has one 16-bit
* counter input and 1 8-bit counter input.

I need two 16-bit counter inputs.

* This is an attempt to fix this error by using the 8-bit counter input to
* count up and at overflow increment a counter variable. Instead of everything
* running on hardware, the new counter will have to use software to get the
* desired 16-bit results.
*
*******************************************************************************/

/*--- INCLUDE FILES ----------------------------------------------------------*/
#include <avr/signal.h>
#include <avr/io.h>
#include <avr/interrupt.h>
#include <avr/pgmspace.h>
#include <math.h>
#include "digital.h"
#include "sercom.h"
#include "spi.h"

/*--- DEFINITIONS ------------------------------------------------------------*/
#define OCR2_VAL 156 // this value determines the sample rate
// F_S = F_CPU / 1024 / OCR2_VAL = 100.16 Hz
#define WAVEFORM_LENGTH 256

/*--- FUNCTION PROTOTYPES ----------------------------------------------------*/
void (*jump_to_boot)(void) = 0x3A72; // jump to the bootloader section bypassing
// the button check

/*--- GLOBAL VARIABLES -------------------------------------------------------*/
extern unsigned char
__attribute__((progmem)) sine_wave[];

unsigned int
phase1,
phase2,
max_dev = 20;

float
nom_tcnt0,
nom_tcnt1;

unsigned int
waveform_position_counter;

unsigned char
stream_data,
timer0_high_val,
waveform[WAVEFORM_LENGTH];
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/*--- int main( void ) -------------------------------------------------------*/
int main( void )
{
char
temp_char;

unsigned int
i;

/* initialize the ports */
SPI_init(); // enable SPI control
DDRC = _BV(S0_A) | _BV(6) | _BV(0);
DDRA = 0xFF;
DDRE = 0xFF; //_BV(0) | _BV(1) | _BV(2);

/* set output freq of TAOS devices at maximum */
S3_A_LO();
S2_A_LO();

S3_B_LO();
S2_B_LO();

/* set sensitivity levels on TAOS devices */
S0_A_HI();
S1_A_HI();

S0_B_HI();
S1_B_HI();

/* initial state of DAC CS should be hi */
DAC_CS_HI();

RED_LED1_ON(); // turn sensor 1 red LED on
RED_LED2_ON(); // turn sensor 2 red LED on

SPI_init(); // initialize spi communications

MAIN_LED_ON(); // turn the board LED on

/* initialize the serial port */
SerCom0Init(BAUD_1M);

/* load the sine wave waveform from pgm space */
for( i = 0; i < 256; i++ )
{
waveform[i] = pgm_read_byte(&sine_wave[i]);
}

/* we should probably have some sort of "normal" value function that will set the current light intensity
as the maximum value. The TAOS chip should have its sensitivity changed to maximize this value. */
nom_tcnt0 = 17000;
nom_tcnt1 = 17000;

/* Set up the timer/counter registers so that timer 1 is clocked externally */
TCCR1A = 0x00; // everything should be normal.
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TCCR1B = _BV(CS12) | _BV(CS11) | _BV(CS10); // normal counting op, but rising edge triggered

/* Timer 0 is also clocked externally, but an interrupt should be generated at an overflow */
TCCR0 = _BV(CS02) | _BV(CS01) | _BV(CS00);

/* output phase waveform update timer */
TCCR3A = 0x00; // CTC at OCR3A compare match
TCCR3B = _BV(CS30) | _BV(WGM32); // normal counting op no clock divide
OCR3A = 625; // this determines the update rate of the DAC // 100Hz

/* sample rate timer */
TCCR2 = _BV(WGM21) | _BV(CS22) | _BV(CS21) | _BV(CS20); // CTC and prescaled at 1024
OCR2 = OCR2_VAL; // set update frequency at 100Hz

/* enable the timers; timer 2 is the sample rate timer */
TIMSK =_BV(OCIE2) | _BV(TOIE0); // output compare interrupt enable timer 2, overflow int enable timer 0
ETIMSK = _BV(OCIE3A); // enable output compare for the waveform update timer

/* enable interrupts */
sei();

PutString0("Hello\r\n");
while(1)

// loop indefinitely - the interrupts handle everything else

{
if(Hit0())
{
temp_char = GetChar0();
switch( temp_char )
{
case ’U’: // jump to the bootloader of upgrade
MAIN_LED_OFF();
jump_to_boot();
break;

case ’f’: // define the sampling frequency
TIMSK &= ~_BV(OCIE2); // disable timer 2 interrupts before we change the sample rate
while( !Hit0() );
OCR2 = GetChar0();
TIMSK |= _BV(OCIE2); // re-enable the timer
break;

case ’r’: // stop streaming data
stream_data = 0;
break;

case ’s’: // start sending the data
stream_data = 1;
//TIMSK |= _BV(OCIE2); // enable timer 2
break;

default:
PutChar0(temp_char + 1);
break;
}
}
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}
return(0);
}

/*--- Hardware ISRs ----------------------------------------------------------*/
SIGNAL( SIG_OUTPUT_COMPARE2 )
{
/* this ISR captures the current counter values, adjusts the phase of the
output accordingly, and resets the counter. */

/* phase is nothing more than a ratio. So, to keep things simple, phase will
be determined by a ratio of the max could-be counter value given the external
clock update frequency and the counter value which was recorded. */

/* revision to be made: a function finding the nominal value of the
counter (running average) and the max deviation from that value should
be created to maximize phase shift */

float i,j;

/* capture the TCNT values and store them locally, then reset them */
cli();
i = TCNT1;
TCNT1 = 0;

/* collect the 16-bit data but CAT the high val and counter value */
j = ((unsigned int)(timer0_high_val) << 8) | TCNT0;
TCNT0 = 0;
timer0_high_val = 0;

//phase1 = ((WAVEFORM_LENGTH * ((i << 16) / max_tcnt0)) >> 16);
//phase2 = ((WAVEFORM_LENGTH * ((j << 16) / max_tcnt1)) >> 16);

phase1 = (unsigned int)(WAVEFORM_LENGTH * (i / nom_tcnt0));
phase2 = (unsigned int)(WAVEFORM_LENGTH * (j / nom_tcnt1));

/* to maximize phase shift based on minimal light intensity change */
//phase1 = (unsigned int)(WAVEFORM_LENGTH * ((i - nom_tcnt0) / max_dev));
//phase2 = (unsigned int)(WAVEFORM_LENGTH * ((j - nom_tcnt1) / max_dev));

sei();

/* SEND THE DATA OUT */
if( stream_data )
{
PutChar0(’*’);
PutChar0(’*’);

PutChar0((unsigned int)i >> 8 );
PutChar0((unsigned int)i );

PutChar0((unsigned int)j >> 8 );
PutChar0((unsigned int)j );
}
}
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SIGNAL( SIG_OUTPUT_COMPARE3A )
{
/* this hardware ISR creates the output waveform. The phase is adjusted by
the values set in the previous ISR */

/* put the phase shifted waveforms out on the DAC */
DAC_CS_LO();
SPI_mstr_send(DAC_A);
SPI_mstr_send(waveform[(unsigned char)((waveform_position_counter - phase1) % WAVEFORM_LENGTH)]);
DAC_CS_HI();

DAC_CS_LO();
SPI_mstr_send(DAC_B);
SPI_mstr_send(waveform[(unsigned char)((waveform_position_counter - phase2) % WAVEFORM_LENGTH)]);
DAC_CS_HI();

/* increment the position counter */
waveform_position_counter = (waveform_position_counter + 1) % WAVEFORM_LENGTH;
}

/* this interrupt needs to update a global variable to keep track of counting.
It will be eliminated with succeeding versions upgraded to ATMEGA 64 MCU’s */
SIGNAL( SIG_OVERFLOW0 )
{
++timer0_high_val;
}
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/******************************************************************************
*
* Filename: QUEUE.CPP
*
* Functional Description: The functions within this file compose
*

operations on queues.

*

device drivers.

Queues are used in several of the L0S

*
******************************************************************************/

/*

COMMENT --

The functions within this file create the appearance of a queue that is
constructed from an array.

The actual data that is stored in the array

is the data that would be enqueued and dequeued.
array is dependent on the data that is queued.

The data type of the
The functions below

only operate on the indices of the array to give the appearance of a queue.

Within the file that uses the queue, two items must be declared.
array holding the queue data is declared.

First, the

Second, a variable of the type

QueuePtr is declared, that points to a structure that contains variables to
access the queue, the Head and Tail variables.

These variables are indices

to the array containing the queue data.

To use these functions, the programmer passes arguments to them consisting
of the pointer to the queue structure, and a value indicating the size of
the array holding the queue data.

The different functions return values

dependent upon their purpose and the results derived.

As an example, consider the following declarations within a file that uses
some of these queue functions.

(Examine the declarations at the start of

this file to fully understand this example application.)

#define NumElem 128

-- the maximum number of elements in the queue

typedef unchar QData;

-- the type of data stored within the queue

Queue
QSnd;

-- a variable of type containing the queue indices

QueuePtr
SndQueue = &QSnd;

-- pointer to the variable of queue indices

QData
SndData[NumElem];

-- the array containing the queued data

With these declarations within the using file, the functions contained
therein can use the queue accessing functions below to generate indices
to SndData to allow enqueueing, dequeing and other operations on the array
as if it were a queue.
*/

/* I N C L U D E

F I L E S */

#include "queue.h"
#include <avr/io.h>
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/* S T R U C T U R E

D E F I N I T I O N S */

/*
struct queue
{
char Head;
char Tail;
char Size;
};

typedef struct queue Queue;
typedef Queue *QueuePtr;
*/

/* F U N C T I O N

D E F I N I T I O N S */

/*--- 17 May 2000 -----------------------------------------------------------*/
unsigned char QClear( QueuePtr q )
/*
Remove all elements from the queue.

Return OK;

*/
{
q->Head = q->Tail

= -1;

return( OK );
}

/* end of function QClear */

/*--- 17 May 2000 -----------------------------------------------------------*/
signed char QDequeue( QueuePtr q )
/*
Return the index of the oldest (head or front) element from the queue
and update the queue pointers as if it had been removed.

Return -1

if the queue is empty.
*/
{
unsigned char
temp;

/* In order to remove an element from the queue, it must not be empty */
if( q->Head == -1 )
return( -1 );

temp = q->Head;

/* Update the Head and Tail indices */
if( q->Head == q->Tail )
q->Head = q->Tail

= -1;

/* Queue is now empty */

else
q->Head = ( ++(q->Head)) % q->Size;

return( temp );
}

/* end of function QDequeue */
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/*--- 17 Mar 2001 -----------------------------------------------------------*/
unsigned char QEmpty( QueuePtr q )
/*
Return True if a queue is empty. Otherwise, return False.
*/
{
if( q->Head == -1 )
return( True );
return( False );
}

/* end of function QEmpty */

/*--- 15 Oct 2002 -----------------------------------------------------------*/
signed char QEnqueue( QueuePtr q )
/*
Get the index where a new element is to be inserted, at the rear
(tail or back) of the queue. Return -1 if the queue is full.
*/
{
/* In order to insert an element, the queue must not be full */
if( ((q->Tail+1) % q->Size) == q->Head )
return( -1 );

q->Tail = ( ++(q->Tail) ) % q->Size;

if( q->Head == -1 )

/* The queue was empty before this enqueue */

q->Head = q->Tail;

return( q->Tail );
}

/* end of function QEnqueue */

/*--- 17 Mar 2001 -----------------------------------------------------------*/
unsigned char QFull( QueuePtr q )
/*
Return True if the queue is full. Otherwise, return False.
*/
{
if( ((q->Tail + 1) % q->Size) == q->Head )
{
return( True );
}
return( False );
}

/* end of function QFull */

/*--- 17 Mar 2001 -----------------------------------------------------------*/
signed char QHead( QueuePtr q )
/*
Return the index of the oldest (head or front) element from the
queue. The index is not changed, as it would be if the element were
being dequeued.

If the queue is empty, return -1.

*/
{
/* Remember the queue might be empty, q->Head = -1 */
return( q->Head );
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}

/* end of function QHead */

/*--- 17 Mar 2001 -----------------------------------------------------------*/
unsigned char QInit( QueuePtr q, char NumElem )
/*
Intialize the data structure elements associated with the queue
before using them in the other functions.
*/
{
q->Head = q->Tail = -1;
q->Size = NumElem;
return( OK );
}

/* end of function QInit */

/*--- 17 May 2000 -----------------------------------------------------------*/
signed char QSize( QueuePtr q )
/*
Return the number of elements currently in the queue
*/
{
if( q->Head == -1 )
return( 0 );

/* queue is empty */

else
{
if( q->Tail >= q->Head )
return( q->Tail - q->Head + 1 );
else
return( q->Size - q->Head + q->Tail + 1 );
}
} /* end of function QSize */

/*=== end of file QUEUE.CPP

==============================================*/
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/*******************************************************************************
* Filename: sercom_int.c
*
* Author: Preston K. Manwaring & Donald Wichern
*
* Date: Tuesday, January 25, 2005 21:08:21 -0700
*
* Description: This file contains functions to write to the UART. On the
* ATMega8. All UART functions are interrupt driven.
*
*******************************************************************************/

/*--- INCLUDE FILES ----------------------------------------------------------*/
#include "sercom.h"
#include <avr/signal.h>
#include <avr/io.h>
#include "queue.h"

#define RCVD_QUEUE_SIZE 32
#define SEND_QUEUE_SIZE 100

/*--- GLOBAL VARIABLES -------------------------------------------------------*/
Queue
UART_received,
UART_send;

/* create the data storage arrays */
char
send_queue[SEND_QUEUE_SIZE],
rcvd_queue[RCVD_QUEUE_SIZE];

/*--- unsigned char Hit0( void ) ---------------------------------------------*/
unsigned char Hit0( void )
{
return( !QEmpty( &UART_received ));
}

/*--- void SerCom0Init( unsigned int baud ) -----------------------------------*/
void SerCom0Init( unsigned int baud )
{
// set baud rate
UBRR0H = (unsigned char)(baud>>8);
UBRR0L = (unsigned char)(baud);
// enable receiver and transmitter
UCSR0B = _BV(RXEN0) | _BV(TXEN0) | _BV(RXCIE0); // enable interrupts
// set frame format 8 data bits, 1 stop bit
UCSR0C = _BV(URSEL0) | _BV(UCSZ00) | _BV(UCSZ01);
UCSR0A |= _BV(U2X0); // enable double speed

QInit( &UART_received, RCVD_QUEUE_SIZE );
QInit( &UART_send, SEND_QUEUE_SIZE );
}

/*--- void PutChar0( unsigned char byte ) ------------------------------------*/
char PutChar0( unsigned char byte )
{
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// wait for empty transmit buffer
//while ( !( UCSR0A & (1<<UDRE0) ) );

// send data
//UDR0 = byte;

/* Enqueue data to be sent out. Keep trying if the queue is full */
//while( QFull( &UART_send ));

if( QFull( &UART_send ))
{
return( True );
}
send_queue[ QEnqueue( &UART_send ) ] = byte;
UCSR0B |= _BV( UDRIE0 );
return( False );
}

/*--- unsigned char GetChar0( void ) -----------------------------------------*/
unsigned char GetChar0( void )
{
return( rcvd_queue[QDequeue( &UART_received )]);
}

/*--- void PutString0( unsigned char *str )-----------------------------------*/
void PutString0( unsigned char *str )
{
unsigned char i = 0;

while ( str[i] )
{
PutChar0( str[i] );
i++;
}
}

/*--- void PutInt0( long numi ) ----------------------------------------------*/
void PutInt0( long numi )
{
unsigned char i, nums[10];

if ( numi < 0 )
{
PutChar0( ’-’ );
numi = -numi;
}

i = 0;
do
{
nums[i] = numi%10;
numi = numi/10;
i++;
} while ( numi );
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while ( i )
{
i--;
PutChar0( nums[i] + ’0’ );
}

}

/*--- SIG data received ISR --------------------------------------------------*
* This ISR stores the incoming data.
*----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
SIGNAL( SIG_USART0_RECV )
{
rcvd_queue[QEnqueue( &UART_received )] = UDR0; // Enqueue data from the UART
}

/*--- SIG data transmit complete ISR -----------------------------------------*
* This ISR sends data stored in a queue when it can.
*----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
SIGNAL( SIG_USART0_DATA )
{
if( QEmpty( &UART_send ) ) // if queue is empty, make sure the ISR won’t fire
{
UCSR0B &= ~_BV( UDRIE0 );
}
else
{
UDR0 = send_queue[QDequeue( &UART_send )];
}
}
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/*******************************************************************************
* File: spi.c
*
* Author: Preston K. Manwaring
*
* Date: Thursday, August 11, 2005 13:08:58 -0600
*
* Description: This file contains library functions for the SPI bus.
* Only transmission in master mode (isr based) is supported in this file.
*
*******************************************************************************/
/* for debugging purposes, a manual SPI bus can be created without the
use of the internal SPI hardware. This manual bus bit-bangs the data out */
#define hdw_noint // sets up spi with hardware w/o interrupts
//#define manual // bit bang spi interface

/*--- INCLUDE FILES ----------------------------------------------------------*/
#include <avr\signal.h>
#include <avr\io.h>
#include "queue.h"
#include "data_types.h"

/*--- DEFINITIONS ------------------------------------------------------------*/
#define SPI_QUEUE_SIZE 10
#define MOSI_HIGH() PORTB |= _BV(5)
#define MOSI_LOW() PORTB &= ~_BV(5)
#define SCK_HIGH() PORTB |= _BV(7)
#define SCK_LOW() PORTB &= ~_BV(7)

/*--- GLOBAL VARIABLES -------------------------------------------------------*/
#ifndef manual
Queue
SPI_send;

/* create the data storage arrays */
char
SPI_queue[SPI_QUEUE_SIZE];
#endif
/*--- void SPI_init( void ) --------------------------------------------------*/
void SPI_init( void )
{
DDRB |= _BV(PB7) | _BV(PB5); // set port directions
#ifndef manual
/* force hdw SS pin high to ensure master mode */
PORTB |= _BV(PB4);

SPCR = _BV(SPE) | _BV(MSTR); // set spi register to MOSI

/* set the SPI data rate */
SPSR |= _BV(SPI2X); // set the data rate at 1/2 F_CPU (max speed)
#ifndef hdw_noint
QInit( &SPI_send, SPI_QUEUE_SIZE );
#endif
#endif
}
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/*--- void SPI_mstr_send( unsigned char data ) ---------------------------------*/
char SPI_mstr_send( unsigned char data )
{
#ifndef hdw_noint
#ifndef manual
//PORTC |= _BV(6); // turn main LED on
/* Enqueue data to be sent out. Keep trying if the queue is full */
if( QFull( &SPI_send ))
{
return( True );
}
SPI_queue[ QEnqueue( &SPI_send ) ] = data;
SPCR |= _BV(SPIE); // enable SPI interrupt
SPSR |= _BV(SPIF);
return( False );
#else
unsigned char
bit,
i;

/* send data to peripheral */
for( i = 0; i < 8; i++)
{
/* synthesize a shift register and shift from MSB to LSB through the data */
bit = (data >> (7 - i)) & 0x01;
if( bit ) // if bit is 1
{
MOSI_HIGH();
}
else

// if bit is 0

{
MOSI_LOW();
}
/* strobe the clock line to load the data into the peripheral register */
SCK_HIGH();
SCK_LOW();
}
return( False );
#endif
#else
/* Start transmission */
SPDR = data;
/* Wait for transmission complete */
while(!(SPSR & (1<<SPIF)));
return( False );
#endif
}

/*--- SPI data received ISR --------------------------------------------------*
* This ISR stores the incoming data and loads any data to be sent out into
* the SPDR.
*----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
#ifndef manual
SIGNAL( SIG_SPI )
{
if( QEmpty( &SPI_send ) ) // if queue is empty, make sure the ISR won’t fire
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{
SPCR &= ~_BV(SPIE);
}
else
{
SPDR = SPI_queue[QDequeue( &SPI_send )];
}

}
#endif
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/* this is the sinwave reference waveform */
unsigned char
__attribute__((progmem)) sine_wave[] = {127,131,134,137,140,143,146,149,152,155,159,162,165,168,171,173,176,179,
182,185,188,190,193,196,198,201,204,206,209,211,213,216,218,220,222,224,226,228,230,232,234,235,237,239,240,242,
243,244,245,247,248,249,250,250,251,252,253,253,254,254,254,255,255,255,255,255,255,255,254,254,254,253,252,252,
251,250,249,248,247,246,245,244,242,241,240,238,237,235,233,231,230,228,226,224,221,219,217,215,213,210,208,205,
203,200,198,195,192,190,187,184,181,178,176,173,170,167,164,161,158,155,152,148,145,142,139,136,133,130,127,123,
120,117,114,111,108,105,102,99,96,93,90,87,84,81,78,75,72,69,66,64,61,58,56,53,51,48,46,43,41,39,37,34,32,30,28,
26,24,23,21,19,18,16,14,13,12,10,9,8,7,6,5,4,4,3,2,2,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,2,2,3,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,12,13,14,
16,17,19,21,22,24,26,28,30,32,34,36,38,41,43,45,48,50,53,55,58,61,63,66,69,72,75,77,80,83,86,89,92,95,98,101,104,
107,111,114,117,120,123,126
};

/*--- MACROS -----------------------------------------------------------------*/
#define DAC_CS_LO() PORTC &= ~_BV(0)
#define DAC_CS_HI() PORTC |= _BV(0)

#define DAC_A _BV(0) // update DAC A input register from shift register
#define DAC_B _BV(5) | _BV(2) // Load DAC B input register from shift
// register and update both DAC registers

#define RED_LED1_ON() PORTA |= _BV(7); PORTA &= ~_BV(6)
#define RED_LED2_ON() PORTA |= _BV(4); PORTA &= ~_BV(5)
#define IR_LED1_ON() PORTA |= _BV(6); PORTA &= ~_BV(7)
#define IR_LED2_ON() PORTA |= _BV(5); PORTA &= ~_BV(4)
#define LED1_OFF() PORTA &= ~(_BV(7) | _BV(6))
#define LED2_OFF() PORTA &= ~(_BV(4) | _BV(5))

#define MAIN_LED_ON()

PORTC |= _BV(6)

#define MAIN_LED_OFF()

PORTC &= ~_BV(6)

/* TAOS device settings */
#define S3_A 1 // frequency
#define S2_A 0 // frequency
#define S1_A 2 // sensitivity
#define S0_A 7 // sensitivity

#define S3_B 3 // frequency
#define S2_B 2 // frequency
#define S1_B 1 // sensitivity
#define S0_B 0 // sensitivity

#define S1_B_HI() PORTA |= _BV(S1_B)
#define S1_B_LO() PORTA &= ~_BV(S1_B)
#define S0_B_HI() PORTA |= _BV(S0_B)
#define S0_B_LO() PORTA &= ~_BV(S0_B)

#define S1_A_HI() PORTE |= _BV(S1_A)
#define S1_A_LO() PORTE &= ~_BV(S1_A)
#define S0_A_HI() PORTC |= _BV(S0_A)
#define S0_A_LO() PORTC &= ~_BV(S0_A)

#define S3_B_HI() PORTA |= _BV(S3_B)
#define S3_B_LO() PORTA &= ~_BV(S3_B)
#define S2_B_HI() PORTA |= _BV(S2_B)
#define S2_B_LO() PORTA &= ~_BV(S2_B)
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#define S3_A_HI() PORTC |= _BV(S3_A)
#define S3_A_LO() PORTC &= ~_BV(S3_A)
#define S2_A_HI() PORTC |= _BV(S2_A)
#define S2_A_LO() PORTC &= ~_BV(S2_A)
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/*******************************************************************************
* Filename: sercom.h
*
* Author: Preston K. Manwaring & Donald Wichern
*
* Date: July 3, 2003
*
* Description: This file contains headers for sercom.c
*
*******************************************************************************/

#define False 0
#define True

!False

/*--- FUNCTION PROTOTYPES for SERCOM.C --------------------------------------*/
unsigned char Hit0( void );
void SerCom0Init( unsigned int baud );
char PutChar0( unsigned char byte );
unsigned char GetChar0( void );
void PutString0( unsigned char *str );
void PutInt0( long numi );

// These settings assume a Fclk of 16.000 MHz and U2X enabled
#define BAUD_19200 103
#define BAUD_28800 68
#define BAUD_38400 51
#define BAUD_57600 34
#define BAUD_115200 16
#define BAUD_230400 8
#define BAUD_250000 7
#define BAUD_500000 3
#define BAUD_1M 1
#define BAUD_2M 0
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/*******************************************************************************
* File: spi.h
*
* Author: Preston K. Manwaring
*
* Date: Thursday, August 11, 2005 13:19:51 -0600
*
* Description:
*
*******************************************************************************/

/*--- DEFINITIONS ------------------------------------------------------------*/
#define False 0
#define True

!False

/*--- FUNCTION PROTOTYPES ----------------------------------------------------*/
char SPI_mstr_send( unsigned char data ); // assumes MOSI configuration
void SPI_init( void );
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Appendix D

Patents

This appendix contains one of the patents filed for this research. There are
three, however the other two are not available yet.
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Appendix E

Papers

This appendix contains two papers written during the course of this research.
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